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As we move toward implementing RDA: Resource Description and Access, I
have been pondering how we might manage the transition to new cataloging
rules effectively. I was a practicing cataloger when Anglo-American Cataloguing
Rules, 2nd ed., was implemented and remember it as a traumatic process. The
published literature that I found focused on the impact of the then-new rules on
specific formats and genres, but no one seems to have addressed the process of
implementation and what type of training worked well (or did not). After a bit of
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Implementation of AACR
I was in library school at the University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign studying for a Master in Library Science in 1965–66. Kathryn Henderson was my
cataloging professor. She was a consultant (representing the American Theological Library Association) to the committee making the new rules (to be called
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules or AACR), so she had access to the drafts.1 She
taught the new rules to our class, but I do not believe she concentrated on details.
Rather she taught us the principles, and what I remember specifically learning is
the “Paris Principles.” I contacted her to ask for her input for this reminiscence.
She wrote, “I served for 4 years as a consultant and attended meetings, including
finding on our chairs one day during one of the sessions that LC would institute
something called superimposition. It was a bolt out of the blue and there was
much discussion.”2
My first position out of library school was as a cataloger at the Library of
Congress (LC) from June 1966 to September 1967. The implementation of
AACR occurred March 20, 1967, according to the policy outlined in the LC’s
Cataloging Service, bulletin 79: “60 days after the date of publication . . . a period
that will be sufficient for card subscribers to procure copies of the rules and for
their catalogers as well as the catalogers at the Library of Congress to become
fully acquainted with the provisions of the rules and their relation to existing catalog entries.”3 Bulletin 79 also announced the policy of superimposition, and bulletin 80 (April 1967), gave more detailed information about how the LC “intends
to apply the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules to new cataloging.”4
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I do not remember having much training at the LC
in preparation for the changeover. We had a lecture one
afternoon on the differences between the American Library
Association (ALA) rules and AACR. It is possible that I was
so low in the hierarchy that my supervisor was to revise all
my work and teach me as we went along; although I do
remember that about ten months after I started at the LC, I
was assigned as a reviser of new catalogers. That would have
been around April 1967; AACR was implemented March
20, 1967, so I was expected to know enough AACR to teach
and revise someone else. Also, the rules for description in
AACR had been essentially lifted from the LC’s Rules for
Descriptive Cataloging and its revisions, which had been in
use since 1949, so there was relatively little change in rules
for description.5 The major changes affected access points.
Because of superimposition, we were led to believe that
most cataloging would be the same for a long time, and only
as we needed to establish new headings would we need to
learn the new rules for entry and heading form.6 The policy
of superimposition did, in fact, mean that very often we simply used already-established heading forms. However, the
result was not helpful for users, especially after 1974 when
the exception for entry of educational institutions under
place was dropped from AACR. Users could not understand,
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for example, why some universities were entered under
place (e.g., “Illinois. University at Urbana-Champaign,” the
superimposed ALA form of the heading) while others were
entered under the name of the university in the order that
the name appeared in its corporate form (e.g., “University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga,” the new name taken by the university and the heading established after the exception for
entry of educational institutions under place was dropped).
I taught cataloging at the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science from spring 1971 through
summer 1972. I taught AACR but told students about older
rules. I always included history of cataloging and cataloging
rules because catalogs would always contain legacy data that
librarians would need to explain to users.

Implementation of ISBD
Implementation of International Standard Bibliographic
Description (ISBD) followed in 1974, when I was head of
copy cataloging at Iowa State University.7 I taught workshops
on ISBD. I also taught again in the library school of the University of Illinois in the summer of 1974. A better comparison
to what is happening now might be when ISBD began to be
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used for AACR description (i.e., the separate publication of
AACR Chapter 6, for monographs).8 At that time serials and
other formats were to continue to have elements ordered
and punctuated the old way, and monographs were to use
the ISBD order of elements and ISBD punctuation. Libraries switched over at different rates. A number of heads of
cataloging insisted that copy catalogers had to make corrections to old records using old rules for order and punctuation
and make corrections to new records using ISBD. This was
extremely difficult to teach. It was one thing for people who
had been doing it the old way for years to remember which
way was old and which was new. But for those learning it
all for the first time, keeping the different rules straight in
their minds was impossible. Also, students were supposed to
learn the old order and punctuation for anything other than
monographs. I tried to teach both for a couple of years, but
finally I just taught ISBD and hoped that the students who
would have jobs that required the old order and punctuation
would be able to learn that on the job. I always told students,
however, that lots of records that look different were already
in catalogs, and I provided students with handouts showing
old cataloging that had used older rules.

Implementation of AACR2
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed. (AACR2), was
published in 1978, but implementation was first postponed
to 1980, then to 1981.9 My 1981 PhD dissertation, based
on research carried out in 1979 and 1980, was titled “A
Five-Year Projection of the Impact of the Rules for Form of
Heading in the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Second
Edition, upon Selected Academic Library Catalogs.”10 A
friend had a t-shirt made for me (see figures 1 and 2) that
shows the struggle: “AACR II in 1980” with “80” crossed out
and replaced by “81,” and the back read “no superimposition.”
I was invited to speak about my dissertation research at
the 1980 ALA Annual Conference in New York. Berry’s editorial in Library Journal before that meeting stated that the
most important thing that should be accomplished at that
conference was to postpone, again, the implementation of
AACR2.11 I gave my report to a standing-room-only crowd,
essentially showing that implementation would not be as big
a problem as many people were saying, especially if libraries did not start new catalogs but just integrated the new
cataloging into existing catalogs as materials that would need
the new headings were acquired. Because most libraries still
had card catalogs, I recommended deciding on a number of
cards already in the catalog that could be changed if a heading required being changed (e.g., if fewer than six cards,
then the headings could be changed and refiled). Many of
these changes required only minor modifications, such as
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removing a comma and adding parentheses (e.g., the change
from “Durham, N.C.” to “Durham (N.C.)”). For changes
with more than the chosen number of cards already in the
catalog, I recommended two possible solutions: (1) interfiling headings for a change that was so small that it would
hardly be noticeable if interfiled (e.g., the change from
“Chicago” to “Chicago (Ill.)”); and (2) using “see also” references for more significant changes (e.g., the change from
“Little, Malcolm, 1925–1965” to “Malcolm X, 1925–1965”).
I projected that if these techniques were followed, and if
libraries only dealt with changes as they acquired materials
with changed headings (e.g., if they did not change “Samuel
Clemens” to “Mark Twain” until they acquired something
needing “Mark Twain” as a heading), then during the first
year the heading conflict rate in the large, medium-size, and
small libraries in my study would be 3.6 percent, 2.9 percent, and 0.5 percent, respectively. Percentages of conflict
would be reduced from the first-year amount in each of the
next four years.
The reports about my presentation published afterward
in Library Journal (LJ) and in American Libraries sounded
as if the reporters had attended the presentations of two
different speakers.12 The LJ report misrepresented what I
had said and gave several misstatements of fact. LJ did publish (four months later) a letter of corrections from me and
another one written by Michael Gorman and William Gray
Potter.13 The last paragraph of my letter stated,
Lastly, the report implied that I “conceded” that
libraries should open catalogs in new formats
because of AACR 2. I did not. There are many reasons for working toward machine-readable catalogs
as quickly as possible, but AACR 2 itself is not a convincing reason. The furor over AACR 2 is a symptom of a deeper illness. Even without new rules,
catalogs are in constant need of changes in headings
because people and corporate bodies change. Yet
the need for authority control was not recognized
until we faced making a few more changes than
usual because of a new set of cataloging rules that
merely represent the next step in a continuum of
progress toward better catalog access.14
The last paragraph of Gorman and Potter’s letter stated,
“We know that the flurry of a conference can lead to hasty
summaries. We believe, however, that Arlene’s paper was
inherently valuable and of interest to a great many people.
It deserved to be summarized correctly even though it did
not support LJ’s editorial view.”15
My dissertation was published as a book, AACR 2 Headings: A Five-Year Projection of Their Impact on Libraries.16
A follow-up article, coauthored with Barbara Paff, used data
collected during the first three years of implementation of
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Figure 1. AACR2 T-shirt Front

Figure 2. AACR2 T-shirt Back

AACR2, in a library of comparable size to the medium-size
library in my dissertation study, to show that my projection
had been right on track.17
I served as a member of the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services Cataloging and Classification
Section Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access
(CC:DA) during the implementation of AACR2, which
began January 1, 1981. Much more training was provided
than with AACR, and I made several presentations at preconferences and workshops. Many people could not afford
to travel to centralized workshops, however, so materials
were sold to folks willing and able to pay.
I also was teaching (at the University of Chicago
Graduate Library School) during the transition to AACR2.
This transition was different from the current change to
RDA: Resource Description and Access (RDA) because,
with AACR2, the presentation of data did not change for
monographs (i.e., everyone was still going to use ISBD for
the way description would look, and almost everyone still
had card catalogs, although many were printing cards from
data entered into the MARC format).18 The content of the
descriptive elements changed a little in some instances and
the rules for constructing the forms of some names and titles
changed a lot. So I could to continue teaching cataloging
of monographs the same way and just explain the different
content and name forms. Teaching of serials and audiovisual
cataloging actually became easier, because all formats were
described with ISBD order and punctuation when using
AACR2.

Again, teaching both old rules and new rules at the same
time to students new to it all was difficult. Learning the new
rules is different for someone ingrained in old rules. They
can, for a time, although usually not for more than a couple
of years, remember what is new versus what they have been
doing for years.

Lessons That May Be Learned from Previous
Implementations of New Cataloging Rules
Recognize that change is difficult. Henderson wrote to me:
“It was a valuable experience to have been present at the last
four years of the code revision in the 1960s. I learned much
about the politics of code revision. I can well remember
revision members from large institutions like Yale standing
up and saying ‘We will not change our catalogs to the new
forms.’ Of course that was in the days of card catalogs, but
I don’t know if it is really any easier to change them today.
Change always comes hard.”19
Do research into the potential impact of the rule
changes—and if the research method is sound, believe the
results! If someone reports the presentation of the research
findings incorrectly, now it can be refuted immediately on
the Internet, which was not the case in either 1967 or 1981.
Concentrate on principles for both old and new—do
not expect people new to cataloging rules to remember the
details of old rules versus new rules. Henderson spoke to
this point: “Students used to tell me that when a new code
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came out their colleagues would ask them why they were
so confident in using it and they would reply that they had
learned principles in their cataloging class which they could
apply in any situation.”20
Teach students that there are differences in sets of
rules, but do not try to teach them all the details. Even if
students are convinced they will never catalog, anyone dealing with catalogs (reference librarians, acquisitions librarians, etc., as well as catalogers) will be dealing with records
created over time using different rules.
Current catalogers need to know what is going to
be different in how they prepare records and organize a
catalog. Current students, on the other hand, need to know
principles and the general elements of a record, along with
how authority control pulls records together into a catalog.
Share teaching materials widely. Hold workshops.
Schools of library and information science and larger libraries have the facilities to do this. Most schools and many
libraries now have the means to teach online, which would
be a boon to folks who cannot afford to travel to centralized
workshop locations such as ALA preconferences. Much
more than one afternoon of training is needed!

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
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The Role of
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Technological advances, budget cuts, reorganizations, downsizing, outsourcing,
expanded roles of professionals, and changes in the information world are redistributing the workload between professionals and paraprofessionals in academic
library technical services units. Today, paraprofessionals manage major functional areas in technical services and dominate the technical services work force.
The roles of paraprofessionals have expanded to include duties once considered
the sole responsibilities of professionals in technical services. In 2011, the author
conducted a survey to understand more about the roles of technical services
paraprofessionals in academic libraries during the previous five years. This paper
analyzes the survey results and provides insight into the roles of paraprofessionals in technical services in academic libraries by examining required educational
degrees and high-level skills for paraprofessional positions, complex duties that
are regularly assigned to paraprofessional positions, and staff development incentives and opportunities.

A

ccording to the Online Dictionary for Library and Information Science
(ODLIS), a library paraprofessional is
a member of the library support staff, usually someone who holds at
least the baccalaureate degree, trained to understand specific procedures and apply them according to pre-established rules under normal
circumstances without exercising professional judgment. Library paraprofessionals are usually assigned high-level technical support duties,
for example, in copy cataloging and serials control. In smaller public
library systems in the United States, branch librarians are sometimes
paraprofessionals.1

Lihong Zhu (lzhu2@wsu.edu) is Head of
Technical Services, Washington State
University Libraries, Pullman, Washington.
Submitted November 3, 2011; tentatively accepted, pending revision, December 14, 2011; revision submitted January
6, 2012, and accepted for publication
February 3, 2012.

What to call the group of “library paraprofessionals” has been perplexing and
controversial in the past. A brief review of the literature shows that the library
profession has reached no consensus. In the past, this group has been called paraprofessionals, library assistants, library specialists, library associates, non–master
of library and information science (MLIS) staff, paralibrarians, subprofessionals,
nonprofessionals, library aids, library technicians, library support staff, and so
on. In this paper, the author chose to use paraprofessionals for the sole purpose
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of consistency. In 2011, the author conducted a survey to
understand more about the roles of paraprofessionals in
technical services in academic libraries during the previous five years. This paper analyzes the survey results and
provides an insight into the roles of technical services paraprofessionals in academic libraries during the previous five
years, detailing the required educational degrees and highlevel skills for paraprofessional positions, complex duties
that are regularly assigned to paraprofessional positions, and
staff development incentives and opportunities.
The questionnaire in the survey was designed to answer
the following research questions:
• In the previous five years, what educational degrees
and high-level skills have been required for the positions of professionals and paraprofessionals according
to their official job descriptions? What are the similarities and differences?
• In the previous five years, what complex duties have
been regularly assigned (i.e., officially part of the job
description) to professionals and paraprofessionals
in academic library technical services units, either
full or part time? What are the similarities and differences?
• In the previous five years, have the roles of paraprofessionals in academic library technical services units
expanded, grown smaller, or remained the same in
complex duties?
• In the previous five years, what incentives do academic libraries offer to paraprofessionals in technical
services for staff development?

Literature Review
As Oberg observed in 1995, “Over the past twenty or more
years, automation of library processes, declining budgets,
contraction of higher education generally, and entry into
the electronic information age have changed libraries.
New library tasks have been created and others realigned.
This redistribution of the library workload has given rise
to a new category of employee, the paraprofessional.”2
The library literature gives evidence of a lengthy dialogue
about paraprofessionals in technical services, often tied to
a discussion about professional librarians.3 As Oberg noted,
“Staff utilization, role definition and articulation, task
overlap, educational requirements, certification, and status
have been cantankerous issues within the library profession for most of this century and remain largely unresolved
today.”4 Although an abundance of publications addressed
issues related to paraprofessionals in technical services,
many focused exclusively on paraprofessionals in cataloging. This paper will focus on the roles of paraprofessionals

in various technical services functions in academic libraries
in recent years.
As early as 1923, Williamson challenged the library
profession to distinguish unambiguously between professional and paraprofessional duties.5 Since 1927, the
American Library Association (ALA) has made a series
of efforts to define the roles of library professionals and
paraprofessionals including Proposed Classification and
Compensation Plans for Library Positions, The Subprofessional or Technical Assistant: A Statement of Definition,
and Library Education and Personnel Utilization (LEPU).6
LEPU defined “librarian” as a professional with an MLIS.
On January 23, 2002, the ALA council adopted “Library
and Information Studies and Human Resource Utilization:
A Statement of Policy,” which formalized the acceptance
of paraprofessionals as integral contributors to and participants in the library profession and advocated for a constant
effort to promote the most effective utilization of personnel
at all levels.7 According to this policy, the basic educational
requirement for library professionals is an MLIS; additional
professional degrees will be required for subject specialties.
In contrast, the basic educational requirement for library
paraprofessionals is bachelor’s degree for library associates
or two years of college-level study for library assistants. The
title “librarian”
carries with it the connotation of professional in
the sense that professional tasks are those which
require a special background and education on the
basis of which library needs are identified, problems are analyzed, goals are set, and original and
creative solutions are formulated for them, integrating theory into practice, and planning, organizing, communicating, and administering successful
programs of service to users of the library’s materials and services. . . . Positions which are primarily
devoted to the routine application of established
rules and techniques, however useful and essential
to the effective operation of a library’s ongoing
services, should not carry the word Librarian in the
job title.8
In 1991, World Book–ALA Goal Award Project on
Library Support Staff published its issue paper “Role
Definition,” which noted that the term “routine,” which
had been frequently used to differentiate between the work
done by professionals and paraprofessionals in library literature, seemed inappropriate to distinguish the jobs held
by a growing number of paraprofessionals whose duties
required sophisticated judgment calls, supervision, and
complex operations in the current library environment.9
This paper stated that “it may well be that the models and
definitions which were useful in the initial development of
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paraprofessional roles no longer serve to describe the reality
in a growing number of libraries.”10
To understand the roles of paraprofessionals in technical services, researchers often used literature review, surveys, case studies, job advertisements, or job descriptions to
do quantitative or qualitative analysis. In late 1990s, Buttlar
and Garcha gleaned from literature sixty-seven traditional
and emerging activities in which catalogers in academic
libraries were involved and incorporated them into a questionnaire that was distributed to catalogers in academic
libraries. The survey respondents indicated involvement of
paraprofessionals in higher leves of cataloging.11 In 1995,
Mohr and Schuneman conducted a survey of the heads of
the main cataloging departments of the 119 Association of
Research Libraries (ARL) institutions to examine the changing roles of paraprofessionals in original cataloging in ARL
libraries.12 The results of the survey confirmed the continuing changes in assignment of original cataloging responsibilities to paraprofessionals. The survey respondents expressed
concerns with increased paraprofessional involvement in
original cataloging.
In 1998 and 1999, Bordeianu and Seiser conducted two
surveys of ARL libraries to identify the minimum education
and experience required of paraprofessional catalogers.13
The majority of surveyed libraries responded that they used
paraprofessionals to catalog various types of materials. The
survey results showed that a higher number of libraries used
paraprofessionals in copy cataloging than in original cataloging, and some libraries hired paraprofessionals to do some
jobs formerly restricted to professionals.
Smith and Etcheverria conducted a survey of directors
and managers in academic library technical services departments—specifically from a sample of ARL and land-grant
libraries within the United States—to examine staffing
trends in technical services in academic libraries. The survey
responses showed a perception of a growth in work roles for
both professionals and paraprofessionals.14 Smith and Etcheverria observed,
While the literature sometimes refers to the blurring of responsibilities between professionals and
paraprofessionals, survey respondents perceived
that all levels of staff had grown in their positions.
According to comments by respondents, areas of
growth for paraprofessionals included more highlevel and original cataloging. Areas of growth for
all staff included aspects of dealing with electronic
resources, cataloging new formats, and growing in
sophistication in use of integrated library systems.15
As a follow-up to Smith and Etcheverria’s survey, Smith
contacted eight of the original group surveyed because
they had expressed interest in being contacted during the

original survey. Smith interviewed the five who responded—
and who happened to represent a cross-section of areas in
technical services—and conducted a qualitative analysis.16
Smith reported that all five interviewees saw an increased or
increasing role for paraprofessionals, noting, “The roles of
professionals were also changing and becoming increasingly
removed from day to day operations in technical services.”17
Cox and Myers conducted a survey in 2008 to examine
the roles of professional and paraprofessional catalogers as
they were perceived by both types of catalogers.18 According
to the survey findings, a majority of both professional and
paraprofessional catalogers felt that paraprofessionals should
do complex copy cataloging. Furthermore, 53.8 percent of
professional respondents and 82.1 percent of paraprofessional respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that original cataloging should only be handled by professionals. Cox
and Myers found that the perceived distinctions between
professional and paraprofessional catalogers were in the
activities beyond cataloging done by professionals, such as
administrative work, services on committees, and research.
Cox and Myers suggested “a need in libraries for clarity
in how responsibilities are defined and assigned, and how
expectations are articulated, so that professional and paraprofessional catalogers better understand their roles and
value to the organization.”19 Cox and Myers recommended
that the library profession as a whole reach consensus about
the level of work paraprofessionals should do and how they
should be compensated. Cox and Myers pointed out that
the roles of professionals and paraprofessionals
within libraries have been in flux for more than a
decade. Advances in technology have streamlined
workflows, allowing staff at all levels to engage
in higher-level work. Reduced budgets and the
reduced staff levels that go along with them have
required reshuffling of job duties and shifts in
department priorities. Some of these changes have
blurred the lines between professional and paraprofessional staff. Despite these shifts, the library
profession still defines employees and the work
they do in terms of professional librarians, requiring a master of library and information science
(MLIS), and paraprofessional staff, who typically
hold at least a bachelor’s degree.20
Gelber and Kandarasheva discussed a case study program implemented at Columbia University Libraries (CUL)
that trained paraprofessional catalogers in Program for
Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) and Name Authority Cooperative Program (NACO) responsibilities.21 The CUL PCC
training program proved to be a valuable investment of
cataloging resources because the program contributed to the
professional development of paraprofessional catalogers and
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the growth of training and mentoring skills of professional
catalogers.
In 2011, Primary Research Group (PRG) published
The Survey of Academic Library Cataloging Practices.22 The
study looked closely at how academic libraries deployed their
cataloging personnel—how they used cataloging librarians
and paraprofessionals. Approximately seventy-five North
American academic libraries participated in the survey. The
PRG survey findings included:
• 27.3 percent of the survey participants routinely used
paraprofessionals for original cataloging. Public colleges were more than three times more likely than
private colleges to use paraprofessionals for original
cataloging, and larger colleges were more than twice
as likely as smaller ones to do so.
• 24.7 percent of the libraries in the sample use paraprofessionals for master bibliographic record enrichment
in the OCLC database. Most of those doing so were
public colleges and offered beyond the BA degree.
• Copy cataloging was routinely performed by paraprofessionals in 81.43 percent of libraries in the sample
and by professional librarians in 58.57 percent of them.
Howarth discussed the possible future roles of paraprofessionals in various areas of technical services including
selection, acquisitions, cataloging and classification, physical
processing, binding and repair, and circulation, from the
premise that the survival of paraprofessionals would depend
on defining an occupational niche that was unique from
that of clerical support staff or professional librarians.23 She
observed, “Rather than being a ‘shadow’ librarian or a ‘glorified clerk,’ the paraprofessional must establish and maintain
an appropriately broad, but clearly identifiable, niche to
demarcate this from other levels of staff, both within technical services and the library as a whole.”24
In addition to publications on the roles of professionals
and paraprofessionals in technical services, many articles
have addressed related topics, including library paraprofessional movement, deprofessionalization of librarianship,
inequalities between professionals and paraprofessionals, professional and paraprofessional communication and
mutual respect, job satisfaction, training, continuing education, compensation, and career ladder.
Litwin reviewed the history of library support staff
movement for a higher level of status in library profession
and explored its implications for the professional status of
librarianship in the light of sociologist Mane Haug’s original
work on the concept of deprofessionalization and subsequent discourse.25 Litwin observed, “Where the idea of
deprofessionalization first began clearly to fit was in developments in technical services emerging later in the decade.
Technology had begun to enable easy sharing of catalog
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records, which allowed libraries to employ fewer professional catalogers and to assign paraprofessionals the task of
loading catalog records containing intellectual labor done
elsewhere.”26 Litwin pointed out that deprofessionalization
in technical services was accelerating—more full-time professional positions were reduced, eliminated, or replaced by
paraprofessional positions, and more job duties once performed by professionals were routinely transferred to paraprofessionals. Litwin argued, “Our concern about the loss of
autonomy in the library profession is not entirely a selfish
concern, for two reasons: first, because a loss of autonomy
for librarians is a net loss of autonomy for front-line library
workers, and not simply a redistribution of it; and second,
because attention to the ethical foundations of professional
practice depends to a great extent on the maintenance of
professional identity through a graduate education requirement and a strong professional association.”27
In academic libraries, although professionals have had
opportunities for career advancement via promotion and
tenure, fewer systems have been in place to recognize the
contribution of paraprofessionals to libraries or to encourage their professional development. Letarte, Pennell, and
Hamlett reported on both research and case studies related
to the growing reliance on paraprofessionals in cataloging to perform duties previously done by professionals.28
They noted, “Recent innovations in the areas of technical
services have presented challenges and opportunities for
new workflows. All too often, however, plans for innovative
redesign of technical services units overlook the most essential components: the library’s human resources, and more
specifically, the support staff who accomplish the bulk of the
day-to-day work in library technical services.”29
Straatmann advocated addressing perceived inequalities between professionals and paraprofessionals through
staff development programs that “addresses the personal,
career, and competency issues facing paraprofessionals
in these environments.”30 Webb also advocated a similar approach.31 Webb thought that a comprehensive staff
development program should include three components:
competency development, career development, and personal development. Competency development includes the
training of skills in technology, library services, communication, and leadership. Career development includes formal
school education, continuing education after graduation,
and on-the-job training. Webb felt that establishing career
ladder programs to recognize paraprofessionals’ skills and
abilities to function in the same capacities as professionals in
a variety of duties and tasks is critical. Personal development
allows paraprofessionals to pursue development opportunities on their own with institutional support; through this
type of development, paraprofessionals are more likely to
develop a lifelong learning habit and gain more confidence
in their competencies to succeed.
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Why do people accept employment as library paraprofessionals and in what ways do they find fulfillment in
doing the work that is often associated with low salaries and
compensation? Morrison observed that “a great majority
of the paraprofessionals working in today’s institutions are
not there due to love of money. Many do this kind of work
because they enjoy the people they work with, and because
they have a dedication to the mission that libraries fulfill. It
is not just for personal reasons that they do their best each
and every day in the name of the best service they can provide in the best way they can.”32 Bull listed the top ten reasons why she loved her job as a paraprofessional cataloger:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

challenges to work with a variety of materials
inspiration to do more and be more
satisfaction to complete a day’s work
opportunities to use of a variety of computer programs
opportunities to be creative
interesting work
opportunities to do problem solving
opportunities to use Internet and e-mail
coworkers who are terrific and interesting
library organizations and publications that offer sources of education, training, and connectivity.33

However, Grady noted that
library workers cannot live by love alone; terminal
degrees can be resuscitated by professional development; libraries without staff are just buildings; and
library employees are worth their salary and continuing education investments. As the association seeps
into the conversation and psyches of the library
workforce, there may be a future where pay equity
is a nonissue, where library employees are paid comparably with their peers in other professions, and
where certification is part of the natural progression
of upwardly mobile librarians and support staff.34
During the past twenty years, paraprofessional issues
have gained more nation- and profession-wide attention.
In 1993, Association for Library Collections and Technical
Services (ALCTS) established the Task Force on Meeting
the Continuing Needs of Paraprofessionals to identify continuing education and training needs of paraprofessionals in
collections and technical services and what ALCTS can do
to meet these needs.35 As a result, ALCTS started initiatives
tailored for paraprofessionals in training workshops, training the trainers, and partnerships with national, regional,
and state organizations to deliver programs, publications,
and information clearing house. In 1997, the ALA Library
Support Staff Interests Round Table (LSSIRT ) conducted
a survey to determine the predominant issues facing library

paraprofessionals.36 The survey indicated that the three
issues of greatest concern for paraprofessionals were lack
of opportunities for career advancement; compensation not
appropriate for the level of required education, experience
and responsibilities; and lack of access to continuing education and training opportunities. In 2001, the ALA council
authorized the establishment of the ALA Allied Professional
Association (ALA-APA) to “enable certification of individuals in specializations beyond the initial professional degree.
In January 2002, with the approval of preliminary bylaws,
the scope of the organization was broadened to include
advocacy for the “mutual professional interests of librarians
and other library workers.”37
In 2003, ALA’s 3rd Congress on Professional Education: Focus on Library Support Staff (COPE III) made
recommendations to address the top three issues of concern
for paraprofessionals indicated by LSSIRT’s 1997 survey in
terms of association life, workplace, credentialing, education
and continuing professional development, valuing people,
marketing, and public relations.38 In 2005, at the ALA
Annual Conference in Chicago, the ALA council adopted
the ALA policy “Inclusiveness and Mutual Respect,” which
clearly spelled out that “ALA values, respects, and welcomes
the contributions and participation of all library workers
including paraprofessionals.”39 In 2010, ALA-APA created
the Library Support Staff Certification (LSSC) to recognize
“the value of the contribution of Library Support Staff to
quality public service and efficient operation of a library,
by offering voluntary certification based on a nationally recognized set of competencies.”40 This certification program
defines library support staff as those who work in library
positions that do not require an MLIS. LSSC is intended
to help earn respect and recognition for paraprofessionals, demonstrate paraprofessionals’ value to their libraries,
give paraprofessionals an edge on the job or promotion,
increase paraprofessionals’ self-confidence, provide proof of
paraprofessionals’ achievement, increase paraprofessionals’
understanding of library services, and help enhance paraprofessionals’ service to their library users.

Research Method
In January 2011, the author conducted a survey to understand
more about the roles of technical services paraprofessionals
in academic libraries in the previous five years; see appendix
A. For this survey, a professional position was defined as a
position requiring an MLIS or equivalent. A paraprofessional
position was defined as a position not requiring an MLIS or
equivalent. For this survey, “technical services is defined as
library functional areas that are responsible for selecting,
acquiring, organizing, processing, and providing access to
library collections in all formats, as opposed to the delivery
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of public services.”41 This survey applied to both centralized
and non-centralized technical services.
The survey questionnaire consisted of sixteen questions;
only answers to three questions (1, 2 and 5) were mandatory;
twelve questions provided the opportunity to add information beyond the choices provided in the survey or to make
comments. The last question was open-ended to provide an
opportunity for respondents to share comments about the
roles of paraprofessionals in their technical services. The
survey was voluntary and respondents could withdraw from
it at any time. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, the
percentage quoted in this paper indicates a percentage of
an individual question’s respondents rather than a percentage of the total survey respondents. The percentage was
rounded to one decimal point; because of rounding, the sum
of percentages in tables and appendixes do not equal to 100
percent in most cases.
The survey was aimed at professionals and paraprofessionals currently working in technical services in academic
libraries. On January 19, 2011, the author distributed the
survey invitation via ten electronic discussion lists related to
technical services: AUTOCAT, SERIALST, NGC4LIB (an
interest group discussing next-generation library catalogs),
OCLC-CAT, metadataLibrarians listserv, ACQNET-L,
IFLA-L, IUG (an Innovative users group list), and OLACL. The e-mail invitation stated that the survey was intended
for professionals and paraprofessionals working in technical
services in academic libraries, provided a link to the survey
hosted through SurveyMonkey (a free online survey and
questionnaire tool), told recipients to feel free to forward
the survey to any librarian or staff in technical services in
academic libraries, and informed recipients that all responses would be kept confidential and anonymous. The survey
allowed only one response per computer. After the survey
was finished, the respondent would not be able to re-enter
the survey, and each respondent could only enter the survey
once. The survey closed February 23, 2011. The survey
received 820 responses, and 512 respondents answered
all questions. The author used SurveyMonkey to collect
responses and perform most of the statistical analysis. Based
on the IP addresses automatically collected by SurveyMonkey, 786 respondents (95.9 percent) were from the United
States; 34 respondents were from other countries, including
Canada, Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.
The author chose to administer the survey online
instead of by a targeted mailing to achieve a faster response
and save money. However, the author recognizes problems
in surveys in which respondents are self-selected. Those
who had strong opinions might be more likely to respond.
The population reached might have been participating in
other surveys at the time and decided to ignore this survey
invitation. The size of the population (professionals and
paraprofessionals in technical services in academic libraries)
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was unknown. Every subject in the population undoubtedly was not reached by the survey. While a simple random
sampling could minimize bias, generating a sample that did
not accurately reflect the makeup of the population also
was possible. However, the author believes that the large
number of responses to this survey can correct for these
problems. Although this survey method had limitations,
the author is confident that the findings present a reliable
picture of the roles of paraprofessionals in academic library
technical services units in recent years.

Findings
All 820 responses were analyzed. Because not all respondents answered all questions and some questions allowed
more than one answer, the total number of responses for
each question may be less than or greater than 820.
Respondent Demographics

Of the 820 respondents, 368 (44.9 percent) were professionals and 452 (55.1 percent) were paraprofessionals. To
find out what working titles are often used for professional
and paraprofessional positions, the author gleaned from
literature a list of keywords to code the working titles.
Table 1 shows the coding result of the working titles of the
respondents. The five most common wordings in working titles for professionals were librarian, associate librarian, assistant librarian, or deputy librarian; head, associate
head, or assistant head; cataloger; director; and coordinator. The five most common wordings in working titles for
paraprofessionals were library assistant or assistant; library
specialist or specialist; library associate or associate; library
technician or technician; and coordinator. No professional
respondents had working titles (library assistant or assistant;
library specialist or specialist; library associate or associate;
and library technician or technician) often associated with
paraprofessional positions. However, eleven paraprofessional respondents held working titles (librarian, associate
librarian, assistant librarian, or deputy librarian) that might
have been assigned to professional positions in the past.
Several titles (head, associate head, or assistant head; director; coordinator; dean; manager; supervisor; team lead or
leader; and chair) indicated leadership roles. Of the 368
professional respondents, 157 (42.7 percent) held working
titles indicating leadership; only 57 (12.6 percent) of 452
paraprofessional respondents held such working titles.
Technical Services Functional Areas

Of the 729 respondents that reported the functional areas
in which they work, 318 (43.6 percent) were professionals
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Table 1. Current Working Titles
Paraprofessionals
(N = 452)

Current Working Title

Professionals
(N = 368)

Total
(N = 820)

Library assistant/Assistant

142

31.4%

0

0.0%

142

17.3%

Library specialist/Specialist

88

19.5%

1

0.3%

88

10.7%

Library associate/Associate

42

9.3%

0

0.0%

42

5.1%

Library technician/Technician

27

6.0%

0

0.0%

27

3.3%

Coordinator

25

5.5%

15

4.1%

40

4.9%

Supervisor

22

4.9%

4

1.1%

26

3.2%

Manager

18

4.0%

6

1.6%

24

2.9%

Cataloger

15

0.0%

36

9.8%

51

6.2%

Assistant cataloger/Cataloging Associate/Paraprofessional cataloger/
Copy cataloger/Adaptive cataloger

13

6.9%

0

0.0%

13

1.6%

Librarian/Associate librarian/Assistant librarian/Deputy librarian

11

2.4%

195

53.0%

206

25.2%

Head/Associate head/Assistant head

10

2.2%

86

23.4%

96

11.7%

Paraprofessional

9

2.0%

0

0.0%

9

1.1%

Support

5

1.1%

0

0.0%

5

0.6%

Administrator (systems/electronic resources)

3

1.0%

0

0.0%

3

0.4%

Director

1

0.2%

34

9.2%

35

4.3%

Team lead/Leader

1

0.2%

4

1.1%

5

0.6%

Dean

0

0.0%

6

1.6%

6

0.7%

Professor

0

0.0%

6

1.6%

6

0.7%

Note: Respondents’ working titles could contain more than one keyword listed in table 1; therefore total responses might exceed N.
Table 2. Technical Services Functional Areas
Paraprofessionals
(N = 411)

Functional Area

Professionals
(N = 318)

Total
(N = 729)

Cataloging

305

74.2%

247

77.7%

552

75.7%

Acquisitions

169

41.1%

121

38.1%

290

39.8%

Physical processing

147

35.8%

79

24.8%

226

31.0%

Electronic resources management

135

32.8%

115

36.2%

250

34.3%

Print serials (check-in, claiming, binding, etc.)

122

29.7%

76

23.9%

198

27.2%

Management/Administration/Supervision

80

19.5%

137

43.1%

217

29.8%

Collections

74

18.0%

103

32.4%

177

24.3%

Documents (federal, state, international, etc.)

57

13.9%

40

12.6%

97

13.3%

Preservation

57

13.9%

36

11.9%

93

12.8%

Note: Respondents could choose multiple areas; therefore total responses exceed N.

and 411 (56.4 percent) were paraprofessionals. Because
most respondents were working in more than one functional
area, they could check as many choices as applied (see table
2). Based on the comments, some respondents also had
responsibilities in nontraditional technical services areas,
including automated systems, reference, digital collections,
interlibrary loan, special collections, non-MARC metadata,

fundraising, institutional repository, circulation, assessment,
accounting, and bibliographic instruction.
Changes in Position Numbers and Types

More than half (60.6 percent) of respondents who answered
the questions about increases or decreases in the number
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Table 3. Changes in Number of Positions during the Last Five Years
Change in Total Number of Positions

Paraprofessionals
(N = 405)

Professionals
(N = 315)

Total
(N = 720)

Decreased

255

63.0%

181

57.5%

436

60.6%

Remained the same

113

28.0%

100

31.7%

213

29.6%

37

9.1%

34

10.8%

71

9.9%

Increased
Change in Number of Professional Positions

Paraprofessionals
(N = 403)

Professionals
(N = 315)

Total
(N = 718)

Decreased

140

34.8%

92

29.2%

232

32.3%

Remained the same

198

49.1%

185

45.9%

383

53.3%

65

16.1%

38

12.1%

103

14.3%

Increased
Change in Number of Paraprofessional Positions

Paraprofessionals
(N = 405)

Professionals
(N = 314)

Total
(N = 719)

Decreased

228

56.3%

168

53.5%

396

55.1%

Remained the same

141

34.8%

119

37.9%

260

36.2%

36

8.9%

27

8.6%

63

8.8%

Increased

of positions in their technical services units during the
previous five years reported an overall decrease; 29.6 percent reported no change and only 9.9 percent reported an
increase (see table 3). Of the 720 who responded to this
question, 315 (43.8 percent) respondents were professionals
and 405 (56.3 percent) were paraprofessionals. Because the
survey was anonymous, the author could not find out how
many respondents were from the same libraries. Thus all
the percentages in table 3 only reflect the percentages of the
total responses of each individual question.
In the comment area of the survey, some respondents
gave details about causes for decreases in positions, including the following:
• Technical services lost positions because of departures, layoffs, and retirements. Vacant positions in
technical services were not filled or were eliminated
completely because of a hiring freeze, budget cuts,
downsizing, retirement incentives/buyouts, or reorganization.
• Vacated positions in technical services were moved
to other departments. Technical services staff were
transferred to other teams or departments because of
reorganization or new initiatives.
• The same workload was apportioned among
decreased staff in technical services. When a person
left, no replacement was added, but the job duties
were taken on by the rest of the department.
• Positions were demoted from professional to paraprofessional. Positions were reduced from full-time
to part-time.
• Technical services outsourced some of its servic-

es, such as copy cataloging. Technical services used
more advanced technology and software to save staff
resources.
Some respondents explained what caused the increase of
positions, such as new information needs, information reorganization, and greater workload.
The question regarding an increase or decrease in professional positions in technical services drew 718 responses
(see table 3). Slightly more than half of the respondents
(53.3 percent) reported that the number of professional
positions remained the same during the previous five years,
32.3 percent reported a decrease, and only 14.3 percent
reported an increase. Some respondents commented that
they had no professional positions in technical services.
Some respondents explained what caused the decrease
of professional positions in technical services, noting that
professional positions were promoted to administrative positions, vacant professional positions were not being filled,
and, while the number of professional positions remained
the same, more professionals were hired to do nontraditional technical services work, such as information technology,
digital initiatives, and institutional repository.
Some respondents gave reasons for the increase of professional positions in technical services:
• Technical services gained more professional positions
to do work in nontraditional technical services areas
such as digital initiatives, institutional repository,
metadata, digital preservation, information technology, electronic resource management, and licensing.
• Technical services gained more professional positions
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Table 4. Required Education
Paraprofessionals
(N = 452)

Level of Education

Professionals
(N = 368)

Bachelors degree

214

47.4%

10

2.7%

High school graduation or equivalent

128

28.3%

4

1.1%

Required educational degree is not specified in my job description

87

19.2%

0

0.0%

Library associate degree

31

6.9%

0

0.0%

Graduate degree (not in library and information science)

17

3.8%

11

3.0%

0

0.0%

368

100%

Masters degree in library and information science or equivalent
Note: Respondents could choose multiple degrees; therefore total responses exceed N.

because of reorganization or library expansion.
• Professional positions were filled when vacant, but
paraprofessional positions were not.
• Paraprofessional positions that had been doing much
higher levels of work were promoted to professional positions.
• Nonprofessional positions were replaced by professional positions.
• The number of professional positions remained the
same, but administrative level positions were lost and
replaced with entry-level positions with a focus on
new skills.
• Paraprofessional positions were promoted to professional positions after employees received an MLIS.
In some cases, the people working in paraprofessional positions had an MLIS. The administration decided
to change their position titles to librarians, and they
became classified as professionals even though they
were doing the work of paraprofessionals.
Slightly more than half (55.1 percent) of the 719
respondents to the question about increases or decreases
in paraprofessional positions reported that the number of
paraprofessional positions in their technical services units
had decreased, 36.2 percent reported no change, and 8.8
percent reported an increase (see table 3). One respondent
mentioned that his or her technical services unit had no
paraprofessional positions.
Respondents who commented on causes for the decrease
in paraprofessional positions identified the following reasons:
• Professional positions absorbed the work of paraprofessionals.
• Paraprofessional positions were reclassified as professional positions when vacant.
• Technical services eliminated paraprofessional positions that were no longer needed.
• Technical services hired more students for processing.

Reasons for an increase in paraprofessional positions
in technical services included paraprofessionals moving to
technical services for reasons not related to needing another
staff person in technical services, and the library increasing space and collection size because more students were
attending the university.
Required Education and Skills Sets

All 820 responded to the question about degrees required
(see table 4). All professionals reporting that an MLIS or
its equivalent was required for their positions, and none
of the paraprofessionals reported such a requirement.
Among the 452 paraprofessional responses, 214 (47.4
percent) paraprofessional positions required a bachelor’s
degree, 17 (3.8 percent) required graduate degrees (not
in library and information science), and 31 (6.9 percent)
required a library associate degree. Other educational
requirements for paraprofessional positions listed by
respondents were associate degrees in other subject fields,
some college credits, two years’ college diploma or certification, computer certification, a combination of education
and experience that is equivalent to library associate or
library technician degrees, library technician diploma, or
a combination of education and experience that can substitute for degree requirements.
The survey asked if respondents held degrees higher
than the degrees required for their positions; 813 responded,
368 (45.3 percent) of which were professionals and 445 (54.7
percent) of which were paraprofessionals. Of the 445 paraprofessional respondents, 315 (70.8 percent) held degrees
higher than the degrees required for their positions; only 69
of the professionals (18.8 percent) held degrees higher than
the degrees required for their positions.
One question explored high-level skills required
according to individuals’ official job descriptions, to which
747 responded. Of these, 329 (44 percent) were professionals and 418 (56 percent) were paraprofessionals. Table
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Table 5. Required High-Level Skills
Paraprofessionals
(N = 418)

Skills

Professionals
(N = 329)

Total
(N = 747)

Computer skills

405

96.9%

291

88.4%

696

93.2%

Ability to work independently

392

93.8%

282

85.7%

674

90.2%

Management/supervisory/personnel skills

380

90.9%

233

70.8%

403

53.9%

Communication skills (oral/written)

364

87.1%

303

92.1%

667

89.3%

Analytical skills

299

71.6%

256

77.8%

555

74.3%

Interpersonal/human relations skills

296

70.8%

262

79.6%

558

74.7%

Teamwork/team leadership skills

271

64.8%

236

71.7%

507

67.9%

Knowledge in current issues/trends/best practices/standards/technology in technical services

241

57.7%

287

87.2%

528

70.7%

Ability to implement/manage technological/organizational change

238

56.9%

239

72.6%

477

63.9%

Training/mentoring skills

214

51.2%

209

63.5%

423

56.6%

Planning skills

209

50.0%

212

64.4%

420

56.2%

Ability to be innovative/creative

183

43.8%

207

62.9%

390

52.2%

Project management skills

182

43.5%

199

60.5%

381

51.0%

Problem-solving skills

151

36.1%

269

81.8%

624

83.5%

Administrative/leadership skills

124

29.7%

222

67.5%

346

46.3%

Foreign language skills

104

24.9%

100

30.4%

204

27.3%

86

20.6%

119

36.2%

205

27.4%

Budgeting skills
Note: Respondents could choose multiple areas; therefore total responses exceed N.

5 presents the findings. The ten most frequently required
skills for paraprofessional positions (in rank order) were
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

computer skills
ability to work independently
management/supervisory/personnel skills
communication skills (oral/written)
analytical skills
interpersonal/human relations skills
teamwork/team leadership skills
knowledge in current issues/trends/best practices/
standards/technology in technical services
• ability to implement/manage technological/organizational change
• training/mentoring skills
The ten most frequently required skills for professional
positions (also in rank order) were
• communication skills (oral/written)
• computer skills
• knowledge in current issues/trends/best practices/
standards/technology in technical services
• ability to work independently
• problem-solving skills

• interpersonal/human relations skills
• analytical skills
• ability to implement/manage technological/organizational change
• teamwork/team leadership skills
• management/supervisory/personnel skills
When the two groups of respondents were combined,
the top three skills were computer skills, ability to work
independently, and communication skills.
Table 5 shows little difference in high-level skills
required for professional positions and paraprofessional
positions. The ten most frequently required skills for professional and paraprofessional positions are almost identical,
though the ranking orders are different. In addition to the
skills listed as choices in the survey, respondents identified
other required skills, including position-specific skills (cataloging, reference, public services, teaching, data management, math, license negotiation, and library instruction) and
general skills (research, organizational, time management,
multitasking, detail-oriented, and service-oriented).
One question investigated complex duties regularly
assigned (i.e., officially part of the job description) to the
respondents’ positions in technical services, either full- or
part-time; 666 responded. Of these, 293 (44 percent) were
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professionals and 373 (56 percent) were paraprofessionals.
Appendix B presents the findings. The ten complex duties
most frequently assigned to paraprofessional positions,
either full- or part-time, were the following:

• Act as one of the primary trainers in your job duty
areas.
• Perform complex copy cataloging that requires subject analysis or classification or both.

• Act as one of the primary resources for issues in your
job duty areas.
• Keep current on trends and developments in your
job duty.
• Act as one of the primary trainers in your job duty
areas.
• Act as one of the primary liaisons to librarians, staff,
vendors, publishers, or library users in your job duty
areas.
• Take the lead in/make major contribution to developing/implementing policies/standards/goals/procedures to improve workflow in your job duty areas.
• Troubleshoot/solve problems involving intensive
application and knowledge of library policies and procedures, national standards, vendor systems, or publisher licenses.
• Serve on library working groups, committees, task
forces, etc.
• Attend workshops, institutes, seminars, or conferences
at local, state, regional, national or international levels.
• Perform complex copy cataloging that requires subject analysis and/or classification.
• Assign subject/genre headings.

These two lists are almost identical, though the ranking
orders are different. Paraprofessionals have been involved
in almost all the complex duties in technical services. One
noticeable difference is that, while 80.2 percent of professional positions required participation in professional organizations, only 19 percent of paraprofessional positions had
such a requirement. Another noticeable difference is that,
for almost all the complex duties listed, the percentages
under paraprofessionals are much lower than the percentages under professionals.
The survey sought to learn the extent to which complex
duties assigned to paraprofessionals had changed during the
previous five years. Responses are presented in appendix C.
Of the 520 respondents, 50 percent or more of respondents
in libraries that have complex duties assigned to paraprofessionals reported that the roles of paraprofessionals had
expanded in fourteen areas; these are indicated in grey
boxes in appendix C. Four responsibilities increased the
most:

The ten complex duties most frequently assigned to
professional positions, either full or part time, were the following:
• Keep current on trends and developments in your job
duty areas.
• Act as one of the primary resources for issues in your
job duty areas.
• Attend workshops, institutes, seminars, or conferences at local, state, regional, national or international levels.
• Serve on library working groups, committees, task
forces, etc.
• Take the lead in/make major contribution to developing/implementing policies/standards/goals/procedures to improve workflow in your job duty areas.
• Participate in professional organizations.
• Troubleshoot/solve problems involving intensive
application and knowledge of library policies and procedures, national standards, vendor systems, or publisher licenses.
• Act as one of the primary liaisons to librarians, staff,
vendors, publishers, or library users in your job duty
areas.

• Take the lead in/make major contribution to the management of electronic resources.
• Identify or test electronic resources, including both
subscription/purchases and open access titles.
• Troubleshoot complex e-access problems.
• Manage or troubleshoot problems in link resolvers.
Respondents identified nine areas in which paraprofessionals had no responsibilities. The complex duties not
assigned to paraprofessionals noted by 80 percent or more
of respondents were the following:
• Conduct research for publications or presentations
in areas of library and information science or other
scholarly subjects.
• Take the lead in/make major contribution to the preparation of grant proposals.
• Take the lead in/make major contribution to institutional repository.
• Take the lead in/make major contribution to scholarly communication.
• Establish collection development policies.
• Take the lead in/make major contribution to negotiating licensing for electronic resources.
• Sign licenses for electronic resources.
• Resolve complex copyright issues.
• Create/implement the preservation plan for digital
resources.
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Table 6. Incentives Offered to Technical Services Paraprofessionals for Staff Development

Incentive

Responses
(N = 485)

In-house training, e.g., workshops, free webinars/online courses, learning breaks, presentations

444

Release time to attend local, state, regional conferences, workshops, etc.

386

79.6%

Release time to attend national conferences,
workshops, etc.

186

38.4%

Funding to attend local, state, regional conferences, workshops, etc.

295

60.8%

Funding to attend national conferences, workshops, etc.

133

27.4%

Funding to attend paid webinars/online courses

288

59.4%

Systematic training for newly hired/transferred
paraprofessional staff

230

47.4%

51

10.5%

Each staff has a training allotment each year

91.5%

Note: Respondents could choose multiple areas; therefore total responses
exceed N.

No respondents reported that the complex duties
assigned to paraprofessionals significantly declined in the
past five year. In the comment area, respondents noted that
duties with metadata have gone up, but very few paraprofessionals were involved. In some case, paraprofessionals were
union members, and union contract agreements at times
restricted paraprofessionals’ responsibilities. In one case,
paraprofessionals with MLIS degrees performed higher-level work. They contributed much more than was expected of
other paraprofessionals and were held to a higher standard.
Incentives for Paraprofessional Staff Development

The question about incentives offered to technical services paraprofessional for staff development received 485
responses (see table 6). The five most frequently offered
incentives were
• in-house training;
• release time to attend local, state, regional conferences, workshops, etc.;
• funding to attend local, state, regional conferences,
workshops, etc.;
• funding to attend paid webinars/online courses; and
• systematic training for newly hired/transferred paraprofessional staff.
Libraries less frequently offered release time and funding for paraprofessionals to attend national conferences

Table 7. Incentives Offered to Paraprofessionals to Seek an MLIS
Incentive

Responses
(N = 395)

Release time for classes

140

35.4%

Work schedule adjustment

333

84.3%

Tuition remission/reimbursement

173

43.8%

16

4.1%

157

39.7%

Rehire in a professional position upon graduation
Mentoring by professional librarians

Note: Respondents could choose multiple areas; therefore total responses
exceed N.

and workshops; this might be because of their higher cost.
Only three responded that their libraries offered no incentives to paraprofessional staff for staff development. Most
respondents’ libraries offered support for in-house training or release time or funding to attend local conferences,
workshops, and seminars. However, libraries rarely provided
funding for paraprofessionals to attend national conferences, workshops, and seminars. Comments noted that budget
constraints in recent years had decreased or completely
ended the support for staff development in many respondents’ libraries.
Support to seek a MLIS is an obvious incentive supporting paraprofessional staff development and can be offered in
various ways. Only 395 responded to a question about the
type of support offered (see table 7). The most frequently
offered incentive was work schedule adjustment. Less frequently offered were tuition remissions or reimbursement,
mentoring by professional librarians, and release time for
classes. Libraries rarely offered to rehire paraprofessionals
into professional positions upon graduation. Thirty-three
respondents did not know if their library offered incentives
to paraprofessionals who would like to get an MLIS or stated that no incentives were offered to paraprofessionals for
this purpose. Comments indicated that the support in those
libraries that offered some incentives to paraprofessionals
who would like to get MLIS was often viewed as minimal,
inadequate, or unstable.
General Comments from Survey Respondents

The survey concluded with an open-ended question asking respondents to share any additional thoughts about the
roles of paraprofessionals in their technical services, and 116
offered comments. Most said that their libraries had pushed
paraprofessionals to do more complex duties because of
budget cuts, hiring freezes, layoffs, reorganization, technological changes, or library priority changes (or a combination
of these). They reported that more of the day-to-day work in
technical services was being done by paraprofessionals while
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professionals focused more on administration, management,
research, outreach, new initiatives, services, committee
work, and policy-making. In some libraries, almost all cataloging work was done by paraprofessionals, including copy
cataloging, original cataloging, and some authority work.
However, high-level authority work, including Program for
Cooperative Cataloging (PCC), Name Authority Cooperative Program (NACO), and Subject Authority Cooperative
Program (SACO) responsibilities remained with librarians in
most cases. Meanwhile, an increasing amount of work previously undertaken by paraprofessionals was passed to temporary employees and student assistants. Although duties
typically transferred from professionals to paraprofessionals,
some noted that the transfer had been done the other way,
too. Who does what in technical services in academic libraries was mostly determined at the local level.
One respondent pointed out that technical service was
a mixture of routine work punctuated by extremely complex
problems that could crop up without warning. Finding routine tasks where complex problem solving skills were not
needed was becoming more difficult. Another respondent
pointed out that all of the roles in technical services were
changing with the growing emphasis on electronic resources
instead of print. Staff had to be savvier at handling new
duties in new ways. Although many said that the role of
paraprofessionals had been expanded in terms of complex
duties, one argued that the role of paraprofessionals had
been diminishing because more job duties required the
broader background and greater expertise of professionals. The amount of routine work that could be taught once
and then performed repetitively by paraprofessionals had
declined; many more situations demanded informed vision
and constant evaluation. One respondent pointed out that
emerging technologies and the move from print to digital
collections would require a higher ratio of professional to
paraprofessional staff. Many commented that paraprofessionals had always been an important part of technical services. For the most part, paraprofessionals tended to remain
in their positions for a long time, giving them significant
experience; therefore assigning more responsibilities based
on their experience was easy. The line between paraprofessional duties and professional duties had not been rigid, and
duties tended to be assigned according to a person’s abilities. Several mentioned that, because of poor job markets,
paraprofessional positions were often filled by people with
MLIS degrees.
Many noticed that while the duties assigned to paraprofessionals had increased, the number of paraprofessionals
had decreased in their libraries, and the authority to make
decisions had become the responsibility of only the top-level
paraprofessionals. One commented that administration in
his or her library showed no respect for paraprofessionals
in technical services and discouraged paraprofessionals’

involvement in decision-making. Policy decisions were made
without consultation with paraprofessionals who actually did
the work, creating frustration and chaos. One mentioned
that some professionals felt threatened by the fact that
paraprofessionals were doing more complex duties. Some
mentioned that libraries lay off paraprofessionals and use
the money to hire professionals; meanwhile, the remaining
paraprofessionals had to pick up the responsibilities of those
laid off paraprofessionals. Some pointed out that their position descriptions did not always accurately reflect all they did
in their daily work. In many cases, position descriptions had
a section for other duties as assigned or related duties. Many
of the high-level complex tasks including planning, documentation, researching, and implementation of new technology were done by paraprofessionals because they would
not otherwise be done due to of lack of staffing, even though
those duties were not specified in their position descriptions.
Some respondents suggested that libraries should involve
paraprofessionals in information-seeking, planning, and
decision-making processes, which would encourage buy-in
to changes and facilitate implementation.
Many commented that, although paraprofessionals took
on more high-level duties that were once the sole provinces
of professionals, they had not been compensated at the same
level as professionals. In addition, paraprofessionals often
were expected to have a higher production rate. Some
said that they were concerned about losing their jobs in
the current poor economic situation as much as they were
concerned about receiving compensation for the additional
duties they took on. Those who were at the top paraprofessional levels often did the same level of complex work as
professionals for a lower salary and without the same benefits and staff development opportunities the professionals
had. Some mentioned that professional and paraprofessional
roles had been a contentious issue at their libraries. Paraprofessionals had taken on increasing responsibilities without
increases in compensation. Professional positions were filled
with recent MLIS graduates who needed time to develop
but that had been assigned the task of coordinating paraprofessionals who had greater expertise and more experience.
These factors left many paraprofessionals feeling undervalued. The conflict led to low morale, breakdowns in communication, and resistance to changes initiated by professionals.
Many saw a disconnect between allowing paraprofessionals to evolve and grow to the professional level and their
opportunities. While the duties of paraprofessionals had
increased quite dramatically, library administration in most
libraries offered little to no support for promotion. Some
wished that their staff classification systems could have
more levels so that they had more chances for promotion.
One noted that, in his or her library, if a paraprofessional
reached the top of the classification system, he or she had
nowhere to go without getting an MLIS. One commented
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that because his or her library did not have a staff classification system, paraprofessionals had no form of advancement
other than annual cost of living increase, if they were lucky.
One mentioned the frustration over the lack of support to
those paraprofessionals who had the knowledge to do the
job but lacked the money to get an MLIS. To some, taking
on student loans for a degree with such low future income
potential and even questionable employment perspectives
seemed unwise.
Most of the responses in this section reported a belief
that libraries did not provide adequate training for paraprofessionals and that little support for staff development was
present. One mentioned that when the number of professional catalogers was reduced, paraprofessionals had to take
over duties formerly performed by professionals, but no
funding was available for giving them more training. One
noted that the only professional left in the department was
expected to do all original cataloging, train paraprofessionals, and review their work. This was impossible; as a result,
paraprofessionals had to do the best they could with inadequate training. Quality was no longer considered important
and even basic accuracy was sometimes optional. One commented that paraprofessionals were required to do more
work but were given less chance to attend library organization meetings and training unless they paid their own way,
which was not possible on a paraprofessional salary.
Several expressed their concern about being called
“paraprofessional.” One commented that, as a manager of
a major unit, considering him- or herself a paraprofessional
was difficult. This individual considered himself or herself
a “professional without an MLIS.” Many observed that all
library staff needed to be treated with respect because, by
necessity, they worked as equals.

Discussion
The survey findings show that paraprofessionals were performing duties across all functional areas in technical services, including electronic resources management. In addition
to duties in traditional technical services functions, some
paraprofessionals had duties in archives and manuscript collections, integrated library system management, interlibrary
loan, creation of finding aids, reference desk work, website
maintenance, institutional repository, software development, and digital collections.
The survey findings about educational degrees required
for professional and paraprofessional positions echoed what
had been reported in library literature—only professional
positions required an MLIS. Among the survey respondents, all professional positions required an MLIS or equivalent and none of the paraprofessional positions had such
a requirement. Paraprofessionals arrived in their jobs with

a wide variety of educational backgrounds. More than half
of paraprofessional respondents held educational degrees
that were higher than those required for their positions. In
the previous five years, library paraprofessionals were still
defined as library employees who did not have an MLIS.
“Librarian” was a working title that had been used almost
exclusively for library professionals.
The author initially assumed that high-level skills
required for paraprofessional positions were likely to differ
from those required for professional positions. However,
the survey findings proved otherwise, with little difference
in high-level skills required for professional and paraprofessional positions. The ten most frequently required skills
for both positions are almost identical, though the ranking orders are different. One noticeable difference is that
knowledge of issues, trends, best practices, standards, and
technology in technical services; problem solving skills; and
administration and leadership skills were much more frequently required for professionals than paraprofessionals. In
contrast, management and supervisory skills were more frequently required for paraprofessionals than for professionals.
The survey findings about complex duties regularly
assigned to professional and paraprofessional positions
covered complex duties in most areas of technical services.
The author was not surprised to find that paraprofessionals
were involved in complex duties—the library literature had
noted this trend. However, the author was surprised that the
ten complex duties most frequently assigned to professional
and to paraprofessional positions were almost identical,
although the ranking orders were different. One noticeable difference is that, while most professional positions
required participation in professional organizations, service
on regional and national committees, research, and publication, few paraprofessional positions had such requirements. The second noticeable difference is that, although
the top ten complex duties were similar for both groups,
the percentages of employees with these duties were much
lower for paraprofessionals than for professionals. Without
a follow-up study, one cannot know the reasons for these
differences. The third noticeable difference is that, in comparison with professional positions, only a small percentage
of paraprofessional positions (less than 20 percent) had the
responsibility to perform several complex duties.
In libraries that had complex duties assigned to paraprofessionals, the roles of paraprofessionals expanded in most
of these libraries. This is consistent with findings in earlier
research. No respondents reported that the complex duties
assigned to paraprofessionals significantly declined in the
past five years. Seven libraries reported that responsibility of
signing licenses for electronic resources had been reduced.
This responsibility showed the greatest area of reduction,
but the change only affected 13.5 percent of the libraries in
this group. Respondents were not asked the reason, but one
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might posit that libraries became more conscious of the legal
implications of signing license agreements.
The survey findings will contribute to the ongoing discussion of issues related to paraprofessionals in technical
services. According to the ALA, library professionals should
perform tasks “which require a special background and
education on the basis of which library needs are identified,
problems are analyzed, goals are set, and original and creative solutions are formulated for them, integrating theory
into practice, and planning, organizing, communicating, and
administering successful programs of service to users of the
library’s materials and services.”42
In technical services, rapid changes in technology and
telecommunication have meant that some duties formerly
performed by professionals have become more routine
and established; thus they have been passed to paraprofessionals while professionals move on to new initiatives
and services. However, this transition has not always been
precise. As more duties in technical services have required
the broader background and greater expertise of professionals, the amount of routine work that can be taught
once and then performed repetitively by paraprofessionals
has decreased. The survey findings show that paraprofessionals have taken on high-level complex duties that cannot
be labeled routine because those duties require special
training, knowledge, and experience; high-level creativity
and originality; and good problem solving, communication, and analytical skills. The roles of professionals and
paraprofessionals have not been clearly delineated as both
professionals and paraprofessionals continue to grow in
knowledge and skills. As Lopatin observed, “While support
staff have taken on much of the routine work, and even
some of the more complex tasks once the sole purview of
professionals, technical services librarians have assumed
wider roles, both within and outside technical services.
Shrinking resources and rising user expectations of library
services are factors in this trend.”43 Further, Smith and
Echeverria noted, “This points to a movement away from
traditional roles in technical services staffs at all levels; the
bar is raised for everyone in relation to technology.”44 The
lines between professionals and paraprofessionals have
been blurred, and this trend will continue. As more technical services duties and tasks demand informed vision, complex problem solving, good communication, and constant
evaluation, technical services units will need a higher ratio
of professionals and high-level paraprofessionals to lowlevel paraprofessionals. The library profession as a whole
must recognize that paraprofessionals have been doing
tasks previously performed by professionals and address
the urgent need to resolve long-standing issues, including
the appropriate use of paraprofessionals, appropriate compensation and career ladders for paraprofessionals, staff
development, pay equality, and role definition.

To understand more about paraprofessionals in technical services, further research on the following topics is
needed:
• roles for professionals and paraprofessionals in various functional areas
• renovation of staff classification systems to meet current and future needs of library services in terms of
job titles; required education, skills, knowledge, and
experience; job duties; criteria for promotion; and
compensation
• career paths for paraprofessionals
• certification for paraprofessionals
• core competencies for paraprofessionals
• pay equality for paraprofessionals
• training and continuing education for paraprofessionals
• communication and mutual respect among professionals and paraprofessionals

Conclusion
This paper has reported the results of a survey the author
conducted to understand more about the roles of technical
services paraprofessionals in academic libraries in the previous five years. The intent was to gain insight into the roles
of paraprofessionals in academic library technical services
operations through a survey of professionals and paraprofessionals. Findings support what has been reported in library
literature. The roles of paraprofessionals include high-level
complex work formerly under the sole purview of professionals. The roles of both professionals and paraprofessionals
have evolved and expanded. The lines between professional
duties and paraprofessional duties have blurred. The main
distinction between professional work and paraprofessional
work often arise in areas outside traditional technical services work, such as administration, service on university
and national committees, new initiatives, new technology,
research, and publication. Because of rapid changes in the
environment, more technical services duties are requiring
“independent judgment; interpretation of rules and procedures; analysis of library problems; and formulation of
original and creative solutions for them.”45 Outsourcing and
technology advances mean that routine duties that can be
taught once and done repetitively following established procedures are decreasing drastically in technical services. This
shift suggests that soon technical services units will need a
higher ratio of professionals and high-level paraprofessionals
to low-level paraprofessionals.
Despite the changes documented here, the library
profession still defines library employees and the work
they do in terms of professionals (librarians) who have an
MILS and paraprofessionals who do not have an MLIS. The
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library profession should recognize this is no longer sufficient. This author recommends that the library profession
as a whole reach consensus about the roles of professionals
and paraprofessionals, the level of work professionals and
paraprofessionals should do, how professionals and paraprofessionals should be compensated, and what the library profession should do for the continuing education and career
ladders for both professionals and paraprofessionals.
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Appendix A. Survey Questions
Introduction

You are invited to participate in an online survey about the role of paraprofessionals in technical services in academic libraries. This survey is intended for both professionals and paraprofessionals who are working in technical services in academic
libraries. For this survey, a professional position is defined as a position requiring a master’s degree in library science/information science or equivalent. A paraprofessional position is defined as a position not requiring a master’s degree in library
science/information science or equivalent. Typical paraprofessional positions include library associates, library clerks, library
assistants, library technicians, library paraprofessionals, or library support staff. Paraprofessional positions could also be management positions, such as unit heads, supervisors, and coordinators.
For this survey, “technical services” is defined as library functional areas that are responsible for selecting, acquiring,
organizing, processing, and providing access to library collections in all formats, as opposed to the delivery of public services.
Typical technical services functional areas include collection development, cataloging, acquisitions, electronic resources
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management, physical processing, print serials (checkin, binding, claiming, etc.), documents, and preservation. In some
libraries, technical services functional areas are centralized and belong to one unit/department/division; in some libraries,
technical services functional areas are not centralized and belong to different units/departments/divisions. This survey applies
to both centralized and non-centralized technical services.
Library literature noted that more and more complex duties were assigned to library paraprofessionals in technical services in academic libraries. The purpose of this survey is to identify the type of complex duties assigned to paraprofessionals
in technical services in academic libraries and to what extent paraprofessionals perform library work that has been considered
professional.
Responding to this survey constitutes informed consent to participating in the research. The survey is voluntary, and
you may withdraw from it at any time. All responses will be kept confidential and anonymous. The results of this survey are
intended for publication.
The survey will remain open until February 23, 2011. It should take around 30 minutes to complete. Please feel free to
forward this survey to any librarian or staff who is working in technical services in academic libraries.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Lihong Zhu, Head of Technical Services, Washington State University, e-mail: lzhu2@wsu.edu.
Thank you for your participation.
Q1. What is your current working title?
Q2. What educational degree(s) does your position require according to your official position description?
❍		Required
❍
educational degree is not specified in my job description
❍		Master’s
❍
degree in library science/information science or equivalent
❍		Graduate
❍
degree (not in library science/information science)
❍		Library
❍
associate degree
❍		❍ Bachelor’s degree
❍		High
❍
School graduation or equivalent
❍		Other
❍
(Please specify)
Q3. Do you hold educational degrees that are higher than the educational degree required for your position?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
Q4. What high-level skills and competencies are required for your position according to your official job description? Select
as many as apply.
❍❍ Ability to be innovative/creative
❍❍ Ability to implement/manage technological/organizational change
❍❍ Ability to work independently
❍❍ Administrative/leadership skills
❍❍ Analytical skills
❍❍ Budgeting skills
❍❍ Communication skills (oral/written)
❍❍ Computer skills
❍❍ Foreign language skills
❍❍ Interpersonal/human relations skills
❍❍ Knowledge in current issues/trends/best practices/standards/technology in technical services
❍❍ Management/supervisory/personnel skills
❍❍ Planning skills
❍❍ Problem-solving skills
❍❍ Project management skills
❍❍ Teamwork/team leadership skills
❍❍ Training/mentoring skills
❍❍ Other (please specify)
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Q5. Which technical services functional areas are you currently working in? Please check as many as apply.
❍❍ Acquisitions
❍❍ Cataloging
❍❍ Collections
❍❍ Documents (federal, state, international, etc.)
❍❍ Electronic resources management
❍❍ Management/administration/supervision
❍❍ Physical processing
❍❍ Preservation
❍❍ Print serials (checkin, claiming, binding, etc.)
❍❍ Other (please specify)
Q6. In the past 5 years, did your technical services have a net increase or decrease in positions?
❍❍ Increase
❍❍ Decrease
❍❍ Remain the same
❍❍ Could you give more details?
Q7. In the past 5 years, did your technical services have a net increase or decrease in professional positions? For this survey,
a professional position is defined as a position requiring a master’s degree in library science/information science or equivalent.
❍❍ Increase
❍❍ Decrease
❍❍ Remain the same
❍❍ Could you give more details?
Q8. In the past 5 years, did your technical services have a net increase or decrease in paraprofessional positions? For this survey, a paraprofessional position is defined as a position not requiring a master’s degree in library science/information science
or equivalent. Typical paraprofessional positions include library associates, library clerks, library assistants, library technicians,
library paraprofessionals, or library support staff. Paraprofessional positions could also be management positions, such as unit
heads, supervisors, and coordinators.
❍❍ Increase
❍❍ Decrease
❍❍ Remain the same
❍❍ Could you give more details?
Q9. Please indicate which of the following complex duties are regularly assigned (i.e., officially part of the job description) to
your position in technical services, either full or part time. Please check as many as apply.
❍❍ Supervise/coordinate technical services on a daily basis
❍❍ Supervise/coordinate a unit in technical services on a daily basis (e.g., cataloging unit, acquisitions unit)
❍❍ Supervise/coordinate only specific duties within a unit in technical services on a daily basis (e.g., cataloging serials,
monograph ordering)
❍❍Take the lead in/make major contribution to developing/implementing policies/standards/goals/procedures to improve
workflow in your job duty areas
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to researching/implementing new information technology in your job duty
areas
❍❍ Keep current on trends and developments in your job duty areas
❍❍ Act as one of the primary resources for issues in your job duty areas
❍❍ Act as one of the primary trainers in your job duty areas
❍❍Troubleshoot/solve problems involving intensive application and knowledge of library policies and procedures, national standards, vendor systems, or publisher licenses
❍❍ Act as one of the primary liaisons to librarians, staff, vendors, publishers, or library users in your job duty areas
❍❍ Act as a project/team/group/task force/committee leader
❍❍ Participate in professional organizations
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❍❍ Attend workshops, institutes, seminars or conferences at local, state, regional, national or international levels
❍❍ Conduct research for publications or presentations in areas of library and information science or other scholarly
subjects
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to the preparation of grant proposals
❍❍ Serve on library working groups, committees, task forces, etc.
❍❍ Serve on university/college committees, task forces, etc.
❍❍ Have the signing authority for acquisition reports, invoices, purchase card logs, etc.
❍❍ Manage acquisitions budget
❍❍ Perform complex copy cataloging that requires subject analysis and/or classification
❍❍ Perform original cataloging: descriptive
❍❍ Perform original cataloging: subject analysis
❍❍ Perform original cataloging: classification
❍❍ Assign LC/Dewey call numbers
❍❍ Assign subject/genre headings
❍❍ Perform authority work on a regular basis
❍❍ Create original authority records
❍❍ Create original metadata with Dublin Core or other metadata schema
❍❍ Review coworkers’ original cataloging
❍❍ Perform complicated database maintenance
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to digital initiatives
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to institutional repository
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to scholarly communication
❍❍ Select/de-select materials as part of collection development
❍❍ Perform collection analysis/assessment/evaluation
❍❍ Establish collection development policies
❍❍ Manage collection budget, e.g., planning, allocation, tracking, balancing, setting cancellation target, etc.
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to the management of electronic resources
❍❍ Identify or test electronic resources, including both subscription/purchase and open access titles
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to negotiating licensing for electronic resources
❍❍ Sign licenses for electronic resources
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to managing existing licensing for electronic resources
❍❍ Monitor subscriptions in relation to existing license expirations and renewals
❍❍ Review the impact of current licensing on post cancellation archival access
❍❍ Arrange for registration and activation of electronic subscriptions
❍❍ Troubleshoot complex e-access problems
❍❍ Manage or troubleshoot problems in vendor electronic resources management modules
❍❍ Manage or troubleshoot problems in link resolvers
❍❍ Manage or troubleshoot problems in metasearch engines
❍❍ Manage or troubleshoot problems in ILS (integrated library systems)
❍❍ Manage or troubleshoot problems in library discovery interface or OPAC
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to collecting usage statistics
❍❍ Resolve complex copyright issues
❍❍ Allocate binding budget
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to establishing/implementing library preservation plan
❍❍ Create/implement the preservation plan for digital resources
❍❍ Establish priorities and procedures for the care and maintenance of the research collection
❍❍ Take the lead in/make major contribution to creating/implementing the emergency preparedness plan
❍❍ Other complex duties (please specify)
Q10. Consider the roles/job descriptions of paraprofessionals in your technical services in the past 5 years. Please indicate
whether paraprofessionals in your technical services had roles in the past 5 years in each of the following listed complex
duties/responsibilities. If they had, had their roles expanded, grown smaller, or remained the same in the past 5 years in each
of the following listed complex duties/responsibilities?
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Duty/Responsibility
Supervise/coordinate technical services on a daily basis
Supervise/coordinate a unit in technical services on a daily
basis (e.g., cataloging unit, acquisitions unit)
Supervise/coordinate only specific duties within a unit in technical services on a daily basis (e.g., cataloging serials, monograph ordering)
Take the lead in/make major contribution to developing/
implementing policies/standards/goals/procedures to improve
workflow
Take the lead in/make major contribution to researching/
implementing new information technology
Keep current on trends and developments
Act as one of the primary resources for issues
Act as one of the primary trainers
Troubleshoot/solve problems involving intensive application
and knowledge of library policies and procedures, national
standards, vendor systems, or publisher licenses
Act as one of the primary liaisons to librarians, staff, vendors,
publishers, or library users
Act as a project/team/group/task force/committee leader
Participate in professional organizations
Attend workshops, institutes, seminars or conferences at local,
state, regional, national or international levels
Conduct research for publications or presentations in areas of
library and information science or other scholarly subjects
Take the lead in/make major contribution to the preparation
of grant proposals
Serve on library working groups, committees, task forces, etc.
Serve on university/college committees, task forces, etc.
Have the signing authority for acquisition reports, invoices,
purchase card logs, etc.
Manage acquisitions budget
Perform complex copy cataloging that requires subject analysis
and/or classification
Perform original cataloging: descriptive
Perform original cataloging: subject analysis
Perform original cataloging: classification

Had no Roles

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Expanded
in Scope/
Responsibility

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Grew Smaller
in Scope/
Responsibility

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Remained the
Same in Scope/
Responsibility
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Duty/Responsibility
Assign LC/Dewey call numbers
Assign subject/genre headings
Perform authority work on a regular basis
Create original authority records
Create original metadata with Dublin Core or other metadata
schema
Review coworkers’ original cataloging
Perform complicated database maintenance
Take the lead in/make major contribution to digital initiatives
Take the lead in/make major contribution to institutional
repository
Take the lead in/make major contribution to scholarly communication
Select/de-select materials as part of collection development
Perform collection analysis/assessment/evaluation
Establish collection development policies
Manage collection budget, e.g., planning, allocation, tracking,
balancing, setting cancellation target, etc.
Take the lead in/make major contribution to the management
of electronic resources
Identify or test electronic resources, including both subscription/purchase and open access titles
Take the lead in/make major contribution to negotiating
licensing for electronic resources
Sign licenses for electronic resources
Take the lead in/make major contribution to managing existing
licensing for electronic resources
Monitor subscriptions in relation to existing license expirations
and renewals
Review the impact of current licensing on post cancellation
archival access
Arrange for registration and activation of electronic subscriptions
Troubleshoot complex e-access problems
Manage or troubleshoot problems in vendor electronic
resources management modules
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Had no Roles

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Expanded
in Scope/
Responsibility

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Grew Smaller
in Scope/
Responsibility

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Remained the
Same in Scope/
Responsibility
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Duty/Responsibility

Had no Roles

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Expanded
in Scope/
Responsibility

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Grew Smaller
in Scope/
Responsibility

Had Roles and
Their Roles
Remained the
Same in Scope/
Responsibility

Manage or troubleshoot problems in link resolvers
Manage or troubleshoot problems in metasearch engines
Manage or troubleshoot problems in ILS (integrated library
systems)
Manage or troubleshoot problems in library discovery interface or OPAC
Take the lead in/make major contribution to collecting usage
statistics
Resolve complex copyright issues
Allocate binding budget
Take the lead in/make major contribution to establishing/
implementing library preservation plan
Create/implement the preservation plan for digital resources
Establish priorities and procedures for the care and maintenance of the research collection
Take the lead in/make major contribution to creating/implementing the emergency preparedness plan

Q11. Does your library use a classified position system for library paraprofessional staff?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
Q12. If you answered Yes to question 11, what is your library-specific paraprofessional staff classification system called? Could
you provide the url for the classification system?
Q13. How many levels of library-specific paraprofessional staff classification do you have in your library? (e.g., In a library,
the paraprofessional staff are classified by library & archives paraprofessional 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; thus, there are 6 levels of
library-specific paraprofessional staff classification in this library.) How many levels of library-specific paraprofessional staff
classification do you have in your library? (e.g., In a library, the paraprofessional staff are classified by library & archives paraprofessional 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; thus, there are 6 levels of library-specific paraprofessional staff classification in this library.)
Q14. What incentives does your library offer to paraprofessional staff in technical services for staff development?
❍❍ In-house training, e.g., workshops, free webinars/online courses, learning breaks, presentations
❍❍ Released time to attend local, state, regional conferences, workshops, etc.
❍❍ Released time to attend national conferences, workshops, etc.
❍❍ Funding to attend local, state, regional conferences, workshops, etc.
❍❍ Funding to attend national conferences, workshops, etc.
❍❍ Funding to attend paid webinars/online courses
❍❍ Systematic training for newly hired/transferred paraprofessional staff
❍❍ Each staff has a training allotment each year
Q15. What incentives does your library offer to paraprofessional staff who would like to seek a master degree in library science/information science?
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❍❍ Release time for classes
❍❍ Work schedule adjustment
❍❍ Tuition remission/reimbursement
❍❍ Rehire in a professional position upon graduation
❍❍ Mentoring by professional librarians
Q16. If you would like to share anything else about the evolving role of paraprofessionals in your technical services, please
feel free to do so.

Appendix B. Complex Duties Regularly Assigned
Complex Duty or Function

Paraprofessionals
N = 373

Professionals
N = 293

Total
N = 666

Supervise/coordinate technical services on a daily basis

55

14.8%

120

41.0%

175

26.3%

Supervise/coordinate a unit in technical services on a daily basis (e.g., cataloging
unit, acquisitions unit)

84

22.5%

145

49.5%

229

34.4%

Supervise/coordinate only specific duties within a unit in technical services on a
daily basis (e.g., cataloging serials, monograph ordering)

146

39.1%

71

24.2%

217

32.6%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to developing/implementing policies/
standards/goals/procedures to improve workflow in your job duty areas

215

56.6%

242

82.6%

457

68.6%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to researching/implementing new
information technology in your job duty areas

117

31.4%

167

57.0%

284

42.6%

Keep current on trends and developments in your job duty areas

255

68.4%

272

92.8%

527

79.1%

Act as one of the primary resources for issues in your job duty areas

286

76.7%

267

91.1%

553

83.0%

Act as one of the primary trainers in your job duty areas

219

58.7%

202

68.9%

421

63.2%

Troubleshoot/solve problems involving intensive application and knowledge of
library policies and procedures, national standards, vendor systems, or publisher
licenses

206

55.2%

218

74.4%

424

63.7%

Act as one of the primary liaisons to librarians, staff, vendors, publishers, or
library users in your job duty areas

218

58.4%

216

73.7%

434

65.2%

Act as a project/team/group/task force/committee leader

114

30.6%

182

62.1%

296

44.4%

71

19.0%

235

80.2%

306

45.9%

205

55.2%

249

85.0%

454

68.2%

22

5.9%

106

36.2%

128

19.2%

Participate in professional organizations
Attend workshops, institutes, seminars or conferences at local, state, regional,
national or international levels
Conduct research for publications or presentations in areas of library and information science or other scholarly subjects
Take the lead in/make major contribution to the preparation of grant proposals

7

1.9%

29

9.9%

36

5.4%

206

55.2%

244

83.3%

450

67.6%

Serve on university/college committees, task forces, etc.

63

16.9%

170

58.0%

233

35.0%

Have the signing authority for acquisition reports, invoices, purchase card logs,
etc.

79

21.2%

82

28.0%

149

22.4%

Manage acquisitions budget

Serve on library working groups, committees, task forces, etc.

45

12.1%

70

23.9%

115

17.3%

Perform complex copy cataloging that requires subject analysis and/or classification

203

54.4%

192

65.5%

395

59.3%

Perform original cataloging: descriptive

172

46.1%

191

65.2%

363

54.5%

Perform original cataloging: subject analysis

154

41.3%

189

64.5%

343

51.5%

Perform original cataloging: classification

159

42.6%

190

64.8%

349

52.4%

Assign LC/Dewey call numbers

171

45.8%

176

60.1%

347

52.1%

Assign subject/genre headings

181

48.5%

190

64.8%

371

55.7%
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Complex Duty or Function
Perform authority work on a regular basis

Paraprofessionals
N = 373

Professionals
N = 293

Total
N = 666

140

37.5%

147

50.2%

287

43.1%

Create original authority records

82

22.0%

96

32.8%

178

26.7%

Create original metadata with Dublin Core or other metadata schema

36

9.7%

36

12.3%

72

10.8%

Review coworkers’ original cataloging

65

17.4%

101

34.5%

166

24.9%

Perform complicated database maintenance

154

41.3%

145

49.5%

299

44.9%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to digital initiatives

42

11.3%

58

19.8%

100

15.0%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to institutional repository

17

4.6%

27

9.2%

44

6.6%

5

1.3%

27

9.2%

32

4.8%

Select/deselect materials as part of collection development

57

15.3%

141

48.1%

198

29.7%

Perform collection analysis/assessment/evaluation

64

17.2%

132

45.1%

196

29.4%

Establish collection development policies

14

3.8%

69

23.5%

83

12.5%

Manage collection budget, e.g., planning, allocation, tracking, balancing, setting
cancellation target, etc.

43

11.5%

79

27.0%

122

18.3%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to the management of electronic
resources

75

20.1%

96

32.8%

171

25.7%

Identify or test electronic resources, including both subscription/purchase and
open access titles

86

23.1%

76

25.9%

162

24.3%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to negotiating licensing for electronic
resources

15

4.0%

38

13.0%

53

8.0%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to scholarly communication

Sign licenses for electronic resources

5

1.3%

22

7.5%

27

4.1%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to managing existing licensing for electronic resources

35

9.4%

45

15.4%

80

12.0%

Monitor subscriptions in relation to existing license expirations and renewals

79

21.2%

58

19.8%

137

20.6%

Review the impact of current licensing on post cancellation archival access

24

6.4%

29

9.9%

53

8.0%

Arrange for registration and activation of electronic subscriptions

52

13.9%

52

17.7%

104

15.6%

Troubleshoot complex e-access problems

67

18.0%

60

20.5%

127

19.1%

Manage or troubleshoot problems in vendor electronic resources management
modules

52

13.9%

49

16.7%

101

15.2%

Manage or troubleshoot problems in link resolvers

41

11.0%

51

17.4%

92

13.8%

Manage or troubleshoot problems in metasearch engines

18

4.8%

17

5.8%

35

5.3%

Manage or troubleshoot problems in ILS (integrated library systems)

91

24.4%

118

40.3%

209

31.4%

Manage or troubleshoot problems in library discovery interface or OPAC

64

17.2%

104

35.5%

168

25.2%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to collecting usage statistics

79

21.2%

79

27.0%

158

23.7%

Resolve complex copyright issues

14

3.8%

15

5.1%

29

4.4%

Allocate binding budget

19

5.1%

47

16.0%

66

9.9%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to establishing/implementing library
preservation plan

20

5.4%

31

10.6%

51

7.7%

Create/implement the preservation plan for digital resources

14

3.8%

14

4.8%

28

4.2%

Establish priorities and procedures for the care and maintenance of the research
collection

29

7.8%

50

17.1%

79

11.9%

Take the lead in/make major contribution to creating/implementing the emergency preparedness plan

20

5.4%

38

13.0%

58

8.7%

Note: Respondents could choose multiple areas; therefore total responses exceed N.
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Appendix C. Changes in Complex Duties Assigned to
Paraprofessionals during Previous Five Years
Libraries with These Duties
Duty Not
Assigned

Roles
Expanded

Roles
Decreased

Roles
Remained
The Same

Total

Total
Response

Supervise/coordinate technical services on a daily
basis

58.6% (291)

50.5% (104)

10.7% (22)

38.8% (80)

206

497

Supervise/coordinate a unit in technical services on a
daily basis (e.g., cataloging unit, acquisitions unit)

45.5% (229)

47.4% (130)

9.1% (25)

43.4% (119)

274

503

Supervise/coordinate only specific duties within a
unit in technical services on a daily basis (e.g., cataloging serials, monograph ordering)

23.1% (115)

49.2% (188)

6.5% (25)

44.2.0%
(169)

382

497

Take the lead in/make major contribution to developing/implementing policies/standards/goals/procedures to improve workflow

30.2% (151)

54.2% (189)

4.9% (17)

41.0% (143)

349

500

Take the lead in/make major contribution to
researching/implementing new information technology

54.8% (270)

50.7% (113)

4.5% (10)

44.8% (100)

223

493

Keep current on trends and developments

29.2% (145)

42.0% (148)

2.6% (9)

55.4% (195)

352

497

Act as one of the primary resources for issues

24.4% (122)

46.7% (176)

3.4% (13)

49.9% (188)

377

499

Act as one of the primary trainers

27.5% (136)

43.9% (157)

7.3% (26)

48.9% (175)

358

494

Troubleshoot/solve problems involving intensive
application and knowledge of library policies and
procedures, national standards, vendor systems, or
publisher licenses

43.2% (215)

46.6% (132)

3.9% (11)

49.5% (140)

283

498

Act as one of the primary liaisons to librarians, staff,
vendors, publishers, or library users

31.7% (159)

42.4% (145)

2.0% (7)

55.6% (190)

342

501

Act as a project/team/group/task force/committee
leader

47.2% (232)

43.5% (113)

4.6% (12)

52.0% (135)

260

492

Participate in professional organizations

58.7% (283)

24.6% (49)

9.0% (18)

66.3% (132)

199

482

Attend workshops, institutes, seminars or conferences at local, state, regional, national or international levels

27.2% (134)

30.6% (110)

10.3% (37)

59.1% (212)

359

493

Conduct research for publications or presentations
in areas of library and information science or other
scholarly subjects

84.0% (411)

37.2% (29)

9.0% (7)

53.8% (42)

78

489

Take the lead in/make major contribution to the
preparation of grant proposals

88.5% (430)

35.7% (20)

7.1% (4)

57.1% (32)

56

486

Serve on library working groups, committees, task
forces, etc.

21.8% (108)

35.1% (136)

7.0% (27)

57.9% (224)

387

495

Serve on university/college committees, task forces,
etc.

54.0% (265)

21.2% (48)

6.6% (15)

73.0% (163)

226

491

Have the signing authority for acquisition reports,
invoices, purchase card logs, etc.

59.5% (287)

29.2% (57)

5.6% (11)

65.1% (127)

195

482

Manage acquisitions budget

60.4% (287)

31.4% (59)

5.3% (10)

63.3% (119)

188

475

Perform complex copy cataloging that requires subject analysis and/or classification

26.1% (128)

53.6% (194)

2.5% (9)

44.0% (159)

362

490

Perform original cataloging: descriptive

39.5% (193)

51.0% (151)

4.7% (14)

44.3% (131)

296

489

Perform original cataloging: subject analysis

44.9% (220)

50.0% (135)

4.4% (12)

45.6% (123)

270

490

Complex Duty
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Libraries with These Duties
Duty Not
Assigned

Roles
Expanded

Roles
Decreased

Roles
Remained
The Same

Total

Total
Response

Perform original cataloging: classification

43.4% (212)

50.2% (139)

4.0% (11)

45.8% (127)

277

489

Assign LC/Dewey call numbers

35.5% (173)

46.8% (147)

2.5% (8)

50.6% (159)

314

487

Assign subject/genre headings

35.4% (172)

48.4% (152)

3.5% (11)

48.1% (151)

314

486

Perform authority work on a regular basis

38.1% (186)

39.7% (120)

7.6% (23)

52.6% (159)

302

488

Create original authority records

62.1% (295)

41.1% (74)

8.9% (16)

50.0% (90)

180

475

Create original metadata with Dublin Core or other
metadata schema

72.2% (337)

62.3% (81)

3.1% (4)

34.6% (45)

130

467

Review coworkers’ original cataloging

69.2% (330)

36.7% (54)

6.8% (10)

56.5% (83)

147

477

Perform complicated database maintenance

40.8% (199)

48.8% (141)

3.1% (9)

48.1% (139)

289

488

Take the lead in/make major contribution to digital
initiatives

73.1% (343)

51.6% (65)

5.6% (7)

42.9% (54)

126

469

Take the lead in/make major contribution to institutional repository

82.0% (387)

48.2% (41)

8.2% (7)

43.5% (37)

85

472

Take the lead in/make major contribution to scholarly communication

87.0% (408)

34.4% (21)

6.6% (4)

59% (36)

61

469

Select/deselect materials as part of collection development

71.0% (336)

40.9% (56)

4.8% (6)

54.7% (75)

137

473

Perform collection analysis/assessment/evaluation

70.1% (335)

44.8% (64)

4.9% (7)

50.3% (72)

143

478

Establish collection development policies

83.4% (393)

32.1% (25)

10.3% (8)

57.7% (45)

78

471

Manage collection budget, e.g., planning, allocation,
tracking, balancing, setting cancellation target, etc.

69.8% (330)

39.2% (56)

4.9% (7)

56.0% (80)

143

473

Take the lead in/make major contribution to the
management of electronic resources

58.3% (278)

63.8% (127)

6.0% (12)

30.2% (60)

199

477

Identify or test electronic resources, including both
subscription/purchase and open access titles

58.1% (277)

62.5% (125)

3.5% (7)

34.0% (68)

200

477

Take the lead in/make major contribution to negotiating licensing for electronic resources

81.7% (383)

48.8% (42)

9.3% (8)

41.9% (36)

86

469

Sign licenses for electronic resources

88.9% (415)

38.5% (20)

13.5% (7)

48.1% (25)

52

467

Take the lead in/make major contribution to managing existing licensing for electronic resources

72.4% (341)

57.7% (75)

7.7% (10)

34.6% (45)

130

471

Monitor subscriptions in relation to existing license
expirations and renewals

54.2% (259)

54.3% (119)

3.7% (8)

42.0% (92)

219

478

Review the impact of current licensing on post cancellation archival access

78.3% (368)

50.0% (51)

4.0% (4)

46.1% (47)

102

470

Arrange for registration and activation of electronic
subscriptions

60.0% (286)

59.2% (113)

5.2% (9)

36.1% (69)

191

477

Troubleshoot complex e-access problems

57.9% (275)

62.0% (124)

3.5% (7)

34.5% (69)

200

475

Manage or troubleshoot problems in vendor electronic resources management modules

64.1% (305)

62.0% (106)

3.5% (6)

34.5% (59)

171

476

Manage or troubleshoot problems in link resolvers

64.8% (307)

61.7% (103)

4.2% (7)

34.1% (57)

167

474

Manage or troubleshoot problems in metasearch
engines

79.1% (370)

40.8% (40)

6.1% (6)

53.1% (52)

98

468

Manage or troubleshoot problems in ILS (integrated
library systems)

59.4% (281)

48.4% (93)

4.2% (8)

47.4% (91)

192

473

Manage or troubleshoot problems in library discovery interface or OPAC

61.7% (291)

44.2% (80)

4.4% (8)

51.4% (93)

181

472

Complex Duty
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Libraries with These Duties

Complex Duty

Duty Not
Assigned

Roles
Expanded

Roles
Decreased

Roles
Remained
The Same

Total

Total
Response

Take the lead in/make major contribution to collecting usage statistics

55.3% (263)

44.6% (95)

6.6% (14)

48.8% (104)

213

476

Resolve complex copyright issues

88.6% (418)

35.2% (19)

3.7% (2)

61.1% (33)

54

472

Allocate binding budget

73.8% (346)

23.6% (29)

12.2% (15)

64.2% (79)

123

469

Take the lead in/make major contribution to establishing/implementing library preservation plan

78.8% (367)

10.1% (26)

11.1% (11)

62.6% (62)

99

466

Create/implement the preservation plan for digital
resources

85.7% (403)

37.3% (25)

9.0% (6)

53.7% (36)

67

470

Establish priorities and procedures for the care and
maintenance of the research collection

78.8% (369)

21.2% (21)

7.1% (7)

71.7% (71)

99

468

Take the lead in/make major contribution to creating/implementing the emergency preparedness plan

74.3% (352)

28.7% (35)

6.6% (8)

64.8% (79)

122

474

Note: Respondents could choose multiple areas; therefore total responses exceed N.
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Batchloading MARC
Bibliographic Records
Current Practices and Future
Challenges in Large Research
Libraries
Rebecca L. Mugridge and Jeff Edmunds

Research libraries are using batchloading to provide access to many resources
that they would otherwise be unable to catalog given the staff and other resources
available. To explore how such libraries are managing their batchloading activities, the authors conducted a survey of the Association for Library Collections and
Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries Interest Group member
libraries. The survey addressed staffing, budgets, scope, workflow, management,
quality standards, information technology support, collaborative efforts, and
assessment of batchloading activities. The authors provide an analysis of the survey results along with suggestions for process improvements and future research.
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atchloading MARC bibliographic records into libraries’ online catalogs has
become an increasingly common and necessary means of providing access to
the electronic and microform resources that libraries collect or to which they provide access. While individual libraries are challenged to create title-level metadata for large collections like Early English Books Online (EEBO) and Eighteenth
Century Collections Online, e-book collections from publishers such as Springer,
Wiley, and Elsevier, and microform collections such as Papers of the NAACP and
the Congressional Information Service CIS Congressional Committee Hearings
on Microfiche, 1833–1969, batchloading records improves discoverability and
ensures that a library’s digital and microform holdings are accurately reflected by
the catalog. Bibliographic records for large collections may be provided by the
publisher, the aggregator, or a third-party vendor or utility, such as OCLC. Some
collections are finite while others may grow over time, presenting the challenge
of performing batchloads periodically for a single collection.
The acquisition of electronic and microform collections and their accompanying bibliographic records present many challenges to technical services and
other units involved in batchloading activities. Maintaining consistent record
quality can be problematic. Vendors, including publishers, aggregators, and bibliographic utilities such as OCLC, often supply bibliographic records for collections that libraries purchase or to which they license access. These vendors do not
follow consistently the cataloging standards that libraries have been accustomed
to applying in their online catalogs. As licensed or purchased collections grow,
many libraries have turned to acquiring bibliographic records for them. These
ongoing updates can become a heavy workload issue for technical services and
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other units. Notifications of additional bibliographic record
availability also can be problematic because some vendors
do not have effective notification systems.
This paper reports on a study that examined how
batchloading activities in large research libraries affect staffing, budgets, workflow, and the quality of records in the
catalog. It examines how these libraries manage batchloading activities, how information technology issues support
or hinder batchloading activities, and how libraries assess
the effectiveness of batchloading. The authors also explore
how libraries work together to address some of the issues
presented by batchloading activities and needs. In the current economic climate, libraries must adopt and refine the
most cost-effective methods available for facilitating access
to digital collections. The methods chosen inevitably will
be affected by high-level policy questions, many of which
remain to be answered. The authors hope the survey will
reveal some of the methods currently in use and point the
way to further innovation and improvement.

Literature Review
As a relatively new practice, MARC bibliographic record
batchloading has a limited literature, but the authors found
seven useful examples. One offers a valuable overview, three
present case studies, two address issues of record quality,
and one focuses on the impact of batchloading on users. In
her overview, Martin describes the challenges that libraries face in providing cataloging for e-books, maintaining
that libraries have to consider many issues when cataloging
e-books.1 These include the source of bibliographic records,
whether they can be batch processed, whether to combine
print and online holdings on the same records, what modifications to the bibliographic records will be needed, how
to maintain the records, and whether to add holdings for
e-books to WorldCat.
In the first case study, Mugridge and Edmunds reported on how the Pennsylvania State University has addressed
the challenges of loading large numbers of bibliographic
records for electronic and microform collections into the
online catalog.2 They found that efficiencies can be gained
by striving for a standardized workflow and documenting
procedures while recognizing that some flexibility must be
maintained to accommodate the needs of various stakeholders and library users.
Wu and Mitchell discussed the increasingly complex e-book landscape in a case study at the University of
Houston Libraries (UHL).3 They reported on the use of
vendor-supplied cataloging for a collection of approximately
400,000 e-books, finding that the benefits of batchloading vendor records outweighed the limitations of those
records. UHL staff used MarcEdit extensively to batch edit
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bibliographic records before loading them into the online
catalog. MarcEdit, developed by Terry Reese, is “a one click
harvesting process for generating MARC metadata from a
variety of metadata formats.”4 However, Wu and Mitchell
reported that UHL intends to use its e-resource knowledgebase, SerialsSolutions KnowledgeWorks, to provide access
to e-books, allowing the process to be further streamlined.
KnowledgeWorks is a data repository for SerialsSolutions
360 services and is used to provide access, management,
and assessment services for electronic resources. It can be
an alternative or a supplement for libraries that do not want
to batchload bibliographic records for their e-resources into
the integrated library system (ILS).
In the third case study, Martin and Mundle reported
on the University of Illinois at Chicago University Library’s
experiences batchloading MARC records for the Springer
e-book collection.5 Martin and Mundle found that the free
records made available for the e-books purchased through a
consortial initiative required considerable work to improve
and clean up the records after they were loaded in each
of the consortia members’ online catalogs. They predicted
that this situation is likely to persist as vendors continue
to automate record creation. They indicated that MARC
record subscription services for aggregated e-book collections might help libraries keep up with the rapidly growing
e-book landscape. Martin and Mundle pointed out that
libraries may need to provide quick, albeit less than ideal,
access to e-books and other e-resources and follow up by
improving accuracy and quality after that access is in place.
Minčić-Obradović offered a more general discussion
of the deficiencies of records available.6 While many commercial publishers and vendors are able to supply MARC
records for their e-books, these records still have numerous problems. The quality of the records varies widely and
updates are not supplied when needed. The development of
provider-neutral records—i.e., a single bibliographic record
that can be used for all instances of an online resource—
offers some promise, but provider-neutral records will only
prove useful when they are widely adopted. Standalone programs such as MarcEdit have proven very helpful to libraries as they attempt to redress the significant lack in quality
in bibliographic records supplied by vendors.
Quality issues with vendor-supplied records prompted
a collaborative approach at OhioLink, a consortium of eight
Ohio college and university libraries and the State Library
of Ohio. Preston described the efforts of OhioLINK’s Database Management and Standards Committee (DMSC) to
provide bibliographic records for more than 44,000 e-books
purchased by the consortium.7 Concerns about the quality of vendor records raised during the DMSC projects
included the lack of Library of Congress or medical subject headings, unauthorized author name headings, missing International Standard Book Numbers (ISBNs), and
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serial issues cataloged as monographs. DMSC members
found that abandoning vendor-supplied records and instead
locating them in bibliographic utilities, such as OCLC’s
WorldCat, or creating records from scratch, was often less
laborious.
Grigson discussed the challenges inherent in making
e-books visible to the public.8 She pointed out that while
federated search and preharvested search (such as SerialsSolutions Summon Service) may offer complementary
search options, the catalog remains an effective discovery
tool for e-books. Grigson identified many issues that present ongoing challenges, such as keeping up with updates to
e-book collections, deleting records for e-resource collections that are not renewed, inadequate bibliographic record
quality, and ensuring the accuracy of links.
The present paper is intended to supplement existing literature by examining MARC bibliographic record
batchloading workflow at 18 very large U.S. and Canadian
research libraries that responded to a survey.

responding. Follow-up e-mail invitations were sent to the
individual technical services directors specified as the Big
Heads representatives in June 2011, resulting in 18 submitted surveys (a 60 percent response rate). Respondents
included 1 Canadian library and 17 United States libraries.
Six were private universities and 12 were public universities.
None of the responding libraries were public or national
libraries. If one eliminates the 3 national U.S. libraries
(Library of Congress, National Library of Medicine, and
National Agricultural Library), which have quite a different
mission and clientele, the response rate increases to 66.7
percent. Respondents were given the option of skipping
questions if they were unable to determine the answer; in
many cases, 17 or fewer respondents answered a particular
question, and those instances are noted throughout the
paper.

Survey Results and Discussion
Demographics

Research Method
The authors designed the survey to provide insight into the
impact of batchloading records on technical service departments of large academic and research libraries. The authors
created the survey using the SelectSurvey web-based survey
management product. The survey included fifty-seven questions organized into ten sections: demographics, staffing,
budgets, scope, management, workflow, quality standards,
collaborative efforts, information technology (IT) support,
and assessment. Some questions provided the option of
adding comments. The survey was reviewed by Penn State’s
Office for Research Protections(ORP); because the survey
did not collect information about human subjects, it did
not require ORP approval. The survey can be found in the
appendix.
In December 2010, the survey was distributed via
e-mail to the members of the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services’ (ALCTS) Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries Interest Group
(commonly known as “Big Heads”). This group consists of
the technical services directors of the 24 largest Association
of Research Libraries (ARL) university libraries (including
Canadian libraries), 1 non-ARL university library (Stanford
University), 2 public libraries, and 3 national libraries. This
group was chosen because the authors believed that they
would be likely to both be very familiar with batchloading
activities within their libraries and be facing many of the
same challenges that are being investigated in this research.
The authors also believed that they would be interested in
the topic and therefore likely to respond. However, the initial response was low, with only 7 of the 30 member libraries

All 18 respondents to the survey (table 1) have an ILS
created by one of the three major vendors (Ex Libris, SirsiDynix, or Innovative Interfaces). The number of records
in their respective ILSs varies from 1 million to more than
12 million, with the average close to 6 million records. Staff
size of the responding institutions varied greatly, as did the
relative proportion of librarians, staff, and hourly staff and
student employees. The number of full-time equivalent
(FTE) librarians ranged from 45 to 266 (with an average
of 108), number of staff ranged from 60 to 488 (averaging
211), and the number of hourly staff and student employees
ranged from 50 to 454 (averaging 166).
Staff Involved with Batchloading Activities

The number of FTE devoted to batchloading activities varied from 0.8 to 11.0. The number of librarians devoted to
batchloading activities varied from 0.0 to 5.0 (averaging 1.7),
with other professionals ranging from 0.0 to 4.5 (averaging
0.9), and support staff ranging from 0.0 to 5.0 (averaging
1.5). One institution reported 0.3 FTE “other staff” participating in batchloading efforts and no institution reported
using student assistants. While some correlation exists
between total staff and the number of employees devoted
to batchloading activities, notable exceptions also were seen:
the library that reported the largest number of staff devoted
to batchloading (11) had 716 total staff, whereas a library
with even more staff (750) reported only 6 FTE devoted to
batchloading. Similarly, 1 library with 589 total staff had only
1.2 FTE devoted to batchloading, whereas another library
with fewer total (513) had 7.0 FTE devoted to batchloading.
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Table 1. Respondent Demographic Data

Institution

Public or Private

Total Staff (FTE)

Cornell University

Private

513

Harvard University

Private

New York University

Private

Princeton University
Stanford University

Staff Devoted to
Batchloading
(FTE)

Total
Acquisitions
Budget

Expenditures for
E-resources

2.4

14,917,133

8,256,470

938

2

32,341,358

9,335,310

530

1.5

20,461,642

12,112,955

Private

370

3

23,156,840

10,487,102

Private

930

4

Not available

Not available

Yale University Library

Private

716

11

31,340,632

8,299,701

Indiana University

Public

341

7

13,490,434

7,623,775

Ohio State University

Public

750

6

11,954,846

7,191,692

Pennsylvania State University

Public

589

1.15

17,953,463

11,404,651

University of Alberta

Public

295

5

19,446,396

13,836,448

University of California, Berkeley

Public

571

7

17,846,646

7,648,665

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Public

513

7

15,281,388

7,908,799

University of Minnesota

Public

350

0.8

17,008,958

9,797,966

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Public

155

4

16,970,946

7,046,460

University of Texas at Austin

Public

311

4

17,392,118

7,120,110

University of Virginia

Public

544

2

10,352,942

5,893,290

University of Washington

Public

440

2

14,842,396

8,581,484

University of Wisconsin—Madison

Public

353

1.5

11,522,129

7,081,468

Source: Martha Kyrillidou, Shaneka Morris, and Gary Roebuck. ARL Statistics, 2009–2010 (Washington, D.C.: Association of Research Libraries, 2011).

The 6 private universities had an average of 666 total staff,
whereas the private universities had an average of 434 total
staff. However, both the public and private universities
reported an average of almost 4.0 FTE devoted to batchloading activities.
An analysis of staff devoted to batchloading activities in comparison with total expenditures for e-resources
does not indicate any correlation. For example, when the
responding libraries were ranked according to expenditures for e-resources, the 6 libraries that spent the least on
e-resources averaged 4.6 FTE staff devoted to batchloading,
the middle 6 devoted 5.2 FTE to batchloading activities, and
the 6 libraries that spent the most on e-resources devoted
2.6 FTE to batchloading activities.
All respondents reported that they had redefined existing positions to add responsibility for batchloading. Four
respondents (22.2 percent) reported that they had redefined
existing positions to be solely dedicated to batchloading.
Another 4 reported that they had created new positions
dedicated to batchloading.
Two-thirds of respondents (12) expected to devote
more staff to batchloading in the next five years. Because
two-thirds of the respondents anticipated growth in staff levels for batchloading, one could assume that the batchloading
workload is increasing or growing more complex at most

institutions polled. The institutions who responded that no
increase in batchloading staff was projected may feel they
have sufficient staff devoted to batchloading for the shortterm or they may feel that current budgetary climate and
competing priorities would not allow allocation of more staff
to batchloading, even if doing so were deemed to be advisable. Future research might explore the perceived priority
of batchloading in the matrix of other services provided by
libraries’ technical services departments.
Budgeting for Bibliographic Records and for
Batchloading Activities

Only 23.5 percent of 17 respondents reported having a
dedicated budget allocated for ongoing costs of batchloading activities. The amount of money spent each year on the
purchase of bibliographic records varied widely. One should
note that because many collections (especially e-content)
include bibliographic records as part of the purchase, expenditures for records are not necessarily an indicator of number of records acquired. No institution reported spending
less than $1,000 per year; 3 of 16 respondents (18.8 percent)
reported spending between $1,000 and $5,000; 1 library
spent between $5,000 and $10,000; 4 libraries (25 percent)
spent between $10,000 and $50,000; 4 spent between
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$50,000 and $100,000; and another 4 spent more than
$100,000 per year. Based on this rough snapshot, the cost
of bibliographic records, although only a small percentage
of acquisitions and collections budgets totaling $12,000,000
and more, is not insignificant for many institutions.
Funding for the purchase of bibliographic records came
principally from collections and operations budgets. Of the
17 respondents to the question on sources of funding, 15
(88.2 percent) reported using monies from the collections
budget; 11 (64.5 percent) reported using monies from the
operations budget; 3 (17.6 percent) reported using special
funds; 3 reported using endowments; and 1 reported using
grant money. (Note that respondents could identify multiple
funding sources if applicable.) One respondent specified
that funding came from the operations portion of the technical services budget and another noted that the exact source
of funding for bibliographic records is unknown because his
or her library uses a decentralized funding model. Responses to this question make clear that institutions use various
funding sources and the majority purchase their records
using a combination of collections and operations budgets.
Nine respondents described their funding models in
greater detail. Four respondents indicated that the costs of
batchloading were covered ad hoc and distributed across
job or organizational lines. Most respondents reported that
costs were not explicitly tracked, aside from the costs associated with individual purchases of batch records. In one case,
funds were taken from the supplies budget, which, at that
institution, is distinct from the collections development budget. In two cases, a specific person (the assistant director for
Technical Services and Collections Development officer; the
head of Collections) was named as overseeing the costs. One
respondent reported his or her library’s process as “quite
distributed, and not very efficient currently.”
The picture that emerges from the responses is of
no single funding model, but an array of approaches. The
relatively distributed nature of funding models likely makes
tracking of resources and their assessment challenging. For
example, assessing the cost-effectiveness of the purchase,
loading, and ongoing maintenance of a set of records is more
difficult if the costs associated with the workflow are distributed throughout an organization, with some costs being
more transparent and easier to track than others.
Scope of Batchloading Activities

No respondents reported batchloading fewer than 100,000
records into their ILS during the past three years. Of 17
responding libraries, 2 (11.8 percent) reported loading
between 100,000 and 200,000 records; 3 libraries (17.6
percent) reported loading between 200,000 and 500,000
records; and 12 libraries (70.6 percent) reported loading
more than 500,000 records. An analysis of the number of
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records batchloaded did not reveal a correlation between
that number and the respective libraries’ total expenditures.
For example, the 2 libraries that reported loading between
100,000 and 200,000 records within the last three years
averaged $19,207,552 in total acquisitions budget. The 3
libraries that loaded between 200,000 and 500,000 records
had an average total acquisitions budget of $19,235,052.
The 12 libraries that reported batchloading more than
500,000 records had an average total acquisitions budget of
$17,513,333, lower than the libraries that batchloaded far
fewer records.
These numbers indicate that many libraries added a
sizable percentage of the total number of records in their
respective catalogs in a short timeframe. Although 8 (47.1
percent) of 17 respondents batchloaded less than 10 percent of the total number of records in their catalogs in the
past three years, 6 (35.3 percent) reported that such records
amounted to 10–20 percent of their catalog, and 1 library
reported that they totaled 30–40 percent. In one noteworthy case, a library responded that recently batchloaded
records represent more than 50 percent of the total records
in its ILS.
All respondents reported deleting records in batches,
some in large numbers. Only 3 (17.6 percent) of the 17
responding libraries reported deleting fewer than 1,000
records each year; 5 (29.4 percent) reported deleting
between 1,000 and 5,000 records each year; 4 (23.5 percent)
reported deleting between 5,000 and 10,000; 2 (11.8 percent) reported deleting between 10,000 and 50,000; and 2
reported deleting between 50,000 and 100,000. One library
reported deleting more than 100,000 records per year.
The most common reason (reported by all 17 libraries that answered this question) for deleting records or
suppressing records from public view was cancellation of
a subscription to an online databases or collection. Nearly
one-quarter (4 libraries; 23.5 percent) cited withdrawal of
physical items, 8 (47.1 percent) cited invalid URLs, and
another 4 cited errors found in records. Other reasons not
explicitly listed in the survey question but identified by
respondents included normal maintenance, e.g., the title
was no longer available from a vendor or publisher, publishers were removed from EBL or ebrary profiles, and the
contents of large sets and e-book packages changed. The
number of responses to this multiple-choice question makes
clear that most libraries have multiple reasons for batch
deleting records from their ILSs.
The responses summarized above indicate that batchloaded records compose a remarkable proportion of records
in many institutions’ ILSs and that batchloading is a dynamic
process (or set of processes) that involve not only the batch
adding of records but also batch removal. Online collections are perhaps more subject to change and in briefer
timeframes than physical collections. When a substantial
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portion of an institution’s collection is digital rather than
physical, the fluidity of the catalog and thus the need to
batchload and batch remove records is likely to increase
dramatically. While monographic records for print materials and microforms are relatively static, records for monographic e-resources tend to be more subject to change. For
catalogers with a purely monographic background, this fact
may require change to a mind-set closer to that of a serials
cataloger, who is accustomed to repeated edits of a single
record. Given the current scope of batchloading (and its
anticipated future), management and coordination of access
to digital assets will no doubt be an important role for libraries technical services departments in the coming years.
Management of Batchloading Processes

Management of batchloading processes is commonly shared
across participating libraries’ organizational units. The most
frequently cited unit with responsibilities for batchloading
activities is Cataloging, identified by 13 (76.5 percent) of
the 17 respondents to this question. Additional units identified were IT or Systems (9; 52.9 percent), Acquisitions (7;
41.2 percent), Collection Development (3; 17.6 percent),
and Public Services (1 library). Another 6 respondents (35.3
percent) reported additional units with responsibilities
(E-Resources Management Section; E-Resources, Serials,
and Database Management; Scholarly Resource Integration; and Knowledge Access and Resource Management
Services), reflecting the diversity of organizational structures in place in responding institutions. Respondents were
given the option of selecting more than one unit and had the
option of providing their own response.
Respondents indicated that Cataloging held primary
responsibility for managing batchloading activities in 12
(70.6 percent) of the 17 responding institutions. This is followed by IT or Systems (7; 41.2 percent), Acquisitions (2;
11.8 percent), and “other” (4; 23.5 percent), which includes
E-Resources Management Section; E-Resources, Serials,
and Database Management; Scholarly Resource Integration;
and Knowledge Access and Resource Management Services.
Since the responses to this question total more than 100
percent, the possibility exists that respondents had trouble
deciding who was primarily responsible for managing batchloading activities. However, Cataloging and IT or Systems
most frequently were identified as bearing primary responsibility for batchloading activities in the majority of libraries.
None of the responding libraries reported that Public Services or Collection Development were primarily responsible.
Workflow

Of 17 respondents to the question about timeliness of batchloading, 6 (35.3 percent) reported that loading records for
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large packages took longer than three months; 4 (23.5 percent) said such loads occurred within one to three months;
another 4 libraries said they occurred within one month; 1
respondents said within two to three weeks; and 2 reported
batchloads occurred within a week. Asked whether the
reported turnaround time was acceptable, 11 respondents
(64.7 percent) said no, while the rest said yes.
In addition to batchloading records in the local ILS,
10 (58.8 percent) of 17 respondents reported that their
libraries used other methods, such as a metasearch engine,
to ensure access to collections. One might assume that
libraries providing access via alternative routes may feel less
pressure to load records for all their e-book holdings into
their ILS, although these alternatives to batchloading may
have their own challenges and disadvantages. The alternatives mentioned include WorldCat Local using the “treat
as held option,” SFX Find It deep linking for conferences
and proceedings within article databases, Summon from
SerialsSolutions, e-indexes and aggregated index services
such as Primo Central, MetaLib, and ebrary’s platform.
One respondent reported bypassing their ILS and loading records directly into their discovery layer (Ex Libris’s
Primo), with the possibility of moving the record sets to the
ILS (Aleph) at a later date. The survey did not capture data
that might have allowed the authors to assess the relative
merits of these approaches. Further research is warranted
in this area.
Respondents were asked if their libraries ensure access
to titles in Google Books via the ILS. Of the 17 respondents
to this question, 11 (64.7 percent) do so. Of libraries that do
ensure access to Google Books, the vast majority (10 of the
11) ensure access only to Google Book titles for which their
library holds a print version. Only 1 library reported that it
ensured access to titles not held by the library. Ten libraries used the Google API to ensure access to Google Books
through their ILS and 4 reported using other methods, such
as a script written by Systems staff, persistent links for books
scanned for the Google Books project (presumably the
links are pushed into the corresponding print records), an
OpenURL resolver (Umlaut, an open-source link resolver,
in conjunction with SFX’s knowledgebase), and selective
searching of the Google Books database by subject. No
respondents reported batchloading records into the ILS to
ensure access to titles in Google Books. Because Google
requires delivery of a bibliographic record for every volume
a library sends for digitization, one can assume that libraries
always have records for the titles they themselves have supplied to the Google Books project.
Six (35.3 percent) of 17 responding libraries reported
that they ensure access to titles in HathiTrust via their ILS.
Only 1 of those 6 reported that such access includes titles
for which the library holds no print version. Five libraries
reported using the HathiTrust API to ensure access, and 1
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library reported batchloading records into the ILS to ensure
access. Four libraries reported using other methods, including a cataloger manually adding links to print records and
using an OpenURL resolver (Umlaut + SFX).
When asked if their libraries batchoaded records for
freely available e-resources in addition to those available via
Google Books and HathiTrust, 9 (56.3 percent) of 16 respondents reported batchloading records for these resources.
Eight of these 9 reported that such titles are selected by
subject specialists and bibliographers. One respondent said
titles are loaded on the basis of patron suggestion. Four
reported the titles are selected by vendors. Four respondents provided other details. One respondent reported that
free titles are selected by the Digital Library Program and
library administration, 1 reported that the majority of free
e-resources loaded are U.S. government documents, and 1
reported loading MARCIVE records for U.S. government
publications but was considering batchloading records for
Open Access journals (via SFX and MarcIt) and for National
Academies Press titles (all of which were made freely downloadable in PDF format in June 2011).
Workflow is directly affected by high-level policy questions, many of which remain to be answered either by individual libraries, or perhaps more usefully, in a coordinated
fashion by consortia or professional library organizations.
What is the role of the online catalog in a world increasingly
shaped by cloud computing and network-level resource
discovery? Should an institution’s catalog include records
for free resources? If so, which ones and how should they
be selected? To what extent should an institution’s online
catalog replicate access to resources in HathiTrust and
Google Books? Batchloading workflows (and workloads) will
certainly change as these questions are addressed.
Quality Standards

A majority (14; 82.4 percent) of 17 responding libraries
reported that the use of vendor-supplied metadata for digital
resources has lowered their library’s quality standards for
bibliographic data; the rest said these metadata had not
changed their standards. No respondents reported that use
of vendor-supplied metadata had caused them to raise their
standards.
Seventeen respondents answered the question about
how they assess the quality of vendor-supplied records. All
17 reported that they used visual review by catalogers or
other staff to assess the quality of vendor-supplied records,
and 9 (52.9 percent) also reported using automated validation with MarcEdit or other software. (Given the size of
many record sets, one might reasonably assume that any
visual review by catalogers is of a sampling of records rather
than of every record.) Two of the 17 responding libraries
reported using other methods, specifically data analysis,

in-house validation, and loading the records into a development system and evaluating them in the user interface. Ten
respondents described the tools and applications they use in
greater detail. Six mentioned MarcEdit; others mentioned
Excel, the programming language Ruby, and locally devised
Perl scripts or C++ programs to assess records. In one case,
a respondent drew an important distinction between data
integrity and record quality. One respondent reported using
processes that are part of the ILS to identify invalid tags,
indicators, and so on in external files before loading. One
respondent reported loading the file of records into a test
region on the local ILS for review.
Seventeen libraries reported using a variety of methods
to address quality issues in the bibliographic records they
load. Respondents were given several options and were able
to select more than one. Sixteen reported that they deal with
different levels of quality and fullness from different vendors
by editing records using MarcEdit or locally devised scripts
to meet local or national standards. Five (29.4 percent)
reported that they also edit records manually to meet local
or national standards. Nine (52.9 percent) reported that they
sometimes accept and load records “as is,” and 2 reported
that they have rejected records that they determined were
unacceptable. One respondent said the library tried to pressure vendors to supply improved data. From these responses
one could assume that different approaches are taken with
different record sets, which is not unexpected given the
varying levels of quality reported.
Thirteen (76.5 percent) of 17 respondents said they
had rejected sets of bibliographic records because of quality issues. The respondents who had rejected records cited
many reasons:
• lack of authority control or subject access
• bad data that would have been difficult or impossible
to clean up by automated means
• incomplete title fields
• character encoding errors
• right-to-left text orientation errors
• records lacking unique identifiers
• nonstandard cataloging practices, such as cataloging
groups of unrelated material as a whole or creating
unexpected analytic records
• concerns from public service librarians that too many
nonspecific subject headings would have overloaded the subject areas and made books and journals too
hard to find
• technical limitations of the ILS (unable to match
incoming records to existing records)
• the possibility of pulling together better sets of
records for the same resources
• invalid URLs
• overlap or duplication with print records
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Batchloading vendor-supplied records for electronic
resources can result in multiple records in the ILS for
the same title. Thirteen (76.5 percent) of 17 respondents
reported that they accepted multiple records for the same
title, 5 (29.4 percent) followed a single-record approach
and attempted to describe all instances of an e-resource
with one record (but keeping print separate), and 4 (23.5
percent) followed a single-record approach and attempted
to describe all instances of a resource with one record (print
and electronic). Four respondents provided more detailed
answers. One said they take a single-record approach for
serials but do not deduplicate for monographs; they also
do not yet have a plan for how they will implement the
provider-neutral standard in the ILS with batchloaded
records coming from a variety of sources. Another reported accepting multiple records when print and electronic
records cannot be easily matched and accepting multiple
records for e-resources when they are available from multiple vendors. The third respondent reported using a single
record for print and electronic serials, but separate print and
electronic records for monographs and attempting to use a
single record for all vendor iterations of electronic access to
a title. The final respondent reported that discussions of a
single-record approach were ongoing, particularly regarding
serials but also regarding monographs.
One can assume that no institution has the resources to
originally catalog or upgrade records for all the digital assets
to which it has access, so the need to batchload records is
unavoidable. As reported above, 82.4 percent of 17 responding libraries reported that the use of vendor-supplied metadata for digital resources had lowered local quality standards
for bibliographic data. One might intuit that respondents
perceive the quality of their catalogs as having declined as
a result of batchloading. While some vendors have made
efforts to improve their metadata to conform more closely to
national standards, others have not. The authors believe that
many public service librarians would agree that some access
to resources, even if imperfect, is preferable to none, but
this leaves the question of bibliographic quality standards
unanswered. Technical services departments, and especially
catalogers, may be increasingly called on to justify maintaining current quality standards in light of shrinking budgets
and a ballooning universe of digital resources. The fundamental question will remain: are users able to find what they
are seeking quickly and easily? If not, how can quality standards be modified to better serve users’ wants and needs?
Collaborative Efforts

Many respondents reported collaborative efforts to create
bibliographic record sets. Two approaches were identified: collaborating with other libraries to address resources
owned in common and collaborating with vendors and
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bibliographic utilities. Seven (38.9 percent) of 18 survey
participants reported that they had collaborated with other
libraries. Notably, all of these were public institutions, with
58.3 percent of the 12 public institutions reporting some
collaboration with other libraries. Two libraries reported
contributing to the CONSER (Cooperative Online Serials)
project to catalog serials in the Directory of Open Access
Journals (www.doaj.org). Two libraries mentioned that they
had contributed to Committee on Institutional Cooperation
(CIC) efforts to catalog collections purchased jointly, such
as the Springer e-book collection. Some cataloging efforts
were coordinated by OhioLINK and the University of California’s Shared Cataloging Project.
Similarly, 7 (38.9 percent) of 18 survey respondents
reported collaborating with vendors or utilities to create
bibliographic record sets for electronic or microform collections. In this case, 3 of the 6 private institutions reported
collaborative efforts with vendors, whereas only 4 of the
12 public libraries collaborated with vendors. Some libraries reported specific collaborative projects in which they
participated. These fall into two categories. In the first,
libraries provided feedback to vendors to help improve their
ongoing services. An example of this included a library that
collaborated with a vendor to develop and deliver records
for e-books as part of a patron-driven acquisitions pilot project. Another library reported working through CONSER to
improve the quality of serials records that are subsequently
distributed through a vendor, in this case SerialsSolutions.
The second type of collaboration with vendors included
the cataloging of discrete collections of materials, such as
The Making of Modern Law: Primary Sources, 1620–1926
collection (gdc.gale.com/products/the-making-of-modern
-law-primary-sources-1620-1926) or the EEBO collections.
The survey findings demonstrate that some collaboration
is taking place, but it is opportunistic rather than methodical
or programmatic. Some collaboration arose from consortial
purchases leading to consortial efforts to improve or create
records for resources purchased jointly. Others resulted from
individual libraries’ efforts to work with vendors to improve
their products. This area has much room for improvement.
More broadly based collaborative efforts could benefit more
libraries, increase efficiency, and reduce costs.
Information Technology

Of the 17 respondents to this question, 8 (47.1 percent)
reported using MarcEdit as part of the batchloading process; 3 (17.6 percent) reported using locally devised scripts;
10 (58.8 percent) reported using a combination of both
MarcEdit and locally devised scripts; 4 (23.5 percent) said
they use other software and scripts; 2 reported using the
Millennium system load tables; 1 reported using UltraEdit
and writing preprocessing programs specific to each load
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stream; and 1 reported using a suite of resources, including
XSLT, SQL and Data Warehousing, Ruby, Perl, Primo Normalization Rules, Unix, Bash, Awk, and Excel.
A significant majority (14; 82.4 percent) of 17 respondents said that IT support is necessary to maintain batchloading at their institutions. Respondents described their IT
needs in a variety of ways, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

customizing records
programming
working on special projects or “tricky” problems
scripting for data transformation and automation
adapting of load tables for new record sets
troubleshooting
running system reports or load programs
batch deleting records
creating or changing authorizations for staff access to
servers
• creating FTP scripts to retrieve files from external
sources and move them into the correct location on
servers
These responses indicate a wide range of approaches,
probably dependent on organizational structure, job descriptions, and local expertise; 15 (88.2 percent) of 17 respondents
reported that their current ILS presents technical obstacles
to managing batchloads. The 15 respondents who answered
yes to this question described the following obstacles:
• an inability to mark records for deletion
• lack of sophistication and customizability of ILS loaders
• lack of levels of granularity to support multi-campus
holdings structure
• ILS software upgrades that cause previously devised
processes to fail
• inability to effectively match and replace or overlay
records
• limit of loading a certain (relatively small) number of
records at one time
• extremely limited global edit options
• unsafe batch deletion features
• lack of a unique record ID in every record that is
usable as a match point
• “all-or-nothing” security features that preclude authorizing staff to perform certain essential functions
without giving them access to “everything”
• inability to make batch updates to MARC holdings
records
• limited system resources that make scheduling a large
number of loads challenging
• absence of a deduplication utility
• cryptic error messages that make data correction
before load difficult or impossible.
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Some common themes that emerge from these responses are the challenges of record matching, batch deletion, MARC holdings management, system resources (i.e.,
scheduling loads including the number of records that can
be loaded in a day, week, and so on), and global editing of
records. No ILS is perfect, but the authors suggest the possibility of encouraging ILS vendors to build certain features
deemed to be desirable for batchloading into future releases
of their products. Following up with the 2 respondents who
reported their ILSs present no obstacles to batchloading
would be instructive. The question also arises as to whether
locally maintained ILSs are the future of library asset management, or whether more and more data and database
maintenance will be shifted to the cloud and third-party
vendors. In cases where responsibility for batchloading is
distributed across technical services and IT departments,
coordination, thorough and up-to-date documentation, and
effective communication are assumed to be highly desirable,
if not essential.
Assessment

Survey respondents reported various methods of assessing
the quality and impact of their batchloading efforts. Nine
(52.9 percent) of 17 responding libraries reported using
usage data as an assessment tool. End user feedback was
used in 7 libraries, while only 1 library used formal end
user testing as an assessment tool. Two libraries used faculty
review, and 1 conducted focus groups as an assessment tool.
No libraries reported the use of an end user survey. Other
assessment activities reported included review by librarieswide task forces, review by bibliographers, quality assurance
testing, staff review, and error reports. One indicated that his
or her library did not conduct assessment on a regular basis.
Two libraries made changes to their policies and procedures on the basis of the results of their assessment activities. In both cases, usage data revealed a notable increase
in the use of resources after records for the resources were
batchloaded into the catalog. This resulted in an increase
in the staff resources devoted to batchloading activities to
minimize the time between when the resource was available
and when the records appeared in the online catalog.
All but 1 of the 17 responding libraries informed one
or more constituents when a batchload was completed.
Multiple answers were possible. Twelve informed all library
staff, while 9 specifically informed subject specialists and
selectors. Three informed academic department faculty who
might be interested in particular loads. None of the responding libraries informed students or the general public about
completed batchloads. One respondent’s library used a wiki
to post information about batchloads, 1 reported notifying
the staff at the requesting library, and another indicated
relying on “various informal notification channels within the
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Libraries.” Four libraries indicated that they relied on selectors to inform their respective communities. Some notification occurs at most libraries, but it is not consistent and often
relies on the liaison role of subject specialists and selectors.
Survey respondents were asked to select what they felt
were the biggest challenges related to batchloading activities facing their libraries. They could select more than one
answer, but they were not asked to rank them, and they also
could supply their own response. Of the 17 respondents,
14 (82.4 percent) considered inconsistent record quality to
be one of the biggest batchloading challenges facing their
respective libraries. This was followed by staffing (13; 76.5
percent), ongoing maintenance (10; 58.8 percent), vendor
technical support (9; 52.9 percent), local technical support
(8; 47.1 percent), and funding the purchase of records (6;
35.3 percent). Other challenges identified in the comments
section include the need for good records from developing
countries, time needed for initial analysis, managing recordquality expectations, achieving ongoing confidence in any
particular source, and the proliferation of potential record
sources, even for the same resource.
Respondents’ expectations for the future were very
similar to their view of current challenges with batchloading. They were asked what they felt would be the biggest
challenges they would face in the next five years. As in the
previous question, they could select more than one answer,
but were not asked to rank them, and they also could supply
their own response. Fourteen (82.4 percent) of 17 responding libraries expected inconsistent record quality to continue to be their biggest challenge. Staffing was considered
to be a future challenge by 14 libraries, and vendor technical support, ongoing maintenance, and funding records
purchases were each identified by 11 (64.7 percent) libraries as additional challenges. Eight libraries (47.1 percent)
identified local technical support as a challenge. Additional
concerns identified by respondents included the future
of the ILS and the number of resources with no records
available at all. While inconsistent record quality was identified as the biggest current concern of respondents, the
challenges libraries most expected to face in the next five
years were funding, staffing, vendor technical support, and
maintenance.
Maintenance

Responding libraries reported using several methods for
maintenance of batchloaded records. The most frequently
cited methods of the 17 responding libraries (and the percent
who reported using these approaches) were the following:
• notifications from vendors that titles have been deleted or added, or that new or updated MARC record
sets are available (14 libraries; 82.4 percent)
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• feedback from patrons (13 libraries; 76.5 percent)
• feedback from subject specialists (12 libraries; 70.6
percent)
• regular review by catalogers or other staff (6 libraries; 35.3 percent)
Other methods reported were monthly reloading of
batchloaded records, subscribing to OCLC WorldCat Collection Sets standing orders, setting up reminders in the
library’s ILS, running a URL checker report within the
ILS, and running scripts to check with vendors for new or
updated files.
Notifications about invalid links or other errors from
patrons, faculty, staff, and other library users can take several forms. A website for reporting functionality problems
is used in 15 (88.2 percent) of the 17 responding libraries.
E-mail (used by 14; 82.4 percent) and telephone (used by 8;
47.1 percent) reports of inaccuracies also are common. Other
options for reporting problems included QuestionPoint
(www.questionpoint.org), chat reference, the online catalog’s feedback form, in-person reporting to a staff member
at a service point, and notifications sent to an error-reporting
electronic discussion list (OhioLINK).
URLs are seldom checked in the respondents’ online
catalogs. More than half (10 libraries; 62.5 percent) of the
16 that answered this question reported never checking
the URLs in their catalogs, 3 (18.8 percent) checked URLs
irregularly, 1 library checked them quarterly, and another
checked monthly. One library reported running a link
checker on resources included in a separate database, but
never against the entire ILS. Another library reported using
the SFX link resolver service whenever possible to avoid
bad links.

Opportunities for Improvement
The batchloading process could be more efficient if the
functionality of the ILS improved. URL checking and the
ability to accurately match and overwrite records is especially important. Batch deletion also is crucial given the fluid
nature of digital resources.
Collaborative efforts to improve sets of bibliographic
records also would be highly advantageous. Working with
vendors earlier in the bibliographic record production process would help them by creating a better product and would
help libraries by providing record sets that are higher quality
and easier to load. Widespread adoption of products like
MarcEdit would be advantageous. The library profession as a
whole would benefit from more frequent training opportunities at national and regional library conferences.
Batchloading efforts in academic libraries could benefit tremendously from a widespread adoption by vendors
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of a set of best practices, such as the MARC Record Guide
for Monograph Aggregator Vendors, 2nd ed., which aims
to provide vendors with information for producing highquality MARC record sets acceptable to libraries.9 Other
best practices could encourage vendors to perform quality
checks, supply working links to correct titles, supply correct
publication information, and ensure that the number of
records match the number of resources in the aggregated
package.
Finally, direct information exchange by library staff
engaged in batchloading activities would be immensely
useful. With consortial purchases and many libraries loading records for similar or identical lists of titles, libraries
would benefit if technical services staff in different libraries
could communicate directly with each other. Electronic
discussion lists, blogs, and social media can be useful tools
in building knowledgeable online communities available
for quick consultation on technical issues. More effective
communication can lead to collaborative cataloging and
sharing of customized files. Forums suited to this kind of
exchange do exist, such as MarcEdit-L (listserv.gmu.edu/
cgi-bin/wa?A0=marcedit-l), an online discussion list. Others
devoted to specific aspects of the batchloading process (or
even specific vendors) would be helpful.

Areas for Future Research
This project has revealed three key aspects of batchloading
bibliographic records that would prove fruitful for future
research. First, the survey highlights concerns about the
poor quality of vendor-supplied records. As a result, the
practice of batchloading decreases the level of quality in the
online catalog. How has this affected the ability of library
users to find, identify, select, and obtain library materials
for their research or other needs? If an effect is established,
does it vary from one discipline to another? The impact of
quality variances in the online catalog may be minimized
by the use of discovery interfaces such as SerialsSolutions’
Summon service. Will libraries choose to perform fewer
batchloads and rely instead on access to electronic resources
through other interfaces, or will libraries continue to attempt
to maintain the online catalog as a database of record?
Assessment is the second area in which further research
would be useful for the library community. This survey
indicated more than half of responding libraries conduct
assessments of their batchloading efforts. The type of assessment activities varied considerably, from reviewing usage
data to determine whether use increased after the batchload
to conducting focus groups with end users. Assessment is
critical because it can show whether an activity is worthwhile
and can result in better access or other positive outcomes.
Assessment can inform library administrators whether the
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investment in staff and monetary resources is beneficial to
the library’s mission. A more in-depth study of assessment
practices and assessment findings would be useful to other
libraries and could provide guidance on how to approach
such an activity.
The third area for future research is the effect of collaborative efforts. This survey revealed that many of the
responding libraries had participated in one or more collaborative effort related to batchloading projects, but they
reported little consistency, and the efforts were not repeated. Delving more deeply into what collaborative efforts had
taken place, whether they were successful, how the success
or lack of it was determined (i.e., what were the assessment
criteria?), and how future collaborative efforts can be fostered would be informative.

Conclusion
The literature reviewed for this paper revealed that many
libraries are facing challenges in managing their batchloading
activities. The researchers conducted a survey of how large
research libraries manage the batchloading of MARC bibliographic records for electronic and microform resources into
the online catalog with the aim of investigating the impact of
batchloading records on the policies and procedures of academic and research libraries. The ALCTS Big Heads Interest Group was selected as an appropriate population for this
study because the researchers believed that they were likely
to be heavily involved in batchloading activities and would
be likely to respond. The survey was completed by 18 (60
percent) of the Big Heads member libraries.
The survey results revealed that all of the responding
libraries were involved in batchloading MARC bibliographic
records into the online catalog, and a sizeable portion of
their catalogs consisted of records that were batchloaded
rather than individually loaded. A majority of respondents
(65 percent) were not satisfied with their current workflow,
indicating that the loading of records was not sufficiently
timely. Quality of records was a major concern for survey
respondents, and collaborative efforts to address these issues
were sporadic and opportunistic. IT presented a number
of problems to libraries engaged in batchloading activities,
including ILS functionality problems, troubleshooting, and
the need for specialized programming.
As long as online catalogs are considered the database of
record for library collections, batchloading of bibliographic
records will continue to be an important part of libraries’ strategy for providing access to aggregated electronic
resources and microform collections. This study revealed
that most libraries anticipate that batchloading activities
will increase during the next five years and that the challenges libraries face (e.g., staffing, vendor technical support,
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ongoing maintenance, funds for record purchase, and local
technical support) will remain important.
Several areas would improve libraries’ abilities to perform batchloading activities, including better ILS functionality, improved vendor support, increased collaborative
efforts, better training in the use of tools such as MarcEdit,
and better communication. Tracking the application of
discovery-layer software and its effect on the user experience, and whether it will replace some or all of libraries’
batchloading efforts, will be interesting. Best practices will
be directly affected by high-level policy questions, many of
which remain to be answered. Further research is warranted,
especially in the areas of quality control, assessment, and collaboration. Increased collaboration with each other and with
vendors could significantly improve libraries’ ability to help
users find and use the materials they need for their research.
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Appendix. Survey
1. Your institution name
2. Which ILS do you use?
❍❍ Ex Libris
❍❍ Horizon
❍❍ Millenium
❍❍ Unicorn
❍❍ Virtua
❍❍ Voyager
❍❍ Other, please specify
3. How many bibliographic records do you hold in your
ILS?
4. Are batchloading activities managed as discrete, finite
projects, or as ongoing library functions?
❍❍ Finite projects
❍❍ Ongoing functions
❍❍ Some of both
5. How large (FTE) is your staff?
❍❍ Librarians
❍❍ Staff
❍❍ Hourly staff/Students

6. How many staff participate in batchloading efforts?
(FTE)
❍❍ Librarian
❍❍ Other professional
❍❍ Support Staff
❍❍ Student Assistant
❍❍ Other Staff
7. When staff were reassigned to batchloading efforts,
how were positions created?
❍❍ Redefined existing position(s) to add responsibility for this activity
❍❍ Redefined existing position(s) to be dedicated to
this activity
❍❍ Created new positions to be dedicated to this
activity
8. Do you anticipate devoting more staff resources to
batchloading activities in the next five years?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
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9. Is there a dedicated budget for ongoing costs for
batchloading activities?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
10. How much do you spend annually on the purchase of
bibliographic records?
❍❍ under $1,000
❍❍ $1,000–5,000
❍❍ $5,000-$10,000
❍❍ $10,000-$50,000
❍❍ $50,000-$100,000
❍❍ more than $100,000
11. What is the funding source for the purchase of bibliographic records?
❍❍ Collections budget
❍❍ Operations budget
❍❍ Special funds
❍❍ Endowments
❍❍ Grants
❍❍ Parent institution
❍❍ Other, please specify
12. If there is not a dedicated budget for batchloading
activities, please describe how costs are covered and
who has primary responsibility for monitoring expenditures for batchloading projects.
13. How many records have been batchloaded into your
catalog over the past three years?
❍❍ under 25,000
❍❍ 25,000–50,000
❍❍ 50,000–100,000
❍❍ 100,000–200,000
❍❍ 200,000–500,000
❍❍ more than 500,000
14. What percentage of the total number of records in
your catalog does this represent?
❍❍ less than 10%
❍❍ 10–20%
❍❍ 20–30%
❍❍ 30–40%
❍❍ 40–50%
❍❍ more than 50%
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15. How many, if any, records are batch deleted or “shadowed” from public view each year?
❍❍ under 1,000
❍❍ 1,000–5,000
❍❍ 5,000–10,000
❍❍ 10,000–50,000
❍❍ 50,000–100,000
❍❍ more than 100,000
16. For what reason(s) might records be batch deleted or
“shadowed” from public view?
❍❍ Withdrawal of physical items
❍❍Cancellation of subscription to online databases or
❍❍ Invalid URLs
❍❍ Errors found to exist in records
❍❍ Other, please specify
17. Which department[s], are involved in managing the
batchloading process?
❍❍ Cataloging
❍❍ Acquisitions
❍❍ Collection Development
❍❍ Public Services
❍❍ IT/Systems
❍❍ Other, please specify
18. Which department primarily oversees the batchloading process?
❍❍ Cataloging
❍❍ Acquisitions
❍❍ Collection Development
❍❍ Public Services
❍❍ IT/Systems
❍❍ Other, please specify
19. For large e-resource packages (such as EEBO,
ECCO, or Springer e-books), how soon after access
has been activated were/are MARC records loaded
into the ILS?
❍❍ Within a week
❍❍ Within 2–3 weeks
❍❍ Within 1 month
❍❍ Within 1–3 months
❍❍ Longer than 3 months
20. In your view, is this an acceptable turnaround time?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
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21. Do you use alternatives to batchloading records into
your local ILS (such as a metasearch engine), especially for monographic e-resources?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
22. If yes, please describe.
23. Does your library ensure access to titles in Google
Books via your ILS?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
24. If yes, does this access include titles for which your
library holds no print version?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
25. If your library does ensure access to titles in Google
Books via your ILS, how is this accomplished?
❍❍ Batchloading records into the local ILS
❍❍ Google API
❍❍ Other, please specify
26. Does your library ensure access to titles in HathiTrust
via your ILS?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
27. If yes, does this access include titles for which your
library holds no print version?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
28. If your library does ensure access to titles in HathiTrust
via your ILS, how is this accomplished?
❍❍ Batchloading records into the local ILS
❍❍ HathiTrust API
❍❍ Other, please specify
29. Do you batchload records into the ILS for freely
available e-resources (other than Google Books and
HathiTrust)?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
30. If yes, how are these titles selected?
❍❍ By subject specialists/bibliographers
❍❍ By non-libraries faculty
❍❍ Based on patron suggestion
❍❍ By vendors
❍❍ Other, please specify
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31. How has the use of vendor-supplied metadata for
digital resources affected your quality standards for
bibliographic data?
❍❍ Lowered our standards
❍❍ Raised our standards
❍❍ No change to our standards
32. How do you assess quality of vendor-supplied records?
❍❍ Visual review by catalogers or other staff
❍❍ Automated validation using MarcEdit or other
software
❍❍ Other, please specify
33. If you use automated validation to assess quality of
vendor-supplied records, please identify the tool/
application/software.
34. How do you deal with different levels of quality and
fullness from different vendors?
❍❍ Accept and load records “as-is”
❍❍ Edit records manually to meet local or national
standards
❍❍ Edit records programmatically (e.g. using
MarcEdit or locally devised scripts) to meet local
or national standards
❍❍ Other, please specify
35. Have you rejected sets of bibliographic records based
on quality issues?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
36. If yes, please describe.
37. Batchloading vendor-supplied records for electronic
resources can result in multiple records in the ILS
for the same title. What is your policy for dealing with
multiple records?
❍❍ We follow a “single record” approach and attempt
to describe all instances of a resource with one
record (print and electronic)
❍❍ We follow a “single record” approach and attempt
to describe all instances of a e-resource with one
record, but keep print separate
❍❍ We accept multiple records for the same title
❍❍ Other, please specify
38. Have you collaborated with other libraries to create
bibliographic record sets for microform or e-resource
collections?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
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39. If yes, please describe.
40. Have you collaborated with vendors to create record
sets for collections you own or wish to purchase?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
41. If yes, please describe.
42. How do you ensure that record sets and individual
records remain up-to-date and accurate?
❍❍ Regular review by catalogers or other staff
❍❍ Feedback from subject specialists
❍❍ Feedback from library patrons
❍❍ Notifications from vendors
❍❍ Other, please specify
43. How do patrons, as well as libraries faculty and staff,
report errors in records or technological glitches such
as access failures?
❍❍ Email
❍❍ Phone
❍❍ Web site “report problems” form
❍❍ Other, please specify
44. How often, if ever, do you run link-checking software
to validate the URLs that appear in your catalog?
❍❍ Daily
❍❍ Weekly
❍❍ Monthly
❍❍ Quarterly
❍❍ Annually
❍❍ Irregularly
❍❍ Never
❍❍ Other, please specify
45. What software and or scripts do you use that are specific to the batchloading process?
❍❍ MarcEdit
❍❍ Locally devised scripts
❍❍Combination of both MarcEdit and locally devised
scripts
❍❍ None
❍❍ Other, please specify
46. Is any special IT support necessary to support batchloading at your institution?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
47. If yes, please describe.
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48. Does your current ILS present any technical obstacles
to managing batchloads?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
49. If yes, please describe.
50. What methods are used to assess the success of batchloading efforts?
❍❍ Usage data
❍❍ End user feedback
❍❍ End user testing
❍❍ End user surveys
❍❍ Faculty review
❍❍ Focus group
❍❍ No assessment is performed
❍❍ Other, please specify
51. Which user communities are notified when record
sets are batchloaded?
❍❍ Libraries staff
❍❍ Subject specialists/selectors
❍❍ Faculty in departments that may have an interest
in the specific record set loaded
❍❍ Students
❍❍ Public
❍❍ No notification is performed
❍❍ Other, please specify
52. Do have procedures in place to measure how use of
collections is affected by batchloading?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
53. If yes, please describe.
54. Have you made changes to your policies and/or
procedures based on the results of your assessment
activities?
❍❍ Yes
❍❍ No
55. If yes, please describe.
56. What do you see as the biggest challenges related to
batchloading facing your library currently?
❍❍ Funding the purchase of records
❍❍ Staffing
❍❍ Local technical support
❍❍ Vendor technical support
❍❍ Inconsistent record quality
❍❍ Maintenance of records already loaded
❍❍ Other, please specify
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57. What do you see as the biggest challenges related to
batchloading facing your library in the next five years?
❍❍ Funding the purchase of records
❍❍ Staffing
❍❍ Local technical support
❍❍ Vendor technical support
❍❍ Inconsistent record quality
❍❍ Maintenance of records already loaded
❍❍ Other, please specify
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Library Classification
Systems and
Organization of Islamic
Knowledge
Current Global Scenario and
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Haroon Idrees
Standard library classification systems like Dewey Decimal Classification
(DDC), U.S. Library of Congress Classification (LCC), and Universal Decimal
Classification (UDC) are internationally known and widely used by libraries as the tools for organizing information. Charles Ammi Cutter’s Expansive
Classification (EC), James Duff Brown’s Subject Classification (SC), Henry
E. Bliss’ Bibliographic Classification (BC), and S. R. Ranganathan’s Colon
Classification (CC) also are standard classification systems, but they are less
commonly used compared to aforementioned three systems. All these systems are
easy to use and convenient for most general collection libraries. However, these
systems are not adequate for some special collections. Libraries with rich collections on Islam also face problems while using these systems, although such libraries often use expansions in the original systems for their collections. This paper
examines this problem and presents a potential optimal solution. The author
collected data, using a semistructured interview technique, from a representative
sample of thirty libraries in eight countries with strong collections in Islam. These
data were analyzed employing qualitative methods.
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D

ewey Decimal Classification (DDC), Charles Ammi Cutter’s Expansive
Classification (EC), James Duff Brown’s Subject Classification (SC), U.S.
Library of Congress Classification (LCC), Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC), Henry E. Bliss’s Bibliographic Classification (BC), and S. R. Ranganathan’s Colon Classification (CC) are internationally known standard classification
systems. However, DDC, LCC and UDC are more widely used around the globe.
These systems have served their purpose adequately in most disciplines and areas
of knowledge. Nevertheless, some grey areas lack proper place and enumeration
in these “fit-for-all” standard classification systems. Islamic knowledge is one area
that has not been properly addressed by these systems. Hence the libraries that
have developed extensive collections on Islam face the problem of organizing
their collections while using these systems. This paper examines this problem
and presents a potential solution. The author collected empirical data from
thirty practicing librarians serving in libraries that have rich collections on Islam
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from eight countries (Pakistan, India, Malaysia, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, the United Kingdom, and the United States)
using the semistructured interview technique. The author
then analyzed the data to get a picture of current practices
and challenges.

Problem Statement
Libraries that have developed extensive collections on
Islamic knowledge face problems organizing their collections while applying the commonly used classification systems. The reason behind this problem is that the standard
library classification systems do not provide sufficient place,
proper enumeration, and sufficient expansion for resources
on Islam. In response, such libraries have adopted incoherent, inconsistent, and nonuniform practices. These practices often employ locally developed nonstandard systems,
develop expansions in given places in standard classification
systems, and devise expansions using alternative place (notations) of the standard systems.
This paper is intended to address the following objectives:
1. To draw an accurate picture of the classification problems faced in the organization of Islamic knowledge
and materials in the libraries that have reasonably
good collections on Islam.
2. To know what local classification practices to overcome the problem are in use in these libraries.
3. To discover the satisfaction level of the libraries with
their presently adopted classification systems.
4. To gather opinions about potential solutions to the
problem from librarians in these libraries.
5. To suggest the optimal solution of the problem.

tenth-century Spain are remarkable examples. This trend
carried on during the Muslim rule in different parts of the
world throughout history.2
Islamic studies continue as a vibrant field, evidenced in
the volume of currently available publications. The author
searched Amazon’s online catalog (www.amazon.com) (using
“books on Islam” as the search phrase) in April 2010 and
found 17,726 titles on Islam published since 2000. Breakdown of this search result discovered the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Titles published 2001–2: 2,897
Titles published 2003–4: 3,515
Titles published 2005–6: 3,361
Titles published 2007–8: 4,050
Titles published 2009 to date: 1,286.

The same search carried out in December 2011 resulted in 21,292 titles, an increase of 3,566 titles despite the
possibility that a number of titles available in the previous
search could be out of stock. Another search, conducted at
the same time to verify this fact with a parameter of available
titles published on Islam since April 2010, resulted in 5,004
titles. This shows a continued growth in publications on
Islam. Dar Al-Kotob Al-Ilmiyah, a book publisher in Beirut,
Lebanon had more than 4,400 titles available on more than
one hundred main topics of Islam, in the 2009 catalog.3 The
same publisher’s 2011 catalog shows 5,394 titles available
on Islam.4 A search using the term “books on Islam” in the
Barnes and Noble (www.barnesandnoble.com) online catalog retrieved 24,307 titles available. A wide range of publications on a variety of Islamic subjects are available from local
publishers in Muslim countries, although data of this output
is not as easily available as that reported here.
Classification of Islamic Literature

Understanding the Context
Expansion of Knowledge and Literature
Being Published on Islam

Seeking, documenting, and preserving knowledge have
deep roots in Muslim history. This can be seen in prepressera libraries developed by Muslim scholars and dynasties.
Examples of such libraries include the library Al-Sahib
Ibn ‘Abbād during the fourth century of Islamic calendar
(tenth century AD, Iran), which held a collection of 6,200
books with a ten-volume catalog. Al-’Aziz Fatimid (tenth
century AD, Egypt) had a collection of 1.6 million volumes
in his library.1 The historic Dar al-Hikmah library during the
Abbasid caliph Ma’mun al-Rasheed era (ninth century AD,
Iraq), Khazainulqusoor during the Fatimid period with 1.6
million books, and Hakam II’s library with 400,000 books in

According to Riazuddin, the devisors of all standard classification systems were from western parts of the world, except
Ranganathan, who was from India but was not a Muslim.5
The environment of the devisors and their interests were
the probable reasons that all these systems lacked attention
to eastern areas of knowledge, especially Islam in the class
of religions. DDC, which is the most popular standard classification system in the libraries of the east, provided only
one of one thousand notations in the third summary. This
was quite insufficient. Subsequently, many expansions were
made in DDC to provide adequate placement for collections on Islam. These expansions were made either within
the given space (i.e., notation 297) or alternatively utilizing
the notations that were originally provided for Christianity.
Qaisar also mentioned the deficiencies of DDC regarding the class of religion.6 He proposed a reasonable amount
of expansions in notation 297 for Islam in the sixteenth
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edition of DDC to cater the collections on Islam. Khurshid
commented on the efforts made by Shafi for the expansion
in DDC class for Islam.7 The summary of classes, along with
subclasses devised by Shafi, is included in Khurshid’s book.
These recommendations were sent for the incorporation in
the eighteenth edition of DDC, but were not added.
Sardar devised a classification system for Islam.8 Sardar’s
two objectives were encouraging a debate on the need for
contemporary classification schemes on Islam and presenting a model for consideration and criticism. He invented a
scheme comprising four major parts: (1) pre–main class; (2)
main class; (3) post–main class; and (4) auxiliary schedules.
Main classes have been denoted by capital letters, and small
letters have been used for subclasses.
Chishti presented a historical review of classification in
relation to Islamic materials, referencing the works of Farabi, Kawarzami, Ikhwan-Al-Safa, Ibn Sena, Ibn Hazam, Ibn
Abdul Birr, Raghib Asfahani, Ghazali, Ibn Al-Nadeem and
Ibn Abi Al-Rabie as the earliest efforts to classify Islamic
knowledge.9 Chisti also described Razi’s system with sixty
main classes and many subclasses. According to Chishti, the
theory and practice of classification developed historically
beginning with knowledge classification, moving to bibliographic classification, then book classification, and finally
utility classification.
Several individuals have developed classification systems focusing on Islamic works. A classification scheme
for the oriental languages collection on Islam in the Punjab University Library in Lahore, India, was developed
by Labhu Ram.10 In this scheme, “Ar” for Arabic, “P” for
Persian, and “U” for Urdu collections have been used as
notation prefixes. Bajwa, in his master’s thesis, described
contributions in the field of knowledge classification made
by four ancient Muslim scholars: Al-Farabi, Ibn Al-Nadeem,
Ibn Khuldun, and Tashkubrizada.11 Gacek, head of the
Islamic Studies Library at McGill University, described the
classification system developed by Wilfred Cantwell Smith,
the founder of the institute, explaining that
the Smith classification system was developed
by Prof. Smith, the first founder of the Institute.
The system has not been used since 1982. It was
abandoned in favor of the Library of Congress
Classification. It is entirely on Islam (in its broad
sense) and is divided into four main classes: A.
Reference works; B. Extra-Islamic subjects; C.
Classical Islam (until about 1800 AD); and M.
Modern Islamic world (from about 1800 AD).12
A project of King Abdul Aziz University, Saudi Arabia,
translated DDC into Arabic, with some amendments and
expansions.13 The class of religion (200) was the core of
this project. Hassan translated DDC into Urdu with some

additions in the class of religion for Islam.14 Shaniti of Egypt
translated the abridged edition of DDC into Arabic and
expanded the Islamic topics using DDC classes 210–60 for
Islam.15
The LC revised its class of K (Law) in 2002.16 An
expanded class of KBP has been specified for Islamic law.
The International Islamic University of Malaysia (IIUM)
adapted this expansion in LCC to cover the areas of Islamic
law more granularly.17 Notations KBP140–58 have been used
for this purpose and cover more than 380 topics and subtopics of Islamic law. This expansion can be extremely helpful if
an independent classification scheme is developed for Islam
to deal with Islamic law. Usmani and Sabzwari mentioned
shortcomings of standard systems and emphasized the need
for a standard classification system for Islam.18
Quaid-e-Azam Library, in Lahore, Pakistan, developed
an expansion with some alterations in the structure of DDC,
nineteenth edition, using 220–80, seven classes for Islam.19
The Islamic Research Institute, in Islamabad, Pakistan, has
devised an local scheme, covering 152 subjects.20 A list of
subjects followed by Arabic numerals in ascending order
has been made, and every book of a particular subject that
arrives in the library is given the next serial number of the
subject. Soltani has mentioned translations and expansions
made in DDC and Library of Congress Classification (LCC)
in Arab countries and Iran.21 These expansions were sent to
DDC and LCC for incorporation. Unfortunately, the expansions could not be incorporated into either scheme, despite
being appreciated by DDC and LCC teams.
The Indian Institute of Islamic Studies, New Delhi,
developed a classification system based on UDC.22 Hundreds of topics and aspects of Islamic knowledge and
literature were included in this scheme, which uses mixed
notation. “IS” (for Islam) is used as a prefix in the notation. Usmani and Qudsi revealed that Shafi played a vital
and leading role in developing an appropriate classification
system for Islam, covering all gaps in the standard DDC
system.23 According to Fatima, the central library of Karachi
(Pakistan) University was using Shafi expansions for their
collection on Islam.24
Riazuddin compiled an extension plan in the DDC for
Islam within original notation designated by Dewey (i.e.,
297).25 Because this was only an extension to one number, its
scope is very limited and problems like lengthy notations and
congestion are present in these extensions. Gondal devised
a classification scheme for Islam, which used by the libraries
of the Mosques Department of Punjab University’s Quran
Academy (Lahore, Pakistan), and partially in the Punjab
University Central Library.26 Eraqi worked on an expansion
of DDC eighteenth edition’s class for Islam (i.e., 297).27 The
Tehran Book Processing Centre also devised an expansion
in DDC.28 These two expansions are similar except that
the first is in Persian and the second in English. Standard
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subdivisions have been provided with every class. Sabzwari
devised an expansion for Islam using the DDC eighteenth
edition classes 210–60.29 Khan devised an expansion in DDC
twenty-first edition for the life, family, and companions of
Muhammad (PBUH) using notations 297.63 and 297.64.30
According to S. S. H. Rizwi and S. J. A. Rizwi, Dickinson’s expansions in DDC made for Punjab University
Library in 1916 are considered the oldest expansions of
DDC, followed by Indian Library Association, Yousufuddin
Ahmad, and Molvi Shafi expansions.31 Altaf Shaukat also
devised an expansion for Islam in DDC, which is similar
to the Shafi expansion.32 Rizwi noted the extensive collections in the libraries on Islam and inadequate classification
schemes to classify them.33 He reviewed the Colon classification, Bliss classification, DDC, and LCC, and found
them insufficient. Rizwi devised a schedule of Islamic topics,
without provision of any notation, based on Shafi’s expansion
with some amendments and additions.
Aaedi compiled an Arabic translation of abridged edition of DDC 21 with some expansions in the classes of
Arabic language, literature, geography, and history, and the
Islam religion. It is similar to the one made by King Abdul
Aziz University in 1977.34 Idrees and Mahmood determined
that DDC is the only standard classification system being
used in Pakistani libraries that have rich collections on
Islam.35 According to Sabzwari, the situation is the same in
other Muslim countries.36
The multitude of approaches to classifying Islamic
materials described above make clear that many have sought
to address the problems. A brief comparison between three
local expansions (developed by the Quaid-e-Azem Library,
Muhammad Shafi, and S. Mahmood Hasan Qaisar) of DDC
along with a picture of historical developments in different editions of DDC regarding Islam is presented in figure
1. The figure shows that the early editions of DDC until
the sixteenth edition provided only one notation for Islam
without its further extensions. A noteworthy point is that the
term “Mohammedanism” was used as the heading instead
of “Islam” until the fifteenth edition. The later editions used
the term “Islam” along with its further extension, standard
subdivisions, and number-building options. The twenty-first
and twenty-second editions of DDC included some drastic
expansions in the notation for Islam. Additional revisions
and expansions have been made in the twenty-third edition,
in which Hadith (statements or actions of Muhammad) has
been relocated to 297.125 from 297.124. Some topics for
future development are under discussion on 025.431: The
Dewey Blog (http://ddc.typepad.com), which is edited by
Jonathan Furner, assistant editor of DDC. Nevertheless, the
independently developed local expansions made to the earlier editions of DDC still provide more space and options for
Islam compared with the DDC twenty-first, twenty-second,
and twenty-third editions.
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Figure 1. A Brief Comparison of DDC and Local Expansions for
Treatment of Islam

Literature Review
The professional literature shows dissatisfaction with the
classification of Islamic literature, not only in the Indian subcontinent and Muslim countries, but also in other countries.
The Smith classification at McGill University was developed
to address this problem.37 Following is a brief literature
review. For a detailed review, see the author’s “Classification
of Library Materials on Islam: A Literature Survey.”38
Many authors have criticized standard classification
schemes for their shortcomings in the treatment of eastern
and oriental topics and for their western bias.39 These three
systems are most frequently discussed because they have
provided some reasonable space for classification of Islamic
literature. The authors have criticized the schemes for
their western bias, vested interest, lack of space for eastern
knowledge (especially Islamic knowledge), and improper
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enumeration and hierarchy of the topics. Other systems,
e.g., CC, EC and BC, have not been discussed frequently
because they have provided such minimal options and are
not significant enough to discuss.
Mitchell, editor in-chief of DDC, admitted the presence
of Christian bias and improper place for Islam in DDC in a
presentation at the 2003 International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions (IFLA) general conference:
In DDC 22, we have completed the two-edition
plan that was initiated in DDC 21 to reduce
Christian bias in the 200 Religion schedule. In
DDC 21, we moved comprehensive works on
Christianity from 200 to 230, and relocated the
standard subdivisions for Christianity from 201–
209 to specific numbers in 230–270. We integrated
the standard subdivisions of comparative religion
with those for religion in general in 200.1–.9. We
also revised and expanded the schedules for two
major religions, 296 Judaism and 297 Islam.40

Research Methods
The author first reviewed the literature on the problem
of effectively handling Islamic literature and its relevant
aspects to learn the intellectual and practical background
and implications of the problem. Standard classification systems and schemes also were consulted for guidance.
The author then conducted interviews to collect data.
The problem in hand is of a social nature, and not many
quantifiable variables were involved in this study. The problem also involved exploration of subjective aspects of human
experience. People’s perception of the potential solution to
the problem also was sought. Therefore the author opted
to use qualitative methods for this study following the
guidance of Powell and Connaway.41 The author selected
the technique of interviewing to collect data, keeping in
mind the benefits and suitability identified by Gorman and
Clayton, i.e., immediacy, mutual exploration, investigation
of causation, personal contact, and speed.42 Three types of
interview are possible: structured, semistructured, and nonstructured. Semistructured interviewing was selected. The
author interviewed 30 library practitioners serving in libraries in Pakistan, India, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States, with rich collections on
Islam. These interviews were conducted through direct
meetings, interactive online sessions, telephone conversations, and audio/video conferences. The interview structure
used to collect data appears in the appendix. This study does
not include automatic classification solutions because the
main portion of the relevant population is not using such
solutions.

Results and Discussion
Libraries Investigated

The 30 libraries from which the data were collected represent almost all types of libraries, i.e., academic, special,
public, and national libraries. A majority (20) are academic
libraries at universities. Five are special libraries (court,
bank, and specific research institutes), 2 are public libraries,
and 3 are national libraries. Table 1 shows the libraries in
this study by type and location.
The participant libraries hold collections of varying
size. The collections in the sampled libraries ranged from
15,000 to 2,065,000 volumes. Four libraries have collections
of fewer than 50,000 volumes, all being special collection
libraries focusing mainly on Islam. Five libraries have collections between 100,000 and 200,000; 11 libraries have
collections between 200,001 and 500,000. Three libraries
hold collections between 500,001 and 1,000,000. Seven
libraries have collections of more than 1,000,000 volumes.
Frequency distribution of libraries by their collection has
been displayed in table 2.
Collections on Islam in these libraries range from
15,000 to 400,000 volumes. Nearly 37 percent (11 respondents) have Islamic collections in excess of 100,000. Seven
libraries have collections of between 15,000 to 20,000
volumes. Eight libraries hold collections of 20,001 to
50,000. Four libraries have collections of between 50,001
to 100,000, while 9 libraries have collections of between
100,001 and 200,000 volumes. Only 2 responding libraries
contain collections of more than 200,000 volumes on Islam.
The composite total collection of all 30 libraries approaches
the figure of 15,144,000 with an average of 504,800 volumes
per library, whereas the composite total collection on Islam
is 2,543,000—an average of 84,767 volumes per library.

Table 1. Types of Libraries by Country
Type of Library
Country

National

Public

Academic

Special

Pakistan

1

1

4

3

S. Arabia

--

--

5

--

Iran

1

1

2

1

India

--

--

3

--

Egypt

1

--

2

--

Malaysia

--

--

2

--

U.K.

--

--

1

1

U.S.

--

--

1

--

Total

3

2

20

5
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Table 2. Size of Library Collections
Volumes Held

Libraries

< 50,000

Table 3. Size of Library Collections on Islam
Percentage

Volumes Held

Libraries

Percentage

4

13.3

15,000–20,000

7

23.3

100,000–200,000

5

16.7

20,001–50,000

8

26.7

200,001–500,000

11

36.7

50,0001–100,000

4

13.3

100,001–200,000

9

30.0

> 200,000

2

6.7

30

100.00

500,001–1,000,000

3

10

> 1,000,000

7

23.3

30

100.00

Total

Librarians Included in Sample

The author contacted one person (either the chief librarian,
the individual responsible for technical services, or the section head of Islamic collections) at each library for the interviews. The author sought to interview the most appropriate
people who are aware of and in touch with the problem
in hand. Five out of 30 interviewed subjects are working
as chief librarians of their libraries, and the other 25 are
working as librarians. The academic qualifications of the 30
interviewed library personnel are as follows:
• Nine (30 percent) have PhD degrees.
• Nineteen (63.4 percent) have masters degrees.
• One (3.3 percent) has a bachelor of library science
(BLS) and a post–BLS diploma.
• One (3.3 percent) has a BLS degree.
Classification Systems in Use

No uniform practice regarding the usage of classification
systems for materials on Islam was found among the libraries in this study. A significant majority (25 or 83.3 percent)
use multiple systems, i.e., standard systems for general collections and local systems or expansions made in standard
systems for materials on Islam. This is because the standard
systems are convenient for general topics, but they do not
optimally fulfill the classification needs of materials on
Islam. Of the 5 libraries that use single standard system, 4
are using DDC, while 1 is using LCC. The 25 libraries that
use multiple classification systems break down in the following manner:
• 18 use DDC and local expansions in DDC
• 3 use LCC and local expansions in LCC
• 1 uses LCC and DDC, plus local expansions in LCC
and DDC
• 1 uses DDC and local expansions in DDC, plus an
independent local scheme
• 1 uses DDC and an independent local scheme
• 1 uses LCC and an independent local scheme

Total

• 20 are using 8 different expansions made in DDC
• 4 are using 4 different expansions made in LCC
• 1 is using 1 expansion made in UDC
Three different independent local schemes are being
used for Islam. Five groups of libraries were using the
same classification systems and their expansions. One group
consisted of 5 libraries and the other 4 groups consisted of
3 libraries each. Only 2 of these 5 groups had coordination
between the members. Figure 2 presents a summary of the
classification systems in use by the sampled libraries.
Libraries’ Satisfaction with Classification Systems

Interviewees were asked whether the classification systems
in use were suitable for the organization of Islamic collection
being acquired in the libraries and if the libraries were satisfied. Libraries’ level of satisfaction has been classified into
three main categories: satisfied (the systems are optimally
fulfilling the requirements), partially satisfied (the requirements are being fulfilled so far, but, for certain materials,
systems is use do not have the options needed, and unsatisfied (the available systems do not fulfil the requirements
and present numerous problems and shortcomings when
classifying materials on Islam). Only 1 library was satisfied
with standard classification systems and 1 was partially satisfied. None of the 3 users of independent local schemes on
Islam were satisfied; 2 were partially satisfied. Two out of 23
libraries using local expansions were satisfied and 17 were
partially satisfied. Figure 3 shows the level of satisfaction
with classification systems currently in use.
Problems Being Faced by the Libraries

The participants were asked about the problems they had
been facing and that were causing their dissatisfaction. They
identified the following specific problems or shortcomings in
the available standard combined with local systems:
• Allocated space for Islam in standard classification
systems is too limited to cover all Islamic subjects
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Figure 2. A Summary of the Classification Systems in Use
Figure 3. Libraries' Level of Satisfaction with Current Systems

minutely (27 participants)
• New and emerging topics are not found in local
expansions of standard systems (10 participants)
• Standard systems do not comprehensively cover
Islamic knowledge, so new and emerging topics are
not found there (2 participants)
Additionally, the following problems were identified by
1 participant each:
• No standard was followed in developing the local system being used in his or her library, with only a list of
subject terms developed.
• Ineffective and noncomprehensive classification systems are creating a result in form of improper organization and inefficient browsing of library materials.
• No uniformity exists with other libraries with similar
collections because different and dissimilar classification systems are being used.
• No coordination with other similar libraries is present.
• The types and variety of materials being published on
Islam exceed the provisions in systems.
Solution to the Problems

The researcher asked participants for their suggestions for
an optimal solution to the problem in hand. A majority (22)
suggested developing a new, independent, and comprehensive classification system for materials on Islam. Two
suggested amendments and expansions in standard classification systems. Two suggested both amendments and
expansions in standard classification systems and a new,
independent, and comprehensive classification system for
materials on Islam. They further suggested that the first
approach would be suitable for libraries having small or
medium-size collections on Islam, and the second could
be used by the libraries having larger collections on Islam.

Three librarians suggested amendments and expansions
in standard classification systems as their first preference
if it could be incorporated in the original systems. They
mentioned a new, independent, and comprehensive classification system for materials on Islam as their second
priority if the amendments and expansions were not incorporated in the original systems. Finally, 1 proposed a new,
independent, and comprehensive classification system for
materials on Islam as the first priority and amendments and
expansions in standard classification systems as a second
preference.
Amendments and Expansions in Standard Systems

The 8 participants who suggested amendments and expansions to standard systems differed in their view of how they
should be made. Four thought that expansions should be
made within the existing system (e.g., an extension in 297
in DDC). The other 4 thought that notations specified for
Christianity should be used for Islam so that the base may
be broadened. Three believed that the owners of standard
systems would accept these expansions and incorporate
them in their system. The remaining 5 thought that the
standard systems would not accept them; nevertheless,
participants felt that amendments and expansions should be
made and used locally.
The same 8 participants were asked who should work
on amendments and expansions in standard classification
systems. Some, who suggested a new and independent system, also expressed their opinions. Three participants suggested that this should be done by professional associations.
Two suggested specifically that IFLA should do the work.
Two suggested that library and information science professionals and scholars of Islamic studies should collaborate
for this purpose. Two suggested placing this work under the
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umbrella of the Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC)
(www.oic-oci.org). One proposed that professional associations, along with academia, should take the responsibility,
and 1 suggested that the work should be done by an individual strongly backed up by an institution.
A New, Independent, and
Comprehensive System for Islam

Participants generally shared the same views on a new, independent, and comprehensive system for Islamic materials.
Twenty-eight agreed that the variety and depth in Islamic
topics and the volume of published literature indicate a
real need for developing an independent and comprehensive classification system for materials on Islam. Twentyeight also agreed that developing an independent and
comprehensive classification system exclusively for Islamic
materials was technically possible. The term “technically”
did not mean technologically, but instead referred to the
classification techniques, methods, and approach to develop
a scheme for a specific area of knowledge. Twenty-seven
agreed that guidance for developing an independent system
for Islam was available both previously developed standard
and local classification systems and the published literature
on their shortcomings.
Implementing a New, Independent, and
Comprehensive System for Islam

Developing a new, independent, and comprehensive classification system specifically for Islam is one side of the
problem but, practically, its implementation in the libraries
is the other side: it has its own complexities. The libraries
have materials on topics other than Islam, which would
compel them to use some other (standard) system for
these materials, even if they use an independent system for
Islamic collections. Having multiple systems of classification has its own repercussions. It affects uniformity of the
system and complicates training of both staff and library
users. If a new system were to be implemented, it would
create a problem of reclassification of materials already in
the collection. All these involve time and cost. Thus participants were asked about implementing a new system.
Two-thirds of the respondents (21) stated that implementing such a system would be possible because their libraries
had already been practicing multiple classification systems
for collections of different natures. Therefore they would
adopt a new system for materials on Islam and could use
the standard system for other materials, provided the
new system meets the requirements of collections on
Islam. Four participants mentioned that reclassification
presented a serious issue, but the solution could be found
after brainstorming. One participant said that the solution

Figure 4. Problems being Faced and Mentioned by Libraries

could be found after the new scheme was published, disseminated, and discussed widely. Another participant felt
that implementing a new system would be very difficult,
although a new, comprehensive, and independent system
is very attractive. Finally, 1 participant noted the time
and cost are involved in the implementation of a new and
independent classification system and stressed the need to
think and rethink before reaching any decision.
Nature and Format of New Classification System

Twenty-six of the 28 respondents who supported a new independent classification system for Islam suggested developing
an enumerative classification system under the precoordination approach. Only 2 participants were in favor of faceted
classification with a post coordination approach. A strong
argument in favor of an enumerative system is consistency.
If the notation and call number building are left to individuals and their own perspective in each library, the result will
remain fragmented and discordant.
Nevertheless, respondents expressed some differences
of opinion regarding the format of notation. Some were in
favor of having a pure notation, and some supported a mixed
notation. Fourteen suggested a pure notation constructed by
Arabic numerals; of these, 10 were in the favor of decimal
notation. Three suggested a notation that should represent
the general-to-specific hierarchy, 6 supported a mixed notation, and 5 were indifferent to the structure or formation of
notation. They emphasized the need for a proper enumeration and expansion of the subjects and topics, but any notation (whether a pure, mixed, numeric, alpha-numeric, or
decimal) used for their representation would be acceptable.

Suggestions for Action
The empirical data taken through the interviews shows a
gloomy situation regarding the classification practices and
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usage of classification systems to organize the Islamic knowledge in the libraries that have rich collections on Islam. Neither the standard classification systems nor local expansions
or schemes are fulfilling the purpose. The reasons behind
this problem could be the background of the devisers of the
standard classification systems. Perhaps they were unaware
of the length and breadth of the expansion of Islamic knowledge and the variety of topics and materials being produced.
Second, perhaps they did realize that their systems could
spread around the globe and that a range of the libraries
throughout the world would be using these schemes at
some point. Their personal interest and biases also may be
among the reasons. Once they formed the basic structure
of their schemes, drastic changes in the design, structure,
and format of these systems was very difficult. In response
to these problems, different practices have been adopted.
Sometimes libraries developed their own systems without
following or developing any standards. Some libraries developed expansions in the standard systems. Efforts were made
to get these expansions formally incorporated in the original
schemes, but such efforts have not yet succeeded. Libraries
have taken very different approaches in the expansions of
even the same standard systems and no uniformity is found.
Thus the same kind of knowledge is organized differently at
different places.
The collected data suggest the following considerations
for addressing the problem:
• A majority of the participants believe that developing a new, independent, and comprehensive system
is a real need of libraries that have rich collections
on Islam. “Comprehensive” means a system that covers all the relevant and potential aspects of Islamic knowledge and the materials being published on
associated topics.
• Developing such a system is a viable project because
guidance is available from standard systems, local systems, and expansions.
• This system should be an enumerative system with
opportunity and instructions for notation and callnumber building by combining different concepts of
overlapping topics and themes.
• This system should be sent to the relevant libraries
that have developed very rich collections on Islam,
scholars of library and information science, and
Islamic studies scholars for validation and verification.
• The input of the libraries and scholars should be
incorporated and suggested changes should be made
in the system.
• This system should be presented at international conferences, and feedback should be taken and incorporated.

• This system should be marketed and adopted by the
libraries.
• Finally, some organization, federation, or association should adopt this system and make the necessary
arrangements for updating the system through the
formation of editorial boards.
• Implementation of such a system needs special attention. Implementing such a system along with other
systems will not be an easy task. Thus consultation
and coordination with relevant libraries is essential.
• While developing the new system, two points should
be kept in mind. First, a notation should be chosen that will not contradict or conflict with the notations of standard systems, especially DDC and LCC,
so that the compatibility with these systems can be
achieved. Second, every effort should be made to
integrate the new system with DDC and LCC.

Conclusion
The author conducted this study with the hypothesis that
libraries with rich collections on Islam were facing problems
organizing these collections. These libraries had opted for
different standard classification systems and their expansions, but they were not satisfied with available choices.
Previously developed expansions were developed on the
basis provided by the enumeration and design of structure
and hierarchy of standard systems, which is different from
the hierarchy of Islamic knowledge perceived by Islamic
studies. The author’s hypothesis was based on the survey
of literature and supported by empirical data from a very
limited population. The author conducted an empirical
study based on a wider population to verify this hypothesis.
The collected data supported the hypothesis. Most of the
libraries were using different standard classification systems
along with expansions. Only a few libraries were using nonstandard systems. The majority of the respondents in this
study are not satisfied with the available options and identified a need to develop a new, independent, comprehensive,
and properly enumerated classification system for Islam.
This need was based on the variety, depth, and expansion
capacity in Islamic topics and the volume of literature being
produced on Islam.
Most of the sampled population suggested developing
an enumerative classification system with a precoordination
approach, maximum possible coverage of all Islamic topics,
and number-building options. Most felt that implementing
such a system for Islam while using a standard system for
other library collections was possible because they already
had such an experience. Therefore the author believes
that a new, independent, and comprehensive classification
system should be developed for the libraries that have rich
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collections on Islam. All expansions in standard systems,
especially the KBP expansions in LCC for Islamic law adapted by the International Islamic University of Malaysia and
expansion in UDC done by the Indian Institute of Islamic
Studies, can be very helpful in developing a new classification system for Islam.
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Appendix. Proposed Interview Structure
Basic Information

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Interviewee name and position?
Qualification?
Name of library and parent organization?
Type of library? (academic, public, special, any other sector?)
Total library collection?
Collection on Islam?
Core Interview Questions

1. Which classification system is used in your library?
a. For general library collections?
b. For collections on Islam?
2. Is it a standard classification system* known at international level, or developed locally?
3. If locally developed, has it been developed in-house by your library or has another individual or group developed it?
3.1. Are any libraries also using this system? How many are they and do you have any coordination and collaboration
among yourselves?
3.2. Is it serving the purpose of classification adequately regarding library collection on Islam?
3.3. If not serving the purpose adequately, what are the problems, shortcomings, or inadequacies that you are facing?
4. If you are using a standard classification system, is it serving the purpose of classification adequately regarding library
collection on Islam?
4.1. If not serving the purpose adequately, what are the problems, shortcomings, or inadequacies that you are facing?
5. What is the solution to these problems in your opinion?
6. Should amendments and expansions be made in existing standard classification systems or should some new, independent, and comprehensive system be devised for classification of materials on Islam?
6.1. If you recommend amendments/expansions in already existing standard classification systems, should there be
expansions in originally allocated classes/notations in the systems or some other notations, e.g., originally allocated
to Christianity or any other religion can be alternatively used for Islam?
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6.2. If amendments should be made in your opinion, who should take the responsibility to do this? Any library? Library
school(s)? Professional associations? Some individual professional or a group of professionals?
6.3. Do you think that sufficient expansions can be successfully made and incorporated in the standard classification
systems? Would the systems accept and incorporate these expansions?
7. If a new classification system to classify materials on Islam should be developed, is it technically** possible in your
opinion?
7.1. Do you think that an independent classification system for Islam is a real need, given the variety, depth, and capacity in Islamic topics and the volume of literature being published?
7.2. Is literature for guidance available to develop an independent and comprehensive classification system for Islam?
7.3. If a new and comprehensive classification system for Islam is developed, how can it be implemented practically in
the presence of materials in the library on topics other than Islam?
7.4. Should the new system be enumerative, where the maximum coverage to the subjects is provided under precoordinated approach or it should be faceted, where number building by the classifier is significantly involved?
7.5. What should be format of classification and notations?
8. Anything else in you would like to add?
*By standard classification system, we mean any of the internationally known and used systems, e.g., Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC); Charles
Ammi Cutter Expansive Classification (EC); James Duff Brown’s Subject Classification (SC); U.S. Library of Congress Classification (LCC); Universal
Decimal Classification (UDC); Henry E. Bliss’s Bibliographic Classification (BC); and S. R. Ranganathan’s Colon Classification (CC).
**Technically includes the classification techniques, methods, and approach and not the information, communication, or any similar technology.
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Disruption and
Disintermediation
A Review of the Collection Development
and Management Literature, 2009–10
Marcia L. Thomas

This paper reviews the literature of collection development and management from
2009 and 2010. Themes and trends reflect the profound effect of environmental
forces on libraries, including the economic recession, changes in scholarly communication, and an increasingly networked environment. Libraries reduced print
collections and moved them to storage or shared repositories and assessed collections to find efficiencies and demonstrate value. Research libraries moved away
from collecting everything toward mission-focused collecting, with an emphasis
on unique collections. Collaboration across libraries, within institutions, and with
nonlibrary partners continued as a key management strategy. Libraries shifted
from a just-in-case to a just-in-time approach to collection development, and
subject specialists identified new areas of responsibility, such as data curation.
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he literature of collection development and management in 2009 and 2010
reflects the disruptive and ever-changing environment in which libraries
operate. The chorus of calls for fundamental change to the way that libraries do
business grew stronger and more urgent. Many of the trends and issues identified in this review are accelerated, refined, or mature versions of those found in
the previous two collection development and management literature reviews.
The review by Phillips and Williams of the 1997–2003 literature focused on the
changing nature of local collections, solidification of cooperation and collaboration as best practices, and new tools for collection assessment and evaluation of
electronic resources (e-resources).1 Bullis and Smith identified the collection and
management of digital resources as the overriding theme in the literature from
2004 to 2008, along with the effect of a stagnating economy on library budgets,
a culture of continuous assessment, and the response by collection managers to
efforts by publishers to offer more bundles of electronic publications.2

Scope and Method
The scope of literature related to collections is daunting. Johnson suggests that
collection development and management encompasses “selection, the determination and coordination of collection policy; assessment of the needs of users and
potential users; collection use studies; collection analysis; budget management;
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identification of collection needs; community and user outreach and liaison; planning for resource sharing . . . decisions
about weeding, canceling serials, storage, and preservation
. . . [and] the organization and assignment of responsibilities for its practice.”3 This review has a more limited scope
because the topics of acquisitions, serials, open access, and
preservation are covered fully in other literature reviews.
Selections are largely limited to peer-reviewed literature and
key reports from nonprofit organizations and government
agencies, with a focus on libraries in North America and the
United Kingdom. Almost all relate to the work of academic
and research libraries, but only because very few works on
public and school libraries fit the scope of this review.
The author browsed tables of contents of library and
information science journals, examined bibliographies and
works cited, searched library and information science commercial databases, WorldCat, Google Books, Google Scholar,
and viewed websites of library and higher-education organizations and research centers. More than 600 citations
for books, articles, and reports were assessed for relevancy,
yielding approximately 400 publications that were evaluated
further for relevancy and quality. The final selections for this
review are intended to enliven or inform the conversation
about collection management and the role of collections in
libraries, demonstrate best practices, shed light on the future
of collection management, and represent the dominant
themes, trends, and issues found in the 2009–10 literature:
• continual change as library collections transition from
analog to digital
• exploration of the research library’s role in data management and curation
• removal of print collections to shared repositories
• collaboration and cooperation across libraries and
within institutions
• emphasis on special collections and unique material
• patron-driven acquisitions and just-in-time collection
development
• e-books at the tipping point
• practical work in selection, electronic resource management, weeding, storage, inventory, and assessment
• new roles for subject selectors and collection managers

Environmental Scan: Continual Change
The number of predictions in the library literature for
2009–10 that take aim squarely at collections is striking. In
2009, a group of associate university librarians known as the
Taiga Forum issued ten provocative statements.4 Among
the statements are the following, all prefaced by the phrase
“within the next five years”:
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• Collection development as we now know it will cease
to exist as selection of library materials will be entirely patron-initiated.
• The only collection development activities involving
librarians will be competition over special collections
and archives.
• Libraries will have abandoned the hybrid model to
focus exclusively on electronic collections, with limited investments in managing shared print archives.
The following year, the Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL) released “2010 Top Ten Trends
in Academic Libraries,” which include the following:
• Academic library collection growth is driven by
patron demand and will include new resource types.
• Budget challenges will continue and libraries will
evolve as a result.
• Digitization of unique library collections will increase
and require a larger share of resources.
• The definition of the library will change as physical
space is repurposed and virtual space expands.5
Such predictions reflect a palpable unease about the
future of libraries. Several thoughtful papers articulated the
societal and cultural forces at play and explored strategies
to ensure the viability of libraries in a digital age. Grafton
expressed his thoughts on the future of libraries in catastrophic terms with the title of his paper, “Apocalypse in the
Stacks? The Research Library in the Age of Google.”6 He
identified four concurrent global crises facing libraries: a
financial crisis caused by the proliferation of resources, a
spatial crisis caused by the massive production of print, a
use crisis caused by the transformation in scholars’ working
habits, and an accessibility crisis caused by changes in texts
and reading.
The ARL surveyed members in 2008 and 2009 about
the impact of the global recession that began in earnest
in 2008. Lowry found that only 13 of 93 libraries had not
experienced budget cuts in either year; the rest were even
worse off in the second year, with 79 percent reporting flat
or reduced budgets.7 The effect of the economic crisis in
2009 was so alarming that the ARL and the International
Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) each issued a statement to publishers urging them to be flexible in pricing and
avoid reducing content or access. The ARL asked publishers
to consult with research libraries regarding the development
of new publishing models and avoid the loss of important
scholarly content.8
Reports and studies from other organizations focused
on the changing habits and attitudes of libraries’ user
communities. The Ithaka S+R Faculty Study 2009 found
that faculty had largely embraced e-journals and were
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increasingly comfortable with relying exclusively on digital
versions of scholarly materials.9 Nearly all faculty in all disciplines rated the library’s role as purchasing agent for information resources as very important. The report confirmed
that the academic library is increasingly disintermediated
from the discovery process.
In response to the challenges posed by the global environment, a number of voices called for radical or transformational change. Greenstein advised university libraries to
accept broader institutional roles, cut costs, and focus on
areas that add distinctive value.10 Subject librarians should
lend support to scholars in new ways, such as curating
digital material for research, and re-engineer collection
management practices for efficiencies. Heath saw the role
of the future library as an “interactive meeting space, rather
than as storage facilities for analog formats whose existence
may or may not meet the critical information needs of the
community.”11 In his view, corrective and massive change in
collection-building are all that stand between libraries and
obsolescence. A research library must maintain a research
collection that is custom-suited to its faculty and the quality
of which must match those of other preeminent universities.
At the same time, the library must acquire and preserve
resources that make it distinctively different. Harloe’s reflection on four-year undergraduate institutions identified strategies relevant to their teaching mission, which is changing
from providing instruction to actively engaging undergraduates in knowledge production.12 One challenge for college
libraries is creating access to high-quality collections while
reconfiguring space for active learning, study, and research.
With the arrival of digital collections and advanced forms
of resource sharing, college libraries can build high-level
research collections and devote less space to the storage of
print collections and more to activities that support teaching
and learning. Transformational Times recommended that
libraries radically reconfigure their organizations and services, develop new capabilities for dealing with new forms
of scholarship and teaching, special and hidden collections,
and research data.13
The All-Digital Library

Three seminal publications in 2009–10 thoroughly and
thoughtfully explored the challenges facing collection managers in a networked environment and provided a solid
foundation and structure for moving forward. Horova
observed, “The collection is everywhere and nowhere—it
is a cloud of distributed resources in a variety of places
around the globe that are made centrally available via the
library.”14 This statement gets at the crux of matter: libraries can no longer corral and control the knowledge universe
in containers and collections. The challenge is for libraries
to reimagine their roles in the face of rapid change. While

the core professional values of equity of access, intellectual
freedom, and stewardship remain unchanged, in an environment where collections may be physical or virtual, owned,
or leased, the means of expressing these values is changing
drastically. Horava articulated ten well-developed strategies for a new approach to collection management in the
networked environment, such as seeking a balance between
competition and collaboration, seeking creative partnerships
with publishers and vendors, measuring collection value in
new ways, focusing on what is sustainable, and changing current practices to add value for our patrons.
Hazen, like Horava, conducted an environmental scan
of the library and information landscape.15 In “Rethinking Research Library Collections: A Policy Framework
for Straitened Times, and Beyond,” Hazen addressed the
changing context of collection development, including
the ubiquity of highly diverse digital and freely available
web resources, intense financial pressures, and contractual restrictions that restrict access to information. To assist
libraries in developing new approaches to content and collections, Hazen advanced a set of guiding principles, such as
actively engaging in the reformulation of scholarly communications and broadening their focus to an evolving range of
content, whether owned or not.
The three essays in the Council of Library and Information Resources (CLIR) publication The Idea of Order:
Transforming Research Collections for 21st Century Scholarship are critical to an informed conversation about the
future of collections and collection management.16 Spiro and
Henry asked, “Can a New Research Library Be All-Digital?”
and attempted to provide answers that question.17 By their
definition, digital libraries provide online-only access to
collections, although they may hold special collections and
support interlibrary loan services for print resources. In an
extensive literature review, the authors examined the current
digital resource landscape and identified obstacles that block
the transition to an all-digital library. Courant and Nielson
documented that the cost of maintaining a local copy of an
electronic book is less than half of the cost of keeping a book
in a high-density offsite storage facility.18 Their essay, “On
the Cost of Keeping a Book,” provides valuable information
for libraries that increasingly must choose between keeping
a work in digital or print format. The final paper by Henry
and Smith reports on a study by CLIR that assessed the
benefits and limitations for scholarship of texts made available through large-scale book-digitization projects such as
Google Books.19
Libraries began to explore whether public domain titles
might substitute for physical research collections. Jones
compared the catalog of the Boston Athenaeum against
Google Books and found a match rate of 59 percent.20
Although the digitized images were not always reliable,
Jones concluded that the value provided by full-text indexing
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was incalculable. At the University of Colorado Denver, the
library used digital books to fill gaps in its physical collection.21 Brief MARC records for titles in Mbooks, a digital
collection of books from University of Michigan Libraries,
were loaded into the catalog. Beall discussed the need to
develop policies about the level of access that libraries
should provide to the growing number of digitized books.
In addition to issues posed by mass digitization, changes
in scholarly communication created significant opportunities
and challenges for collection managers and subject specialists. The ARL Digital Repository Issues Task Force forecast
an emerging service category involving the collection and
management of new scholarly outputs, such as simulations,
learning objects, data, images, and performances.22 Nabe’s
manual on developing and managing institutional repositories (IRs) provides strategies for identifying and selecting
content, including underexposed material such as technical
reports, data sets, and student publications.23 Mullen’s Open
Access and Its Practical Impact on the Work of Academic
Librarians is recommended for its comprehensive overview
of open access and a chapter focused specifically on its affect
on collection development.24 Mullen addressed important
issues such as assessment tools for open access resources,
new roles for collection development librarians and liaisons,
preservation, and the effect of self-archiving and IRs on
traditional literature.
The Research Library’s Role in Data Management
and Curation

The emerging role of libraries in data curation received considerable attention. In “The Imperative for Data Curation,”
Ogburn discussed the vulnerability of scientific data files to
loss because of their size, reliance on software, lack of standards, distributed ownership, and dispersed storage.25 The
author called on the research library community to collaborate across disciplines and institutions, acquire new skills
and knowledge, and build funding and planning for the care
and retention of data into the front end of the research process. A study by the ARL E-Science Task Force found that
ARL libraries were beginning to support such services by
engaging in multi-institutional collaborations and reassigning existing staff or hiring new ones.26 In The Data Deluge,
Friedlander equated the traditional collection management
functions of appraisal, selection, acquisitions and weeding
with the data management activities of storing, retaining
and purging.27 A report by Erwin, Sweetkind-Singer, and
Larsgaard provides a commendable example of a cooperative program established to manage and preserve large sets
of data.28 The University of California at Santa Barbara
and Stanford partnered to develop the National Geospatial
Digital Archives, a federated network of institutions that
collects and preserves geospatial data and imagery. The
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magnitude of these data required cooperative strategies and
close collaboration between collections librarians and digital
archivists, including metadata specialists and programmers.
The authors described the multiple collection development
policies that guide the project as a whole as well as the individual collecting partners who sign on to the network. The
policies were based on those for traditional paper maps and
tailored specifically for digital data by including criteria for
metadata, versioning, file formats, and other features.

The Hybrid Library
“A new research library cannot presume to be completely
reliant on digital resources. . . . A hybrid model of electronic
and print materials will need to be juggled and budgeted for
the foreseeable future,” Henry wrote in his introduction to
The Idea of Order.29 Three articles on reference collections
provide a snapshot of libraries and their collections in this
transitional state. Kessler surveyed New York librarians in
public and academic libraries about their print reference
collections.30 Reference collection managers overwhelmingly reported that the size of their print collections had
decreased in the last five years as sources migrated online.
Outdated material was discarded and, in many cases, useful
material was relocated to circulating collections. Korah and
colleagues conducted a national survey on the purchase and
use of electronic reference books.31 More than 70 percent
of the respondents indicated they preferred acquiring reference materials in electronic format and had been purchasing reference e-books for more than two years. Rix surveyed
public libraries in the Southern California Metropolitan
Cooperative Library System and surrounding areas about
reference collections and staffing.32 Many had reduced the
size of their print collections by 30 percent or more and
reallocated space for more popular collections and user services. Notably, reference staff devoted more of their time to
other purposes, such as programming, developing a virtual
presence, or creating digital repositories of distinctive material, such as local history collections. The publication of an
updated edition of Cassell and Hiremath’s Reference and
Information Services in the 21st Century just five years after
the first edition is evidence of the speed of change.33
Managing legacy print government documents in a
digital age presents unique challenges. Because of legislative restrictions, regional depository libraries are unable
to deaccession print documents. The ARL and the Chief
Officers of State Library Agencies (COSLA) commissioned
Ithaka to conduct a comprehensive study on the Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP).34 Schonfeld and
Housewright’s report provides an extensive set of recommendations regarding the disposition of library print collections as well as the preservation of government material
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in digital format, which represented 97 percent of all new
government documents published in 2009. Russell reported
on an agreement between members of the Association of
Southeastern Research Libraries (ASERL) for the collective
management of their federal documents collections.35 The
plan called for member libraries to create at least two comprehensive print collections with distributed responsibility
for cataloging and acquiring items to complete holdings for
specific portions of the collection.

Moving Print Collections to
Shared Print Repositories
One of Taiga Forum’s provocative statements predicted,
“Library buildings will no longer house collections and will
become campus community centers that function as part
of the student services sector.”36 Many libraries are reducing collection footprints to re-purpose existing space for
collaborative learning centers, cafés, or other user services.
Maskell, Soutter, and Oldenburg reported that increasing
duplication of print content in digital format is prompting
libraries to analyze print collections to identify candidates
for weeding or removal to storage.37 What to Withdraw?
Print Collections Management in the Wake of Digitization
established a set of criteria to guide libraries in for the
responsible withdrawal of print journals.38
The theme continued and expanded in 2009–10 with
reports and case studies about cooperative efforts to develop
shared print repositories for storing and preserving last-copy
print monographs and low-use collections. An essential contribution to this effort is a report on the work of the RLG
Partnership Shared Print Collections Working Group.39 The
Working Group solicited research libraries for policy documents related to collaborative management of library print
collections, looking for common elements that might form
a model policy framework. Malpas identified an emerging
consensus around a set of core requirements: explicit retention combined with an incentive to participate by providing
an opportunity for strategic deduplication, an escape clause
allowing participants to recall contributed materials, strict
definitions of terms and language, and a commitment to
provide access to shared collections.40 In 2009, the Center
for Research Libraries (CRL) convened a meeting of representatives from library consortia and other organizations
interested in shaping a national approach to long-term preservation of and access to print collections. According to Kieft
and Reilly, attendees discussed the prospect of redeveloping
local collections into regional and national collections by
creating a collectively managed network of libraries that
would serve as a repository of printed texts.41 Participants
identified existing networks that might serve as the foundation and anticipated the next step: reaching consensus on
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the information, tools, standards, services, business arrangements, and policies needed to create and sustain a national
program of print preservation for all types of libraries.

Collaboration and Cooperation
Creating regional and national shared print repositories represent the kind of deep library collaboration that will move
libraries in new directions. Chadwell identified what she
perceives to be essential requirements to achieve truly transformative collaboration between libraries: excellent communication, jointly held values, and the ability to overcome
barriers of trust.42 Neal called on research libraries to radicalize working relationships in all areas, whether between
research libraries, between libraries and their communities, and or in entrepreneurial partnerships.43 The work of
collection-building requires a new approach to organization
and staffing as libraries align their collections more closely
with teaching and learning in an online environment. Neal
discussed 2CUL, a partnership between Columbia University and Cornell University libraries to develop a shared
infrastructure for cataloging and acquisitions and document
delivery, a long-term digital archive, and a better sense of
collection strengths and gaps.
Kinner and Crosetto reviewed the literature on the history of cooperative collection development and the benefits
and challenges of academic consortia, with a focus on OhioLINK, a statewide research consortium.44 Benefits include
reducing unnecessary duplication and pooling funds to purchase resources that many would not be able to afford. Finding time for consortial activity and redirecting local funds
to consortial requirements are among the challenges. The
Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries piloted an initiative
to manage duplication of monographs and establish a shared
purchase plan.45 Selectors at participating libraries developed profiles for approval plans in four different subject
areas. Fong and colleagues reported that this plan did not
meet its goals, in part because selectors had difficulty finding the time to work on the project; however, selectors did
succeed in creating a culture of cooperation and experimentation. Another Colorado project proved more successful
when libraries in the University of Colorado system created
a sustainable model of cooperative collection development
for acquiring e-resources.46 Pan and Fong offered sound
advice: assist individual member libraries in retaining as
much local autonomy as possible, allocate and track funds
accurately, retain sufficient funds to support local needs,
and develop collection development policies in line with
local needs. In making a case for a cooperative collection
development project in a public library network, Nous and
Roslund observed that collaborative collection development for print monographs is a strategy often overlooked
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by public libraries, which tend to question the value of
purchasing books that go to patrons outside their funding
communities.47 The authors argued that budget challenges,
efficiencies available through collaboration, and consortial
support are incentives to reconsider.
Cooperative collection development and management
extended across type of library as well as in partnership with
nonlibrary entities. Waibel and Massie reported on a gathering of public, museum, research, and university libraries
in New York City to explore possibilities for a variety of
cooperative ventures.48 Participants were skeptical that they
could agree on a joint collection development policy, but
agreed to consider projects of limited scope for areas in
which one library might collect and another might divest.

Increasing Emphasis on Special Collections
and Unique Materials
The importance of special collections as a defining characteristic of individual research libraries received considerable
attention. A discussion report from the ARL Working Group
on Special Collections sent an urgent message: “The time is
now to meet the challenges and responsibilities that these
materials present.”49 Special Collections in ARL Libraries
examined major issues in the management and exposure
of special collections material, broadly defined as “any kind
of vehicle for information and communication that lacks
readily available and standardized classification schemes,
and any that is vulnerable to destruction or disappearance
without special treatment.”50 This definition includes borndigital, nontraditional material, such as e-mail messages and
blogs, which will require the development of new processes
and standards to make them useable over time. The Working Group recommended that the community of research
libraries establish shared databases for registering descriptions of “their respective collecting strengths, and based on
this, identifying gaps in provision. This information can help
individual organizations to avoid costs that might turn out to
duplicate the efforts of others.”51
Papers delivered at a joint forum of the ARL and the
Coalition for Networked Information (CNI) on the topic of
distinctive collections were published in Research Library
Issues. Lynch described special collections as “a nexus
where technology and content are meeting to advance
scholarship” and urged librarians to practice effective stewardship.52 Carter reviewed themes from the forum: resource
reallocation toward mainstreaming and sustainability, usercentered mission alignment with teaching and research,
and collaboration on infrastructure to connect researchers with distinctive collections.53 Waters urged libraries
to process the mountains of material that remain unprocessed, engage scholars and students in the development
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of special collections as scholarly resources, and link special
collections across institutions.54 Likewise, Taking Our Pulse
reported results from a 2009 OCLC Research survey on
special collections.55 Among its key findings are that far too
many rare and unique materials remain hidden, the size of
special collections is growing rapidly, and digitization and
born-digital archival records are the most challenging issues.
The report recommended that libraries develop metrics for
standardized measurement for use and management, take
collective action to preserve at-risk audiovisual materials,
and develop models for large-scale digitization.
In an article that examined issues surrounding digital
special collections and making them available for researchers on the Internet, Proschaska identified exposure of hidden collections as a priority for libraries.56 Three papers
reported on efforts to describe and identify unique or
hidden materials held by libraries across North America.
To assist libraries in determining which long-playing (LP)
vinyl recordings could be responsibly weeded or moved to
storage, Imre and Cox surveyed academic libraries about
their collection-development, preservation, and circulation
practices for LP collections, which represent a large portion of the 46.4 million sound recordings in U.S. libraries
and archives.57 The authors estimated that 38 percent of
the responding libraries owned uncataloged LP collections.
They urged librarians to make cataloging a priority so that
the library community could identify unique items with historical value for preservation or digitization. Nixon surveyed
research libraries with significant collections of historic corporate annual reports, which many libraries have discarded
or no longer collect.58 She reported a low level of overlap
for more than 38,000 annual reports held in twelve libraries and encouraged libraries to preserve and digitize these
collections. Wrenn examined records in OCLC’s WorldCat
to determine how many institutions were cataloging public
and other noncurricular faculty lectures.59 A number of college and universities post these lectures on the Internet for
streaming or downloading, but Wrenn found that very few
catalog them. Wren recommended that libraries collect and
catalog this hidden collection of scholarship, much of which
directly complements other scholarly material in collections.

Patron-Driven Acquisitions and Just-in-Time
Collection Development
Given the volume of articles published on various purchaseon-demand (POD) and patron-driven acquisitions (PDA)
models, librarians in 2009–10 were well on their way to
shifting from a just-in-case to a just-in-time approach to collection development. Borrowing from a business concept, a
just-in-time approach means that a library acquires “materials its users need when they need them and does not invest
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all or large portions of its materials budget in acquiring collections just in case users need them at some future time.”60
To avoid losing relevancy in a competitive market, Chadwell
stressed the importance of enlisting “our users regularly in
collection building and collection management activities
that once were mediated by library staff.”61
Articles in Patron-Driven Acquisitions: Current Successes and Future Directions, a special issue of Collection
Management, focused on the traditional print interlibrarybased PDA model, the experiences of early implementers of
e-book PDA, and experiments with innovative approaches
to involving users in the collection development process.62
Nixon, Friedman, and Ward’s extensive literature review
introduced the PDA movement, which gathered momentum in the early 2000s.63 Fountain and Frederiksen surveyed
POD programs in member libraries of the Orbis Cascade
Alliance.64 Seven of thirty-six libraries reported implementing user-centered collection development programs,
typically at large public universities that purchased books
requested through interlibrary loan. Interlibrary loan staff
match requests against criteria for purchase and place the
order or send it to a librarian for review. Pitcher and colleagues reported on an innovative collaboration at the State
University of New York (SUNY) College at Geneseo.65 The
Getting It System Toolkit (GIST) software was developed by
acquisitions, interlibrary loan, and collection development
librarians to streamline workflow for their POD program.
GIST integrates ILLiad (interlibrary loan software) with
web application programming interface (API) services,
eliminating the manual process of searching vendor platforms and supplies data to an online request form. Selectors
then can make an informed decision to borrow or buy based
on local and consortial holdings, reviews and rankings, and
cost comparisons.
Three articles reported on the reassessment of Purdue
University’s decade-old POD program. In 2008, Purdue
librarians revisited an assessment conducted in 2002. The
data were analyzed to determine who used the service,
which books were ordered, if they were appropriate for the
collection, and if cross-disciplinary research had increased.
Anderson and colleagues examined purchases in the liberal
arts.66 Fewer than 5 percent were deemed inappropriate
for a university library collection and call number analysis
confirmed a strong cross-disciplinary research trend. Results
from Bracke’s study on science and technology books mirrored that by Anderson and colleagues.67 Both agreed that
POD was successful as a tool to augment collection development but would not replace librarians as the major collection
developers. Nixon and Saunders found that titles acquired
on demand had a higher circulation rate than those acquired
through normal selection processes.68
Hodges, Preston, and Hamilton discussed the effect
of the evolving e-book environment on patron-initiated
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collection practices in their study on The Ohio State University Libraries’ traditional POD program for print books
and a patron-initiated purchase program for e-books.69
In the e-book model, MARC records for an aggregated
e-book collection were loaded into the local OPAC; title
purchases were triggered by patron use but limited by cost.
The authors found that the majority of titles purchased by
patrons showed relatively high use, and selections varied
appropriately by level and subject. Nevertheless, the authors
expressed a concern about the long-term effect of PDA on
the balance of a collection over time. Levine-Clark raised
several important questions about larger issues, asking,
If libraries move en masse to a demand-driven
acquisition model, what will be the impact on
scholarly publishing? Can monographs on narrow
subjects still be published if no library will purchase
them at the time of publication? What might be the
impact on publishing, on tenure and promotion,
and on scholarship in general, especially in the
humanities?70
In a playfully serious thought experiment, Lewis presumed that in ten years the historic corpus of printed books
will be converted to digital files, e-book readers will be common, print-on-demand machines will be cheaper, and publishers will have been forced to develop cheaper economic
models.71 Libraries might then consider a radical alternative
to spending funds on building, cataloging, and maintaining
a book collection: buy an Espresso Book Machine and pay
an operator to either purchase or print books on demand.
Patrons could choose whether to keep or return the book.
For Lewis, the “user-driven purchase giveaway library”
serves the same purpose as a traditional library because both
provide the means for communities and organizations to
subsidize information use.

E-Books at the Tipping Point
The phrase “at the tipping point” appeared in numerous publications on e-books in 2009–10. E-books became
widely available to libraries in the late 1990s but were not
widely adopted by academic and research libraries. Spiro
and Henry’s report in The Idea of Order identified many of
the problems surrounding e-books.72 Lack of appropriate
devices for reading, resistance by researchers and librarians,
concerns about long-term access and preservation, lack of a
standard purchase agreement, and economic considerations
are among the obstacles that have stood in the way of largescale acceptance. Lag time between print and electronic
publication of a title and lack of a critical mass are major
impediments.
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Hodges, Preston, and Hamilton observed that PDA
did not expand in the 2000s because publishers delayed
publication of electronic versions of titles, fearing e-books
would cut into sales of print book.73 The authors noted that
academic libraries, faced with changing demographics and
shortage of space for print material, were starting to adopt
e-book preferred purchase policies, forcing publishers to
reconsider the practice of delayed publication. Pomerantz
investigated the availability of e-book acquisitions in nursing
and business and found that only one-third of purchased
titles were available.74 Despite these obstacles, a Primary
Research Group (PRG) report noted that libraries spent
more on e-books in 2009 than in previous years.75 Shelburne
attributed the surge of interest in e-books to the availability
of content suited to the format, such as manuals, and new
business models and services similar to those offered for
e-journal acquisition.76
The ARL SPEC Kit 313, E-Book Collections, presented
findings from a survey that asked libraries about issues
related to e-books, such as plans for implementation, purchasing processes, cataloging and collection management,
marketing, and usage.77 Of the seventy-five responding
libraries, 97 percent included e-books in their collections.
Title-level selection was preferred as a more efficient use
of funds and librarians continued to express frustration
with aggregated collections. Other problems were lag time
between print and electronic publication, restrictive digital
rights management (DRM), loss of access for interlibrary
loan, and limited printing. Most libraries did not have an
e-book collection development policy, although responses
confirmed that e-book selection and acquisition processes
require new workflows. Of the twenty libraries that loaned
mobile e-book readers, most preloaded readers with popular titles and added requests from users. Highwire Press
surveyed librarians in thirteen countries to gather their
views on the scholarly e-book market.78 Respondents anticipated a significant increase in e-book budgets despite concerns about DRM and preservation. E-books were selected
through multiple means, such as patron requests, references
in research literature, and vendors. The most popular business model was to purchase with perpetual access, with 38
percent responding that the pay-per-use model was unacceptable because of budgeting concerns.
Davis reviewed national metrics in an article on e-books
in public libraries.79 The percentage of libraries offering
e-books showed steady growth, and e-books were available in all libraries serving communities of 500,000 and
more. Circulation grew with the introduction of new online
delivery services and spending increased sharply while cost
per unit declined. PRG conducted a global survey of public, academic, and special libraries about a broad range of
e-book issues, including library spending, market penetration by specific publishers, price increases, and contract
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renewal rates.80 Among its many key findings, PRG found
that consortia accounted for 35 percent of all e-book purchases. Stern addressed the complexity of acquiring and
managing e-books, which is multiplied at the consortium
level.81 Consortia must consider practical matters, such as
system investments, and make philosophical decisions about
the best use of shared resources. Discovery and selection
need to be generalized across a consortium but tailored to
local needs. In the absence of standard pricing models and
best practices for cooperative profiling and shared payment
plans, Stern advised librarians to influence the industry by
proposing best practices and offering alternatives.
Several case studies present a variety of methods for
assessing the use and management of e-book collections at
the local level. Grigson evaluated e-book business models by
comparing a range of options from a single supplier and by
comparing business models from two different suppliers.82
She concluded that a model based on annual usage limit
rather than a simultaneous user limit offered better value
for her library. After analyzing usage reports for an e-book
collection at the University of Liverpool, Bucknell concluded
that acquiring e-books in a Big Deal package was a good
investment for the library.83 Sprague and Hunter combined
use statistics with bibliographic data to assess collections
acquired from three major e-book providers, including an
analysis of title overlap.84 The authors were surprised to find
relatively low use of e-books across all subject areas and platforms at the University of Idaho. They also found that individually purchased titles showed a significantly higher rate of
use than package titles, but the high cost of individually purchased titles resulted in a significantly greater cost per use.

The Practical Work of Collection
Development and Management
Two monographs published in 2010 provide best practices
and expert guidance for collection managers. The second
edition of Johnson’s Fundamentals of Collection Development and Management remains the standard text, especially
for academic libraries.85 A new title by Hibner and Kelley,
Making a Collection Count: A Holistic Approach to Library
Collection Management, focuses on best practices for public
libraries.86
The dour economic climate of 2009–10 reverberated
throughout the reports and case studies on the practical work
of collection managers. McKiel reported on an international
library survey sponsored by the Charleston Observatory,
which is the research arm of the Charleston Conference.87
Librarians were asked how they were coping with the economic recession. Respondents projected an average budgetary loss of about 5 percent in three years. Libraries identified
four methods for managing budget shortfalls: doing things
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differently, greater cooperation with other libraries, making cutbacks, or seeking additional funding. Print books and
serials were the most likely targets for cuts. In response to a
question asking which of four options provide the most effective method for managing the budget, nearly half selected
demonstrating value through better usage and outcomes
data, one-fourth chose getting a better understanding of
costs, followed by putting greater pressure on vendors and
more effective benchmarking. Throughout this literature
review, readers will find strong evidence that collection managers were focused on finding efficiencies, demonstrating
value, and marrying best practices to strategic goals.
Collection Development and Selection

In addition to budget constraints, traditional collection
development practices were challenged by the rise of
e-books, the popularity of PDA, and the digital duplication of print material. From the perspective of a smaller
academic library focused on curriculum-based user needs,
Austenfeld stressed the importance of achieving efficiencies
by keeping current with changing instructional needs and
new programs.88 By working closely with faculty, the library
at North Georgia College and State University developed
a model for active participation in the planning process for
new courses and programs at the application stage, ensuring timely collection development for emerging areas of
study. Kusik and Vargas changed the collection development
practices at St. Xavier University in response to an institutional mandate to develop a new financial plan.89 The library
considered priorities for budgeting, collection development,
and curriculum in developing a framework to reorganize its
physical collections, establish an efficient budget process,
and revamp collection development policies. The authors
characterized their holistic collection development method
as a transformative process that directly linked its collections
to the goals of the university. ACRL released Collection
Development in a Changing Environment by Clement and
Foy.90 The authors surveyed college and small university
librarians and solicited samples of collection development
policies. Nearly half the respondents had no policy or had
policies that had not been updated in at least ten years. All
reported participating in one or more consortial arrangements, citing the benefit of access to content they could not
afford individually. Few libraries had one person solely dedicated to collection development, and most had an advisory
board for faculty input on selection. The authors selected
sample policies with a focus on e-resources.
While patron-driven acquisitions dominated the literature on collection building, a few articles describe alternative
approaches to user-centered selection. Anderson followed
public discussions in the online pedagogical forums of professional history organizations to find out which e-resources
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faculty used for their research and teaching.91 Jensen
described her use of online survey tools to gather input and
feedback from faculty about monograph purchases.92 Jensen
culled information from vendor approval plans and faculty
webpages, created a list of candidates for selection, and sent
the list to faculty in an online survey. A faculty committee
reviewed the results and made final recommendations for
purchase. Aguilar, Keating, and Swanback demonstrated the
application of reference data to collection decisions.93
In tough economic times, gifts-in-kind might seem a
welcome way to augment a library’s collection. However,
as Chadwell observed, gift management consumes hours of
staff time.94 Sales of gifts do not necessarily gross enough
profit to sustain operations. In addition, a misperception
exists that gifts-in-kind will necessarily lead to gifts of money
and endowments. Even then, collections librarians must
compete for donor interest. Given the politicized nature
of donations and fundraising, Chadwell urged collection
managers to take an active role in the cycle of fundraising
by learning from and partnering with development officers.
Bishop, Smith, and Sugnet discussed the decision by Colorado State University Libraries to eliminate its general gift
program and establish a new one that restricts gifts-in-kind
to materials supporting archives and special collections.95
In addition to concerns over program costs, circulation
data showed that gift material had low usage. The authors
emphasized the importance of collaboration and communication with stakeholders throughout the process. Public
libraries are frequent recipients of unsolicited donations.
Copper reported on an informal survey of public librarians
about donations.96 When asked if donations were a blessing
or a curse, responses varied widely, in part depending on
whether gift policies allowed for the sale of donations. Even
when volunteers or friends groups assist staff with sorting,
selling, and discarding donations, gift programs are not cost
effective without a strong policy and a streamlined process.
An abundance of literature addressed building collections in specific subjects or formats or to serve special populations. Both Rauch and Manfredi discussed gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender, and queer (GLBTQ) collections for
young adults in public and school libraries, while Lee and
Freedman reported on a lesbian fiction collection at Barnard College.97 Serchay’s book on graphic novels provides
practical guidance for establishing a graphic novel collection,
while Graphic Novels and Comics in Libraries and Archives
contains a range of essays on these materials.98 Williams
and Peterson, Downey, and Wagner published articles on
graphic novels in academic libraries.99 Masuchika and Boldt
surveyed university libraries about their Japanese manga collections.100 The Arabic-speaking community in the United
States is an emerging special population for library service.
Al-Qallaf and Mika surveyed public libraries in Michigan
about their collections, circulation patterns, and collection
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development policies for Arabic speakers.101 The authors
identified the lack of age-appropriate Arabic language material as a problem for public libraries serving this population.
The Winter 2010 Library Trends focused on academic
media collections and services. Handman provided a useful
overview of changes in digital video production and delivery
technologies, current and evolving models for licensing
and delivering commercially produced content for online
streaming, and the impact of new delivery models on collection development and budgets.102 Bergman compared
results of a survey distributed in 2004 and 2009 and found
that video collections had grown despite higher costs.103
Sightly more than half had already purchased or licensed
digital video content or were planning to do so, despite of
concerns about resource sharing and subscription costs. At
a community college library, Healy used Netflix as a collection development tool for a neglected subject area.104 Netflix
rentals augmented the video collection during the redevelopment process, and the library purchased titles that were
requested at least twice.
E-Resource Management

In the hybrid collection environment during this review
period, a significant proportion of the literature on best
practices focused on e-resources. Because various aspects of
e-resource management are covered throughout this review,
and in recently published literature reviews on acquisitions,
serials, open access, and preservation, only a few publications
are discussed here. The ARL’s Evaluating E-Resources, by
Bleiler and Livingston provided a snapshot of how research
libraries acquired, managed, and evaluated e-resources.105
The authors identified weaknesses in the processes and policies of individual library and consortia. Only about half had a
collection development policy that addressed commercially
available e-resources, one-third did not use standard licensing terms or model licenses, and one in five did not have
routine review cycles. Bleiler and Livingston stressed that
a lack of established policies and procedures for assessment
puts a library at risk for financial loss and recommended
that libraries create selection policies and standardized
methods for assessment, train staff for contract negotiation,
and share strategies, policies, and best practices. Stachokas
advocated an integrated e-resources department for managing e-resources that would function like special collections
with its own unique functions and best practices.106 From
the perspective of a medical library, Cecchino preferred a
distributed approach with an e-resources librarian leading
a team of public services, technical services, and systems
personnel.107 Cecchino’s paper includes a discussion of
cost–benefit analysis (CBA) and return on investment (ROI)
methods for evaluating resources.
In their review of the collection literature for 1997–2003,

Phillips and Williams observed that studies of ways to measure the cost and benefits of e-resources had been slow to
appear.108 This is no longer the case. The August/September
2010 issue of Library Technology Reports, by Grogg and
Fleming-May, offered a comprehensive guide to the many
tools, products, and methods for measuring e-resource use,
including vendor products, emerging standards, and projects to improve protocols for the transfer and management
of usage data.109 Grogg and Fleming-May discussed the limitations of using data generated by COUNTER (Counting
Online Usage of NeTworked Electronic Resources), which
records only inputs (the number of people who logged on)
and outputs (the number of articles downloaded). A chapter
on alternatives to inputs and outputs identified the strengths
and weaknesses of a variety of tools for assessing user behavior, such as Eigenfactor, Project MESURE (Metrics from
Scholarly Usage of Resources), log analysis, and return on
investment studies.
Paynter compared strengths of four commercial decisions support systems (DSS): Serials Solutions 360 Counter,
Thomson Reuters’ Journal Use Reports, Swets’ ScholarlyStats, and Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System.110 Paynter assessed
the products’ usefulness as tools for four types of collection
analysis: collection comparison, usage, package deals, and
resource sharing. He also identified large-scale issues that
needed to be addressed, such as transparency of product
data, and made recommendations by size and type of library.
The charts and tables in the article provide detailed information about the advantages of each system.
Weeding, Storage, and Inventory

The importance of practices associated with collection inventory, weeding, and storage is evident in the literature related
to themes and trends identified in this review: freeing space
for the user, the transition from print to digital format, and
shared print repositories. According to Lugg and Fischer, in
most libraries, “the core collection consists of only six out of
every ten monographs currently housed in the building.”111
If unused and duplicate print items were weeded or stored
elsewhere, many libraries could remove half their shelving.
The issue of duplication extends to overlapping print and
electronic versions of titles. The University of Oregon Law
Library conducted an overlap study of its entire collection
by title and volume.112 Breakstone reported that by title, 9
percent of the library’s print collection was available through
online resources, and the overlap by volume was 36 percent.
Of the currently updated titles in the print collection, 45
percent also were online. This comprehensive article, situated within the larger context of managing hybrid collections, provides an adaptable method to identify material for
cancellation, weeding, or removal to storage.
Collections in storage require their own set of policies
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and procedures. Bullard and Wrosch reviewed modifications made to storage policies and procedures in the ten
years following the installation of an automated storage
and retrieval system (ARSR) at Eastern Michigan University.113 Online catalog displays were simplified and clarified
so patrons could easily identify which books were housed
off-site. Because the term “storage” had a negative connotation, librarians renamed the collection ARC (Automated
Retrieval Collection). A case study from Georgia Southern
University described a complex situation in which an ASRS
was installed as part of a library building and renovation
project.114 The library managed the multiyear project by
establishing a committee to create criteria to identify candidates for storage and standards for cataloging that material.
Three case studies illustrate the importance of conducting regular collection inventories. Patron complaints motivated Purdue University to inventory the liberal arts library,
where 20 percent of the books were either missing or misshelved.115 After inventorying the collection annually for five
years, the number of books reported missing dropped by 90
percent. A problem with misshelved books also prompted
an inventory at Eastern Illinois University.116 After conducting a cost–benefit analysis of inventory data, Sung, Whisler,
and Sung determined that the recovery of misshelved books
through inventory control was less expensive than purchasing or borrowing the same number of books. Colorado State
University inventoried their on-campus storage facility for
risk management purposes and to prepare for a move to
off-site storage.117 The inventory helped the library recover
quickly from minor disasters and uncovered previously hidden but useful material.
Assessment

A case study by Davidson and Kyrillidou illustrated how collection assessment can demonstrate value.118 The Ontario
Council of University Libraries (OCUL) consortium used
Measuring the Impact of Networked Electronic Services
(MINES for Libraries) to measure and compare e-journal
use during a five-year period. MINES for Libraries is a
survey instrument that collects data on user demographics,
purpose of use (such as coursework), and the location of the
user at the point of use. The data were used not only by the
consortium for internal purposes, but by member institutions that used the data locally to argue for resources and
demonstrate the relationship of resources to outcomes.
Morrisey addressed the importance of analyzing collection data to demonstrate value to administrators in a paper
on data-driven decision-making (DDDM).119 DDDM is an
approach used in the K–12 education field to show financial
accountability and demonstrate the success of students and
schools. Morrisey gave examples of quantitative measures
for various e-resources and stressed the importance of

incorporating qualitative data in decision-making. Once
data are collected, Morrisey advised librarians to provide a
narrative that describes the outcomes for upper-level administrators and ties those outcomes directly to the curriculum.
Martin and colleagues focused on the unique needs and
interests of comprehensive universities, which emphasize
applied research and classroom instruction.120 Using case
studies from three libraries, the authors examined methods
to assess e-book collections, collection development policies,
and databases, and they explored how such assessment can
demonstrate the role of the library in meeting the institution’s curricular needs. The authors concluded that the best
assessment solutions incorporate deliberate planning, an
objective framework, and open communication with librarians and faculty.
Collection analysis also is used to find efficiencies.
Libraries use a wide range of assessment methods to collect and measure data for internal purposes, such as input
and output data, user satisfaction surveys, list-checking, and
other methods discussed in this review. The University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) Libraries undertook a multiyear comprehensive project “to analyze the entire library
collection, including monographs, serials, databases, and
other materials.”121 Tucker’s detailed article focused on
the work of the monographic assessment subgroup, which
gathered usage data and budget data from five years to
determine whether the monograph budget was appropriate
and whether monograph funds should be reallocated. Data
were analyzed according to subject areas associated with
the nine UNLV colleges. The subgroup also compared the
use of approval plan purchases with those purchased from
discretionary funds. Findings showed an overall decline in
collection use, even in the most heavily used areas of the
collection; books purchased on approval had slightly higher
use than those selected by librarians. As a result, appropriate adjustments will be made to the monograph budget
allocation, fund allocations for specific disciplines, and the
approval plan profile.
The Tulsa City-County Library assessed their e-resources to answer questions about the cost of e-resources and to
make decisions about existing and potential resources.122
Library staff collected usage statistics for a five-year period
and divided the cost of the database by the number of
searches. Instead of using actual cost data for the study, percent increase in cost was used to show trends. Each resource
was assigned to a category based on type of use, such as
ready reference or books and literature. Results showed that
usage and prices steadily increased while the cost per individual search went down and the library decided to retain
their current subscriptions, with the exception of magazines,
journals, and newspapers databases.
Two articles discussed analyses of diversity-related collections and demonstrated the use of qualitative methods for
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evaluation. Ciszek and Young examined a number of possible
strategies for developing and assessing diversity-related collections, including circulation and usage statistics, WorldCat
Collection Analysis, comparisons to standard bibliographies,
focus groups and surveys, stewardship letters, and diversity
collection development statements.123 Maxey-Harris reported on her longitudinal study of e-resources held by research
libraries that support multicultural and diversity research.124
The author created a list of relevant e-resources and then
searched the catalog and website holdings of ARL libraries
in 2005 and again in 2008. Maxey-Harris identified the top
five resources held by institutions with diversity collections.

Redefining Roles for Librarians
As libraries realign their priorities, collection managers and
subject selectors are reorganizing their work and redefining
their roles. Nesdill, Love, and Hunt reported that selectors
at the University of Utah were reorganized into disciplinebased teams consisting of collection development, technical
services, and special collections librarians.125 Collection
development funds were redistributed among teams according to an allocation formula. Williams described a new “position description framework” developed at the University of
Minnesota Libraries.126 The traditional roles of reference,
collection development, and instruction were refined and
integrated into new roles, such as e-scholarship and digital tools, campus engagement, and fundraising. Gabridge
examined the potential for librarians to serve as data curators and become part of new networks that connect systems
to researchers.127 In the view of Bracke, Herubel, and Ward,
collection management will continue to require librarian expertise, but more time will be available for analyzing
usage data, developing digital collections, or partnering with
researchers to manage data in early stages of research.128
Librarians need to develop skills and expertise in emerging
areas, such as e-science and collaborative print retention
activities, as well as participate in campus affairs and conduct their own research.

Conclusion
The “Great Recession” officially ended in late summer
2009, but the negative impact of the global economic crisis
on library collections continued through 2010.129 Flat or
reduced library budgets, changes in scholarly communication, the proliferation of e-books, and disruptions in the
publishing market accelerated the pace of change as library
collections continued their transition from analog to digital
format. The literature demonstrated an increased emphasis
on collaboration and cooperation across libraries and within

institutions as a key management strategy, evidenced in part
by a growing body of work on the development of shared
print depositories. Other trends included a shift in research
libraries from collecting everything to mission-based collecting, with a focus on unique and special collections to
distinguish research institutions. Librarians in all types
of libraries shifted from a just-in-case to a just-in-time
approach to collection development and adopted a variety
of PDA methods. A significant body of work addressed all
aspects of e-book collection development and management,
showing that academic libraries have embraced the e-book
despite concerns about issues such as long-term access and
the lack of standard purchase agreements and licenses.
The literature on the practical work of collection development and management continued to address selection
in specific subject areas and types of formats, electronic
resource management, and weeding, storage, and inventory issues. A sizable body of work reported on a range of
methods used to analyze collections, reflecting the importance of assessment in an environment that stressed finding efficiencies and demonstrating the value of libraries to
external stakeholders. While print collections shrank and
digital formats proliferated, subject specialists and collection
managers took up the challenge of reinventing their role in
the research enterprise, with data curation emerging as a
promising area of engagement. As Grafton so eloquently
stated, “It’s not quite apocalypse in the stacks, but it’s certainly a time of shaking, if not of breaking, what had seemed
permanent institutions of unquestioned value.”130
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ibrarians are ultimately responsible for book selection in most academic
libraries. Even when faculty selectors help build the collection, librarians
regulate the process and ensure that the selected titles meet the broader needs
of the library and the university.1 Historically, however, patrons other than faculty
have had only an indirect or limited role in book selection. For instance, students
might serve on the library committee or occasionally request new titles of particular importance.
Patron-driven acquisition (PDA), also known as demand-driven acquisition,
patron-initiated purchasing, or books on demand, is an attempt to give students
a more prominent role. In most PDA programs, the titles selected by patrons
are purchased in print or digital format without further intermediation. These
programs allow patrons, rather than librarians or faculty selectors, to determine
which titles are added to the collection.
In many cases, however, PDA programs fail to support the broader educational mission of the university.2 That is, they emphasize the immediate delivery
of information rather than the development of collections that meet the longterm needs of the institution. This essay puts forth the argument that PDA is
likely to diminish collection quality unless librarians implement safeguards to
maintain their central role in book selection. Specifically, the essay
• presents an overview of the PDA programs that have been described in
the literature;
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• sets forth two core principles that can help guide the
evaluation of PDA programs and other collection
development initiatives; and
• discusses several problems that may result from the
widespread adoption of PDA.
The available evidence supports the idea that librarians
have an important and necessary role as mediators. They
are uniquely qualified to apply both professional and subject
expertise, to represent the full range of library stakeholders,
and to maintain balance within the collection. Although
readers may not agree with some of the assertions presented
here, one goal of this essay is to encourage a broader discussion of PDA and the educational mission of the academic
library.

Overview of Patron-Driven Acquisition
The professional literature presents complete descriptions
of thirteen PDA programs at eleven universities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ohio State University3
Purdue University4
Southern Illinois University5
University of Denver6
University of Florida7
University of Iowa8
University of Mississippi9
University of Nebraska10
University of Texas11
University of Vermont12
University of York.13

Other libraries have implemented PDA, but this list
includes all the programs established since 2000 that have
been described in detail. (Except as noted, information
on particular PDA programs was found in the studies
referenced above.) The thirteen programs were identified through searches of Library and Information Science
Abstracts; Library Literature and Information Science; and
Library, Information Science and Technology Abstracts.
Although no attempt was made to verify or update the information reported in the literature, all but one of the relevant
studies were published in 2010 or 2011.
The earliest print PDA programs focused on three
objectives: ensuring that the book selection process was
responsive to patrons’ requests, providing permanent access
to content that would otherwise be available for only a limited time—through interlibrary loan (ILL), for example—
and saving money by purchasing specialized titles only in
response to immediate demand. NetLibrary’s introduction of a PDA option for e-books in 1998 led to a fourth
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objective: taking full advantage of e-book delivery systems
that allow for immediate access to content.14
PDA was initially developed as an offshoot of ILL. The
program at Bucknell University, implemented in 1990, was
one of the first to use patrons’ ILL requests to guide collection development in a systematic way.15 Items requested
through ILL were purchased rather than borrowed if they
met preestablished criteria and were judged by a librarian
to be appropriate for the collection. More recently, several
academic libraries have adopted PDA programs that are not
tied to ILL requests. In this new model, patrons select titles
that have been loaded into the online public access catalog
(OPAC) or included in a vendor’s database. If the selected
title is an e-book, it is delivered immediately; if it is a print
book, the selection triggers a rush-order purchase.
Consequently, one of the first decisions in planning a
PDA program is whether it will be based on ILL requests
(the conversion of ILL requests to purchases) or on the
direct selection of titles by patrons. Since 2000, at least five
programs of the first type (table 1) and eight of the second
type (table 2) have been described in the literature.
As the tables show, the various PDA programs differ
in a number of respects. The most important differences
can be represented by a set of seven questions that must be
addressed when planning a PDA program.
What Formats and Delivery Mechanisms Will Be Used?

This question deals with the choice of format—print,
e-book, or both—and the selection of a delivery mechanism.
For e-books, the delivery mechanism is determined by the
format. For print books, the delivery mechanism can be the
standard acquisition procedure, the standard rush-order
procedure, or a process that ensures even quicker receipt of
the books ordered through PDA. For example, Purdue University uses online booksellers for all PDA titles to ensure
quick fulfillment.
Of the PDA programs that convert ILL requests to
purchases, most are associated with print rather than digital
format. That is, four of the five PDA programs shown in
table 1 are print-only. Only one, at the University of Mississippi, allows patrons to select either print or e-book format.
In contrast, most of the PDA programs not linked to
ILL are associated with digital format rather than print. Of
the eight programs shown in table 2, six provide e-books
only. The University of Vermont program is print-only.
Patrons at the University of Denver may select either print
or e-book format.
Which Vendors Will Be Used?

For print PDA programs, libraries can choose between their
regular book vendors and those that offer especially quick
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Table 1. PDA Programs Linked to Interlibrary Loan Requests

University

Year
Started

Vendor

Pct. Faculty
& Staff*

Pct. Grad.
Students*

Pct.
Undergrads*

Titles
Purchased
Annually**

Price per Title

Ohio State University

2008

—

28

47

25

320

$122

Purdue University

2000

multiple

31

65

4

957

—

University of Florida

2006

Alibris

—

—

—

329

$70

University of Mississippi

2009

YBP

52

36

12

640

$53

University of Nebraska

2003

—

35

55

10

211

$58

* Percentage of PDA requests placed by each group of patrons.
** For programs with less than one year’s data, this value is an estimate.
Table 2. PDA Programs Not Linked to Interlibrary Loan Requests

Vendor

Titles Made
Available

Activity That
Triggers a
Purchase

Titles Purchased
Annually*

Price per Title

2009

ebrary

16,000

See note**

4,439

$96

Southern Illinois University

2008

Coutts

8,453

3 views

313

$115

University of Denver

2010

YBP

23,000

4 views of 5+ min.

—

—

University of Florida

2009

Coutts

5,000

2 views

386

$107

University of Iowa

2009

ebrary

13,000

See note***

863

$103

University of Texas

2007

EBL

85,000

4 views

—

—

University of Vermont

2007

YBP

1,502

Any request

590

$64

University of York

2009

Springer

3,000

2 views

433

£53

Year
Started

Ohio State University

University

* For programs with less than one year’s data, this value is an estimate.
** Ten instances of printing a page or viewing a page not previously viewed.
*** Any printing, any copying, any viewing of 10 or more pages in a single session, or any document viewing of 10 minutes or longer.

delivery. For instance, the University of Florida uses Alibris
booksellers for all PDA orders. As a result, the University
receives most PDA books in less time than it takes to fulfill
a typical ILL request.
Since NetLibrary’s introduction of a PDA option for
e-books in 1998, similar e-book purchasing plans have been
developed by EBL (Ebook Library), ebrary, and MyiLibrary.
Library vendors such as Blackwell, Coutts, Ingram, and YBP
Library Services also offer patron-initiated purchasing of
e-books.16 Tables 1 and 2 show the vendors used by several
libraries for their print and digital PDA programs. For most
e-book programs, the selection of a vendor establishes the
license terms, including any restrictions on printing, downloading, and copying.
Which Patrons May Order Books through PDA?

Of the thirteen PDA programs listed in tables 1 and 2,
twelve accept book orders from all current faculty, staff, and
students. The University of Florida program shown in table

1 is open only to faculty, staff, graduate students, and those
undergraduates enrolled in distance learning programs.
As table 1 reveals, graduate students are the primary
users of ILL-based PDA programs. Undergraduates, despite
their larger numbers, usually place no more than 25 percent
of PDA requests. No data are available on the characteristics of patrons who use PDA programs not based on ILL
requests. However, one might expect that undergraduates
are more likely to use PDA when the access mechanism is
the OPAC rather than the ILL interface.
What Mechanism Will Be Used to Place PDA Orders?

With ILL-based PDA, books can be selected from the entire
universe of published works. The PDA interface need not
include a list of available titles as long as it allows patrons
to initiate purchases. Of the five ILL-based programs listed
in table 1, all but one (Ohio State) use the library’s standard
ILL interface. At Ohio State, both regular book loans and
PDA purchases are handled through WorldCat.
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For PDA programs not associated with ILL, the order
mechanism must include a database of the titles available
for selection. All the programs shown in table 2 use the
OPAC to present the available titles. (In most cases, MARC
records of the books available for selection are loaded into
the OPAC as if the books were already owned by the library.
A special location code can be used to identify PDA titles.)
The University of Denver also allows patrons to order
e-books through the vendor’s online database.
As tables 1 and 2 reveal, PDA programs not associated
with ILL generate more purchases than those that rely on
the ILL interface. This relationship persists even if one
discounts the many purchases generated by the Ohio State
PDA program (table 2).
Which Titles Will Be Included in the Set of Books
Available for Selection by Patrons?

For PDA programs linked to ILL, the set of titles available
for selection is presumably unlimited. However, other PDA
programs rely on a set of titles (records) that have been
loaded into the OPAC or approved for display in the vendor’s database. This gives librarians the ability to shape the
universe of titles from which patrons may choose.
Of the programs shown in table 2, three use an existing approval plan to generate the list of books available for
selection. At the University of Denver and the University of
Iowa, patrons can select only those titles that would otherwise have arrived as approval books or slips. The University
of Vermont relies on an existing approval plan but limits the
PDA list to those titles published by Wiley, Palgrave Macmillan, and Oxford University Press.
Three universities have established preselection criteria
specifically for their PDA programs. At those institutions—
Southern Illinois University, the University of Florida, and
the University of York—the specifications for the PDA title
list are similar to those of a simple approval plan.
The librarians at Ohio State University adopted a different approach. They started with the complete ebrary title
list, then used broad criteria to remove those titles felt to
be inappropriate for the PDA program: computer manuals, expensive items, fiction, self-help books, and works in
languages other than English, for instance. The librarians at
the University of Texas initially loaded the entire set of titles
available from EBL, then later decided to remove certain
publishers from the list.
What Activity Triggers a Purchase?

For print volumes, libraries may elect to purchase each title
as soon as it is requested or to wait until it has been requested more than once. The situation is more complicated for
e-books, since many licenses allow a free viewing period (the
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first X minutes; the first X pages) or provide for short-term
rentals before the book is purchased. As table 2 shows, the
most common practice is to purchase the e-book in response
to a specific number of document views, unique page views,
or page prints. In nearly all cases, the selection of a trigger
mechanism is based on the terms of the e-book license as
well as the preferences of the library staff. A single page
view seldom triggers a purchase, however, because many
patrons view a page or two to determine whether the book is
relevant, much as they might read an article abstract.17
Some libraries have had to modify their PDA programs
in response to trigger thresholds that were set too low. At the
University of Newcastle, patrons ordered nearly $70,000 in
PDA e-books during the first five weeks of the program. The
library subsequently established a policy that e-books would
be purchased only after they had been requested five times.18
Will the Library Purchase All the Titles Selected by Patrons?

As noted earlier, librarians can maintain some control over
their PDA programs by restricting the list of titles available
for selection by patrons. Most of the programs shown in
table 2 rely on that method.
A second method, used more often with ILL-based
PDA, is to establish criteria that determine which orders will
be fulfilled through mechanisms other than purchase. Table
3 lists the kinds of items that are excluded from each of the
five ILL-based PDA programs. Requests for items in these
categories are met through ILL, short-term e-book lease,
or other means. All five PDA programs exclude high-cost
items, and four of the five exclude items published more
than a few years ago. Most also exclude popular titles, fiction, and textbooks.
A third method of controlling the acquisition of PDA
titles is to evaluate patrons’ requests on a case-by-case basis.
Of the eight PDA programs listed in tables 1 and 2, only two
involve any kind of subjective mediation. At Ohio State University, a librarian evaluates every request received through
ILL. (The criteria shown in table 3 are used only as general
guidelines.) As a result, just 26 percent of patrons’ requests
are fulfilled through purchase rather than ILL. At the University of Texas, requests for items that cost more than $50
are reviewed by a librarian.

Two Core Principles
Two core principles of academic librarianship can be used
to guide the assessment of collection development programs
such as PDA. These principles are not universally accepted.
Nonetheless, several of the problems associated with PDA
can be linked to the explicit or implicit rejection of these
two ideas.
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Table 3. Items Excluded From ILL-Based PDA Programs
Items Excluded

Ohio State*

Purdue

Florida

Mississippi

Nebraska

High-cost items

X

X

X

X

X

Items published more than X years ago

X

X

.

X

X

“Popular” books

X

X

.

X

X

Fiction

X

X

.

.

X

Textbooks

.

.

X

X

X

Computer manuals

X

.

.

.

X

Conference proceedings

.

.

X

X

.

Items that will take more than X days to arrive

.

X

.

X

.

Theses and dissertations

.

.

X

X

.

Audiovisual media

.

.

.

X

.

Encyclopedias

.

.

.

X

.

Lab manuals

.

.

.

.

X

Items not in English

.

X

.

.

.

Self-help books

.

.

.

X

.

Study guides and workbooks

.

.

.

X

.

Technical reports

.

.

X

.

.

* At Ohio State, the decision to borrow rather than purchase an item is made by a librarian on a case-by-case basis; the exclusions listed here are general
guidelines.

Libraries Serve Their Parent Agencies

The provision of information is seldom the ultimate goal of
the library. Nearly all libraries are sponsored by parent agencies whose missions are fundamentally economic, political,
or educational. Corporate libraries exist to meet the needs
of corporations, just as public libraries serve local communities or governments. Likewise, school and academic libraries
are useful, and likely to be supported, only to the extent that
they educate students and contribute to scholarly work.19
Academic librarians serve not only the library but the university, and many would argue that their role is fundamentally
educational. Within this context, librarians should be concerned with teaching students—not simply with meeting their
requests for information. Not all librarians agree with this
perspective, of course. As Oakleaf has noted, only 20 percent
of libraries in the Association of Research Libraries (ARL)
have mission statements that express their goals in terms of
teaching or instruction rather than support or assistance.20
Her research suggests that ARL libraries can be placed into
two categories: “(1) libraries that cede instructional territory
to disciplinary units and provide only secondary, supplemental support and (2) libraries that identify education as a core
value, take responsibility for student attainment of learning
goals, and consequently define themselves as active agents in
the teaching missions of their institutions.”21
The decision to adopt an active teaching role has clear
implications for assessment. Whenever possible, PDA and

other library programs should be assessed using evaluative
criteria that are directly relevant to the goals of the parent
institution. In the academic environment, the most meaningful criteria are those that focus on educational effectiveness rather than information delivery. For instance, use
statistics indicate only whether a particular document has
been checked out or downloaded—not whether it has been
read, understood, incorporated into the reader’s knowledge
base, or integrated into his or her research. Rather than just
counting the number of times the “download” button has
been pressed, librarians should be able to demonstrate the
relationship between library services and educational outcomes such as research productivity, test performance, and
the quality of students’ written assignments.
Selection Increases the Value of the Collection

The most effective collection is not necessarily one that provides access to the greatest number of information resources.22 As early as 1793, the librarian of Harvard College
declared that “books have become so exceedingly numerous
. . . that the greatest caution is necessary in selecting those
of established reputation from the many that are indifferent
or useless.”23
Why restrict what students are likely to read? Because
students’ time is limited, and they are far more likely to
benefit from reading some works than others. Faculty
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understand this well. In a typical course, the instructor might
select a textbook or a few dozen readings to represent the
hundreds of thousands of papers that have been published
in the field. The instructor’s assessment procedure generally
involves two questions: “What ideas are most important for
students to know?” and “What documents best represent
and communicate those ideas?” Faculty judge the value of
scholarly works as tools for their own purposes—their own
instructional goals.
This same kind of selection process can be helpful when
students are working on their research papers and assignments. Within any academic field, some works are far more
important than others.24 Consequently, part of the academic
librarian’s role is to ensure that students learn to understand
those works that have the greatest educational value. The
value of a particular information resource is situation-specific and can vary with the characteristics of the institution,
the curriculum, and the students.
By excluding certain materials from the collection,
are librarians limiting the range of resources available to
students? Technically, no, because students can always use
information found outside the library collection. In practice,
however, the answer is often yes. This is entirely appropriate
if the goal of the library is to educate students rather than to
provide information in response to their requests. By limiting the scope of the collection, librarians guide patrons to
the works that librarians and faculty, as experts, have found
to be most useful. As Fister has noted, most undergraduates
value this kind of guidance, whether it is offered at the reference desk or embodied in the collection policy.25 Interviews
with nearly 600 American undergraduates suggest that
most are eager to narrow the range of available information
resources and that they welcome any mechanism that will
direct them to the items they need.26 Students struggle most
not with finding information, but with evaluating documents
and deciding which are best for their purposes.
In many ways, selection is similar to weeding. Both use
exclusion to increase the value of the collection. At Menlo
College, the author’s institution, a recent weeding project
led to a 35 percent reduction in the number of books in
the collection. Space was a consideration, but the primary
goal was to make the collection more useful to patrons. The
weeding decisions, made by librarians on a title-by-title
basis, led to the discovery of numerous books that would
have been unhelpful to most Menlo College undergraduates—descriptions of scientific theories that were disproven
years ago, historical overviews that omit important new
evidence, and complex algebraic expositions of concepts
that have since been presented just as completely through
simple geometric diagrams. In both the print and digital
realms, selection is not just a method of coping with limited
funds and space, but an attempt to guide patrons to the
resources that are most likely to meet their needs.
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Problems Associated with Patron-Driven
Acquisition
PDA programs are susceptible to a number of problems.
Many of these stem from the tendency to view library services in purely technical terms, as if the ultimate goal were
to deliver documents in response to requests. The six problems mentioned here can be seen, to some degree, in each
of the PDA programs listed in tables 1 and 2.
Failure to Distinguish Between Students’ Immediate
Desires and Their Long-Term Educational Needs

Undergraduates tend to focus on performance goals rather
than learning goals, emphasizing the tasks that are necessary
to achieve specific, short-term objectives.27 This behavior
conforms to Zipf’s principle of least effort, one of the most
far-reaching and widely supported theories in the social
sciences. In its simplest form, the principle states that each
individual will follow the path of least resistance, using no
more (and no less) effort than believed necessary to achieve
his or her goals.28 For instance, a student writing a paper
that requires two books and four peer-reviewed articles on
a particular topic is likely to stop searching when he finds
two books and four articles on that topic. Document characteristics such as authority, readability, and length might be
considered, but the only essential components of relevance,
from the student’s perspective, are document type (book or
scholarly article) and subject.
Within the library setting, the distinction between
students’ immediate desires and their educational needs
has been widely recognized. After all, the concepts of need
(“what an individual ought to have”), want (“what an individual would like to have”), demand (“what an individual asks
for”), and use (“what an individual actually uses”) were set
forth by Maurice B. Line nearly forty years ago.29 If students’
immediate wants or demands drive collection development
decisions, then an information delivery system that quickly
responds to those desires is ideal. However, the educational
goals of the university are seldom fully represented by students’ immediate desires. For one thing, the instructor’s
expectations may not always be apparent to students. The
instructor may assume, for instance, that the works cited by
students will be the more important ones, feeling no need
to mention such an obvious assumption. Moreover, the true
aim of the assignment—learning—is sometimes not directly
embodied in the work that students hand in for the course.
A completed assignment does not itself represent learning,
although faculty often plan their assignments based on the
expectation that students will learn through the process of
completing the required work.
Both faculty and librarians have a responsibility to
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maintain and strengthen the link between course requirements and learning. One way to strengthen that link is to
adopt a broad view of information relevance. Much of the
library and information science literature defines relevance
solely in terms of the information-seeker’s immediate objectives.30 However, a broader perspective would allow the
assessment of relevance in terms of the university’s goals as
well as the patron’s desires.31 The objectives, requirements,
and preferences of faculty and librarians can be legitimately
incorporated into the assessment of relevance, both when
working with students directly (in the classroom or at the
reference desk, for instance) and in the development of
the library collection. Through book and database selection, librarians can ensure that the educational goals of the
university influence the resources students are likely to use
in their work. Among other things, librarians can identify
and select high-quality publications, avoid the selection of
low-quality publications, and provide access to catalogs,
databases, and other mechanisms that maximize patrons’
odds of finding the documents that best meet their needs.
Failure to Make Full Use of Librarians’ Knowledge
and Expertise

Many undergraduates lack the expertise that would allow
them to select the most relevant titles from the universe of
published works. The subject librarians at Purdue University
and the University of Texas expressed exactly this concern
when their PDA programs were under development. As
Anderson and associates have noted, “Librarians need to
accept the responsibility of developing the collection . . . as
subject experts with the knowledge provided by reference
experience.”32
Admittedly, accounting students will have greater knowledge of accounting than most librarians do. However, librarians are likely to have more extensive professional knowledge,
institutional awareness, and breadth of subject knowledge.
Specifically, librarians’ selection decisions reflect their greater
• knowledge of the research process;
• knowledge of academic expectations and norms;
• awareness of cultural and historical contexts that
influence the meaning of events and social issues;
• knowledge of institutional priorities and programs;
• long-term familiarity with certain courses and faculty;
• professional expertise and experience with database
searching and other methods of document discovery;
• familiarity with the full range of selection tools;
• access to professional communication networks;
• knowledge of publishers, license agreements, and
pricing models;
• knowledge of the library collections of the home institution; and

• knowledge of the collections and services available at
larger or more specialized libraries.
Unlike most undergraduates, librarians know that an
Island Press book on ecological restoration is likely to be
more authoritative than one published by Xlibris, and that
some of the “pro and con on social issues” series are of greater
scholarly value than others. Librarians know that Paul Krugman is a Nobel laureate and that Malcolm Gladwell is a journalist. They know that research sponsored by the Center for
American Progress is likely to incorporate a different political
perspective than that of the American Enterprise Institute,
and that Bernan Press titles often are available at lower cost
from the Government Printing Office. Librarians have successfully completed the academic tasks that challenge many
students, and most have gained a comparative perspective
based on experiences at more than one institution.
Many undergraduates, in contrast, have only a limited
range of academic experiences at a single university. Without
repeated exposure to a wide range of information resources,
they have only limited grounds for deciding whether a
particular title will best meet their needs. As earlier work
suggests, undergraduates can distinguish between excellent
and inadequate resources “only if they have been exposed to
both—and only if subsequent evaluations of their academic
work have taught them the difference between high- and
low-quality research.”33
Likewise, few students are in a good position to assess
the value of each potential acquisition in relation to the
collection as a whole. A new title, no matter how good, is
of relatively little value if its content and style of presentation are already represented among the other books in the
collection. When evaluating an information resource, most
collection development librarians focus not on the value of
the work itself, but on the value it would add to the set of
works already held by the library. Students, in contrast, have
neither the institutional knowledge nor the inclination to
undertake that same kind of assessment.
Two studies have evaluated patrons’ book selections in
accordance with the standards commonly used by collection
development librarians. In 2011, Shen and associates demonstrated that relatively few of the books selected by students
at Sam Houston State University would have been acquired
by subject librarians.34 They first compiled a list of the ebrary
titles purchased by patrons over a sixteen-week period. Subject librarians in five disciplines, working from the same list
of available titles, were then asked to mark those items they
would hypothetically purchase if unlimited funds were available to them. Only 30 percent of the patrons’ selections were
included in the librarians’ lists of relevant e-books. Moreover,
patrons were more than twice as likely as librarians to select
nonacademic titles (those in the YBP “popular” category).
Shen and associates did not specify how many of the e-books
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were selected by undergraduates, although fewer than 14
percent of the students at Sam Houston State University are
degree-seeking graduate students.35
In contrast, the selections made by graduate students
and faculty do conform to generally accepted collection
development standards. Anderson and associates evaluated
the books acquired through the PDA program at Purdue
University, where 96 percent of the PDA titles were selected
by graduate students and faculty.36 They found that the
university’s subject librarians would have used money from
their departmental allocations to acquire 85 percent of the
patron-selected titles. Moreover, nearly 90 percent of the
PDA selections were published by university presses or
other academic publishers. According to the subject librarians, only 2 to 4 percent of the patron-selected books were
inappropriate for a university library collection.37
This evidence, while limited, suggests that undergraduates often lack the knowledge and expertise needed to make
good selection decisions. At the same time, faculty and
graduate students seem well suited for that role.
Failure to Represent the Full Range of
Library Stakeholders

PDA programs grant selection authority to a limited group
of stakeholders: current patrons who use both the library and
the PDA selection mechanism. As Smith has noted, many
PDA programs give a further advantage to those patrons
most familiar with e-book technology.38 However, a complete list of library stakeholders would include several other
groups: patrons who do not use the library, future students
and faculty, scholars from other institutions, the library as an
organizational entity, and the university as a whole.
Many current students might be happy with a shortterm license for the e-books most useful to them, even
if that license provided no long-term access and was not
economically sustainable for more than a few years. Librarians, in contrast, have a duty to maintain sustainable access
to meet the needs of future library patrons.39 As Tyler and
associates have noted, librarians tend to emphasize the big
picture, focusing on both current and future campus priorities.40 In contrast, “patrons know little and care less for such
things.”41 Likewise, Evans and Saponaro recognize that “collection development, to be effective, must be responsive to
the total community’s needs, not just to those of the current
or the most active users.”42
Systematic and Idiosyncratic Biases in Selection

An overreliance on PDA can lead to collections that are
poorly balanced. Imagine a situation in which each member of the university community has equal authority to
select library books. The resulting collection is likely to
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overrepresent the needs of larger groups (students writing
lower-division papers, for instance) and to underrepresent
the needs of smaller groups such as faculty, students in
courses with low enrollment, and individuals with minority
viewpoints. At best, the effect is the same as that of allocating book funds to departments solely on the basis of enrollment, discounting other relevant factors such as the number
of faculty, the number of majors and graduate students, and
the number of courses offered.43
A second concern is that PDA programs give too much
authority to individual patrons, whose selections may be
idiosyncratic in any number of ways. As Anderson and associates have pointed out, “Relying on users alone could lead
to a misshapen collection, as in the past when departmental
faculty members had the responsibility for developing the
collection and one or two faculty members spent all the
departmental allocation on their narrow research areas.”44
At the University of Mississippi, most PDA users selected
just a single title, but some chose substantially more. One
patron selected nearly 170 books—about a quarter of the
annual total.
A third concern is the potential for bias in level of presentation (basic versus advanced). Some authors worry that
undergraduates are too likely to select introductory titles
on hot topics such as current politics.45 In that case, weak
areas of the collection are unlikely to be strengthened over
time because PDA funds will be diverted toward introductory topics in subjects with high enrollments and a relatively
large number of course assignments. At the same time,
other authors suggest that first- and second-year students
will be underserved if faculty and graduate students select
too many specialized research monographs.46
PDA also raises a system-wide concern: the potential
for greater uniformity among research library collections.
If adopted on a broad scale, PDA might eventually result in
“very similar and perhaps similarly shallow collections across
different libraries.”47 This is especially likely if the available
titles are limited to those offered through the major vendors,
whose catalogs may not include the output of specialized or
foreign publishers.
Potential for Overspending and
Associated Budgetary Problems

Biases and related equity issues may arise when patrons’
requests for PDA titles must be reined in by budgetary
constraints. A major concern of participants at the 2008
Charleston Conference on Book and Serial Acquisition
was the possibility of spending the available budget partway through the year, thereby delaying or preventing the
purchase of subsequently published titles.48 Ohio State
University, Southern Illinois University, and the University of Denver all encountered this problem shortly after
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implementing their PDA programs. All three responded
by cutting off patrons’ ability to select PDA titles once the
allocated funds had been spent. One librarian described
this action as “a fairly easy solution,” and another had no
problem with such a practice: “We consumed our budget
allocation in the first six months. . . . That’s what the money
was for. Whether we bought the books at the beginning of
the year or the end, we would have spent the money.”49
Admittedly, cutting off purchases in mid-year is an
effective way to stay within budget. However, it does nothing
to address the far more serious collection development and
public service issues that arise. The full implications become
apparent if one imagines a library that cannot buy books in
the second half of the fiscal year. In its extreme form, this
method of budget control fosters inequity in the distribution of resources, creating a disadvantage for students who
write papers—and faculty who plan courses—in the second
half of the year. The educational implications are especially
apparent for students in year-long thesis programs, who may
have trouble following up on ideas that occur to them later
in the year. By cutting off purchases in mid-year, the library
signals that students ought to have identified their sources
earlier—that research is a formulaic procedure based on
a body of literature identified at the outset rather than an
iterative process that leads to new insights and new sources
of knowledge.
In the long run, a mid-year cutoff can lead to the systematic underrepresentation of works published later in the
year—not just in one particular library, but in all the libraries
that discontinue PDA purchases when their funds run out.
A mid-year cutoff also can delay the purchase of important new titles until they are no longer available. Perhaps
most importantly, it can lead to a loss of confidence in the
library as an institution, fostering the view that the library is
unreliable in the services and collections it makes available.
How are patrons likely to respond when they find that their
unlimited access to books has suddenly changed to no access
at all? How will faculty view the library when they discover
that important new works—the books their colleagues are
talking about—are not available at their home institution?
Conceivably, faculty with external funding may even bypass
the library entirely, purchasing books immediately with grant
money rather than waiting for the library to meet their needs.
Some of these problems can be reduced by adopting a
shorter cycle of fund allocation for the PDA program—by
making funds available at the start of every month, thereby
delaying purchases only until the beginning of the subsequent month. That strategy may lead to additional problems,
however, especially if it requires the removal or suppression of the bibliographic records for PDA titles every few
weeks. The only effective long-term solution is to modify the
PDA program so that no systematic overspending occurs.
For instance, the University of Newcastle responded to

overspending by increasing the number of patron requests
required to trigger a PDA purchase.50
Issues Related to Bibliographic Control

Many PDA programs use the OPAC as the primary mechanism for selecting books. The OPAC may therefore include
several kinds of materials: print and media items that are
immediately available on the shelves, e-books that are
immediately accessible online, and print items that can be
selected for the collection but are not immediately available.
This may lead to frustration when patrons learn that some
of the items in the catalog cannot be accessed immediately.
Moreover, some e-book vendors provide incomplete MARC
records. For instance, the records supplied to the University
of Texas by EBL did not include subject headings and were
sometimes inaccurate.
A greater difficulty arises if patrons’ ability to select
books is discontinued during the year, as described earlier.
When that happens, the unselected PDA titles are usually
removed from the catalog until they are once again available
for purchase.51 Although this practice keeps patrons from
receiving an “item unavailable” message when they try to
order books, it also means that the records for particular
items will disappear and reappear every few months. This
is likely to reduce patrons’ confidence in the library catalog,
especially among students and faculty working on long-term
projects.

Problems Specific to E-Book PDA Programs
PDA programs that provide access to e-books rather than
print volumes are prone to a number of additional difficulties. Although e-books have the obvious advantage of immediate access, several problems can be traced to the ways in
which e-books are marketed, priced, and licensed.
Limited Availability of Academic Titles as E-Books

E-book PDA programs can be effective only if the titles that
meet patrons’ needs are available in digital format. However,
even the most recent studies have shown that fewer than
half of all new academic titles are available as e-books.52 As
Slater has noted, “The lack of available e-book content may
be the single largest limiting factor in the growth of e-book
market share in academic libraries.”53 Ebrary, the e-book
vendor with the largest catalog, offers just 31 percent of the
titles profiled by YBP Library Services.54 Although popular books tend to be widely available on multiple e-book
platforms, the same is not true of scholarly titles. Recent
estimates suggest that only 11 percent of currently available
e-books are intended for the academic market.55
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Studies of the e-books available in particular subject
areas further demonstrate the problem. More than half the
titles listed in Doody’s Core Titles in the Health Sciences are
not available in any digital format, and many of the readings
identified as essential by medical school faculty are likewise
unavailable as e-books.56 After evaluating several e-book collections, the librarians at the University of Pittsburgh Health
Sciences Library concluded that no vendor could supply
the titles they needed.57 Only 31 percent of the nursing and
business titles acquired by Adelphi University in 2008 were
available as e-books.58
A related issue is that e-books are more widely available in some fields than in others. In history, for example,
e-books have been neither widely available nor widely
used.59 These disciplinary differences may lead to biases in
selection if the likelihood of selecting a particular title varies
with its availability as an e-book. As Smith has pointed out,
the PDA selection model is necessarily biased in favor of
the formats and disciplines most suited to its application.60
Digital Embargoes

Many academic titles are released first in print, then only
later as e-books. A publication lag of three to eighteen
months is common.61 These digital embargoes are usually
an attempt to protect print sales, which generate the most
revenue for publishers. As Hodges, Preston, and Hamilton have observed, “The longer the hardcover edition is
the sole source of content, the more money the publisher
makes. . . . The timing of each release [hardcover, softcover,
and e-book] is based on a schedule that publishers hope will
maximize profit.”62
Ironically, this business model negates a major advantage of e-book technology: the possibility of reducing the
time from manuscript acceptance to formal public distribution. Moreover, libraries that rely on e-book PDA programs
may be systematically delaying their patrons’ access to new
titles. Unless the publication lag is eliminated, the problem
can be resolved only by allowing patrons to select from a
catalog that includes both print editions and e-books. So
far, only two universities—Denver and Mississippi—have
instituted PDA programs that allow patrons to choose either
format.
High Prices of Academic E-Books

When purchased individually, academic e-books are more
expensive than their print equivalents. Prices 50 percent
higher than print retail are not uncommon, and many vendors charge additional platform fees.63 This may seem counterintuitive, especially since e-books do not require paper,
printing, binding, or shipping. However, manufacturing and
distribution costs account for just 12 percent of the cost of a

typical printed book, and the elimination of print production
costs is usually offset by formatting, quality assurance, and
digital distribution costs that are unique to e-books.64 Moreover, academic publishers must recover their fixed costs over
a relatively low number of copies (sales). A modestly successful novel can easily sell five or ten thousand copies, while
most academic titles sell just a few hundred.65
In 2010–11, the average price of a softcover book profiled by YBP was $79.49; for hardcover, the average price
was $80.61. However, the average price of an e-book profiled by YBP was substantially higher: $97.10. EBL, ebrary,
and EBSCOhost all had average prices between $96.34 and
$98.24.66 Of course, the titles offered as e-books may be
systematically different from those available in print. That
is, characteristics other than format (discipline and publisher, for example) may account for the price differential.
Nonetheless, the available evidence suggests that academic
e-books, when purchased individually, are more expensive
than print.
E-book prices may be substantially lower when subject
collections or other multititle packages are acquired. For
example, the University of Idaho purchased more than
43,000 NetLibrary and ebrary titles at an average cost of just
$1.97 per title.67 Those e-books were not part of a PDA program, however, and the titles in each collection—the initial
holdings as well as the additions and deletions over time—
were controlled by the vendor rather than the library staff.
E-Book Licensing Issues

Nearly all e-books are licensed (leased) rather than purchased. E-book license agreements limit libraries’ and
patrons’ rights in significant ways. Moreover, most e-book
vendors have adopted licensing models that prevent users
from taking advantage of the benefits that e-book technology might otherwise provide.
Licensing issues and use restrictions are major barriers
to the widespread adoption of academic e-books in both
U.S. and U.K. libraries.68 For example, e-book leases often
require annual payments for content that remains static over
time. Even licenses that grant perpetual access can involve
annual platform fees in the thousands of dollars.69 Moreover,
many licenses allow vendors or publishers to respond unilaterally to perceived breaches of the license terms. As Nabe
and associates have pointed out, “The trigger event could
be something as simple as a class of students browsing an
e-book faster than is permitted.”70 In some cases, the vendor
can alter or withdraw files from the user’s device without his
or her permission.71
E-book PDA license provisions limit the ways in which
libraries can circulate and use e-books. Perhaps most notably, the First Sale doctrine does not apply to e-books and
other leased information resources. In the United States,
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purchasers of printed books may sell, lend, or transfer them
with only minimal restrictions. E-book licensees have no
such rights, however.72 In addition, many e-book licenses
prohibit the kinds of lending and use on which libraries
have come to rely. Some licenses limit the number of times
each title can be viewed; vendors may require additional
payments or even cut off access when the limit has been
reached.73 Many agreements also limit the number of users
who can view a title—a particular problem for in-class
use—and prohibit the use of e-books for course packs,
course reserves, and ILL.74 Finally, many contracts allow
access only by current students, faculty, and staff, thereby
excluding community (walk-in) patrons.75 Consequently,
libraries may have to purchase and implement technological methods of access restriction that would otherwise be
unnecessary.
Other license terms limit the ways individual patrons
can use e-books. Nearly all licenses restrict the extent
to which patrons may view, print, and download files.76
For example, the e-books in the University of Texas PDA
program cannot be downloaded at all; patrons may print
up to 20 percent of an e-book, and may copy and paste
no more than 5 percent. In fact, most e-book contracts
require users to give up rights that would otherwise be
theirs under the Fair Use and Educational Use provisions of
U.S. copyright law.77 As Slater has noted, “The unexpected
limitations [patrons] encounter when using e-books are
not inherent to the format. Most often, they are purposefully imposed limitations tied to digital rights management
techniques.”78 That is, many of the problems associated with
e-book PDA are essentially economic and legal rather than
technological.

Conclusion
Since the 1970s, librarians have been responsible for book
selection in most American universities.79 The conventional
librarian-driven model places selection in the hands of individuals with both professional and disciplinary expertise. In
contrast, most PDA programs give selection authority to
undergraduates, who have neither the knowledge nor the
incentive to build balanced collections that account for the
needs of all the library’s stakeholders. Specifically, PDA programs are prone to at least six problems:
• failure to distinguish between students’ immediate
desires and their long-term educational needs
• failure to make full use of librarians’ knowledge and
expertise
• failure to represent the full range of library stakeholders, such as future students and faculty
• systematic and idiosyncratic biases in selection,

especially when particular individuals or groups
account for a disproportionate number of PDA orders
• potential overspending and associated budgetary
problems, which may lead to the underrepresentation of works published later in the year
• cataloging issues that may impede information discovery and reduce patrons’ confidence in the library
Four additional factors—limited availability, digital
embargoes, high prices, and licensing issues—may lead to
further complications for those PDA programs that rely on
e-book technologies.
Some of these problems, such as the emphasis on students’ short-term goals, are intrinsic to the patron-driven
model of collection development. Research suggests that
even the most carefully designed PDA programs are unlikely
to lead undergraduates to adopt a long-term perspective
toward collection development.80 In contrast, problems such
as overspending and idiosyncratic bias can be mitigated by
combining PDA with other selection methods, by limiting selection authority to particular groups of patrons, by
restricting the set of titles from which patrons can select, and
by maintaining professional oversight over the PDA selection process. Unfortunately, relatively few PDA programs
have adopted these strategies.81
Over time, the problems associated with PDA may lead
to a decline in the quality of academic library collections.
The impact of PDA on collection quality is far from certain,
however, because no empirical study has directly addressed
the question. An effective evaluation of PDA as a collection
development mechanism is likely to require a comparative
approach. Ideally, such a study would assess whether PDA
is more or less cost-effective than alternative strategies such
as investing more time in selector training, gaining access to
better selection tools, or evaluating selectors’ performance
more carefully. The most challenging part of any such assessment, however, is the identification of outcome measures
that represent the educational goals of the university. For
example, two matched groups of students might be asked to
write papers on the same set of topics, one using librarianselected books and the other using patron-selected books.
Expert assessors could then determine which set of papers
better represents the body of literature on the topic, which
makes better use of published evidence to support the
arguments presented, or which demonstrates a fuller understanding of key ideas and principles. The final element of an
effective evaluation is objectivity—the use of assessors who
have no stake in the outcome of the evaluation but who are
nonetheless familiar with the context: the faculty, students,
curriculum, course assignments, library collections, and
institutional goals.
The issues discussed in this essay have implications not
just for PDA, but also for the role of the academic librarian.
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Arguably, a librarian who is fully engaged in the educational mission of the university will pay more attention to
patrons’ needs, actively soliciting their input while maintaining a professional role as expert mediator and guide.
For instance, Barnhart, a librarian teaching a graduate
course in religion, used the opportunity to provide instruction in key collection development principles.82 She then
gave each student an allocation (typically $350) to spend on
books for the library collection. Each student had to justify
his or her selections, thereby providing an opportunity for
further dialogue and reinforcement. The course had been
only moderately popular when the final project was a bibliography, but students displayed much greater interest once
Barnhart instituted the book-selection project as a course
requirement.
Similar forms of patron-centered, librarian-guided
collection development are common at many undergraduate colleges. At Menlo College, for example, the librarians
recently ordered several books for a particular student
writing about the impact of multiplayer video games on
academic performance. The library ordered the books not
because the student pressed a button in the OPAC, but
because librarians had helped him formulate a research
topic, showed him how to identify good books on the subject, and reviewed the titles with him to better understand
his needs and to offer an informed opinion of the works he
had identified. Many librarians provide this kind of instruction on a regular basis—perhaps not for every student, but
for many of them. They help explain the French phrases
and the logistic regression results, and they measure their
success not by the number of downloads but by the number of students who can demonstrate understanding of the
course material.
In contrast, PDA’s emphasis on efficient information
delivery may come at the expense of broader institutional
goals. Although information delivery is an important part
of what librarians do, it is neither the primary goal of the
university nor a task that librarians are uniquely qualified
to undertake. Professionals in fields such as accounting,
information technology, journalism, law, marketing, and
technical writing can legitimately claim information delivery
as a central component of their work. The unique aspect
of academic librarianship lies not in information delivery,
but in the selection and use of scholarly resources to meet
educational needs.
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Mentoring in the Library: Building
for the Future. By Marta K. Lee.
Chicago: ALA, 2011. 136p. $50 paperback (ISBN 978-0-8389-3593-4).
Marta K. Lee is, if not uniquely
suited to writing a book on mentoring
in libraries, at least ideally suited to
do so. Over her distinguished career
she has found herself on both sides of
the mentor–mentee relationship many
times, and as she makes clear in her
book, she has gained much through
each experience. She states in the
preface that she has “found that the
most important part of being a librarian is mentoring” (ix). This belief and
her enthusiasm for mentoring pervade
the entire book. Through this book
she shares her experiences so that
librarians might learn from them and
become interested in serving others
in this way.
Throughout the book, Lee discusses various types of mentoring
experiences ranging from very formal relationships such as found when
mentoring a new employee, to the
everyday, informal mentoring relationships that occur during a reference
interview or through activities such
as the American Library Association’s
annual resume review service. In nearly every case Lee is able to provide
first person anecdotes from both sides
of the relationship. The best features
of the book are the case studies where
Lee describes a particular mentoring
relationship. These case studies provide a way for Lee to offer the reader
advice on providing a quality mentoring experience and to convey the lessons that she learned as a result.
The book is organized into nine
chapters, beginning with a chapter that
introduces the reader to mentoring and
continuing through chapters on various types of mentoring relationships,

such as those with interns, library
school students, prospective librarians, new librarians, volunteers, and
coworkers pursuing promotion. Lee
concludes the book with chapters on
mentoring other librarians through
electronic communications, including
a chapter that gathers other types
of activities, such as the aforementioned resume review service. Several
appendixes are included, which contain sample forms for use by potential
mentors and descriptions of activities
detailed in the case studies. The book
ends with an extensive bibliography of
works on mentoring in libraries and
an index.
Lee spends considerable energy
emphasizing that formal mentoring
plans, especially for long term mentoring relationships, lead to far better
results. She provides a checklist of
items to be considered when setting
up an internship with a library school
student. She goes on in a case study
to describe an instance in which she
mentored a library school student and
the steps she took to set up and organize a meaningful experience for the
student. In the chapter on mentoring new hires or librarians new to a
position, she shows through two case
studies that it is not enough to have
a detailed plan—the plan must be
customized to allow for the particular
needs of the situation. As Lee quotes
Pree and Wright from their book,
Mentoring: Two Voices, “Mentoring
cannot be reduced to a formula.”1
Lee also argues that the mentoring
experience is greatly assisted by having strong institutional support. In
one case her university paid to have a
library school intern attend the American Library Association Annual Conference that was being held locally.
This support, as well as administrative

support for the staff time needed to
supervise an internship, is essential for
the success of a long-term mentoring
experience.
Nowhere is Lee clearer about the
power and influence of a good mentor
relationship than when she discusses
her early work as a cataloger. Having
realized quickly that she was more
suited to reference services, Lee feels
that an attentive mentor at this time
might have steered her in that direction. This is not to say that she did not
have good mentors at various points of
her career. In fact she describes how
an undergraduate geography professor
encouraged her to go to library school.
The chapter on mentoring
coworkers for promotion spends several pages describing the intricacies
of the promotion and tenure system,
and how academic librarians function
therein. Lee describes two different
experiences that she had in mentoring
librarians for promotion. In the first
case, the two librarians she mentored
completed their work on time; one was
promoted while the other withdrew
her application as she was leaving the
university. In the second experience,
the librarian was dealing concurrently
with other time-consuming duties and
was unable to meet many of their
agreed upon deadlines. Although this
librarian also was promoted, the contrasting case studies show that the
mentoring experience can vary greatly.
The final chapter shows the reader—who by now is surely interested
in serving as a mentor—how to get
started. In fact, Lee demonstrates
that many of the things that librarians do in the average day include
elements of mentoring. She describes
how librarians mentor each other by
providing assistance on electronic
mailing lists, reviewing resumes, and
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by commenting on article and presentation drafts. Through these and
myriad other activities, mentoring
occurs regularly in the library. As Lee
states, “There is never a mentoring
project too small” (98). With this in
mind and this book in hand, librarians everywhere now know where to
start.—John E. Adkins (johnadkins@
ucwv.edu), University of Charleston,
Charleston, West Virginia.
Reference
1. Max De Pree and Walter C. Wright,
Mentoring: Two Voices (Pasadena,
Calif.: De Pree Leadership Center,
2003).

Human Information Retrieval. By
Julian Warner. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 2010. 189p. $35 hardcover
(ISBN 978-0-2620-1344-4).
The book starts with Julian
Warner’s declaration, “Information
retrieval (IR) is of high contemporary significance, diffusing into ordinary discourse and everyday practice”
(1). As a field, IR is concerned with
the structured analysis, organization,
storage, searching, and retrieval of
information.1 Emphasizing that we are
faced with, and inevitably navigating
in, an advanced, complex, differentially understood, and apparently chaotic
arena fueled by information technologies, this nine-chapter volume provides
a foundation on which to understand
IR from a theoretical perspective. The
author suggests that IR is constructed
from labor, choice, and technology and
is rooted in human experience. He
aims to offer an inclusive understanding of IR systems through a labortheoretic approach.
Reviewing existing evaluative traditions and indicating the possibility
for synthesis within a labor-theoretic
approach, the book assumes selection power as a quality of human
consciousness. Selection power is
produced by selection labor, a form
of mental (informational) labor.
According to Warner, selection labor

comprises two processes: description
labor and search labor. The former,
an interpretive labor, is exemplified by
cataloging, classification, and database
description, which transform objects
into searchable descriptions. The latter occurs when information systems
are searched.
The centerpiece of the book is its
fourth chapter titled “A Labor Theoretic Approach,” within which operating and realizing human selection
power with respect to the real world is
debated. Related issues, like retrieval
from full text on the basis of semantic
as well as syntactical foundations, are
discussed, as are practical considerations for redesigning Internet search
tools with a humanistic approach. The
book’s concluding chapter reviews
semantics and syntax in relation to
preexisting theories relevant to IR,
labor-theory approach, and existing
and emerging real-world practices.
The book includes a postscript, bibliography, list of supplemental readings,
and index. Also helpful is the diagram on page 13, which delineates the
book’s structure, illustrating the topics
that relate to Warner’s labor theoretic
approach.
The goal of the book is to enrich,
promote, and advance IR research in
the fields of information science and
computer science. Warner’s concluding remarks suggest that every design
in the field of IR should serve end
users with simplicity, interoperability,
and cost-effectiveness. It is hoped that
such a humanistic approach can facilitate improving the interactive quality
of IR systems.
Although this theoretical, scholarly, and inspiring work that balances practical and theoretical aspects
of human IR is at times difficult to
understand, its depth, value, and originality should not be neglected. It will
be more interesting, erudite, instructive, and comprehensible for patient
readers, be they students, professors,
systems librarians, systems designers
and optimizers, or researchers familiar

with the IR field. I would have appreciated more attention given to the role
of human behavior as it pertains to
IR, especially given the book’s title.
Nevertheless, Human Information
Retrieval is a useful contribution to
the IR literature.—Alireza IsfandyariMoghaddam (ali.isfandyari@gmail.
com), Hamedan Branch, Islamic Azad
University, Iran.
Reference
1. Gerard Salton, Automatic Information Organization and Retrieval
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968).

Patron-Driven Acquisitions: History and Best Practices. Edited
by David A. Swords. Berlin; Boston,
Mass.: De Gruyter Saur, 2011. 205p.
$105 (ISBN: 978-3-1102-5301-6;
eISBN: 978-3-1102-5303-0). Current
Topics in Library and Information
Practice.
Many libraries, large and small,
are experimenting with patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) of e-books.
Although numerous journal articles
have been published recently on this
topic, this is the first book devoted
to PDA that I have seen. Edited by
David Swords, vice president of sales
and marketing for Ebook Library
(EBL), Patron-Driven Acquisitions
does have a slant toward EBL’s service
model, but do not let this prevent you
from reading it. Swords has assembled
an impressive cast of contributors,
including Rick Lugg, Bob Nardini,
Michael Levine-Clark, Kari Paulson,
Rex Steiner, Ron Berry, Tom Corbett,
Sue Polanka, Emilie Delquie, Doug
Way, Julie Garrison, and Dennis Dillon. Swords also contributes two chapters to the volume.
The chapters, though logically
organized, at times read like a set of
essays rather than a cohesive monograph; this is no doubt due to the
plethora of contributors. The book has
three main sections—“Background
and Reasons,” “PDA in the World,”
and “Modeling PDA”—and concludes
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by commenting on article and presentation drafts. Through these and
myriad other activities, mentoring
occurs regularly in the library. As Lee
states, “There is never a mentoring
project too small” (98). With this in
mind and this book in hand, librarians everywhere now know where to
start.—John E. Adkins (johnadkins@
ucwv.edu), University of Charleston,
Charleston, West Virginia.
Reference
1. Max De Pree and Walter C. Wright,
Mentoring: Two Voices (Pasadena,
Calif.: De Pree Leadership Center,
2003).

Human Information Retrieval. By
Julian Warner. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 2010. 189p. $35 hardcover
(ISBN 978-0-2620-1344-4).
The book starts with Julian
Warner’s declaration, “Information
retrieval (IR) is of high contemporary significance, diffusing into ordinary discourse and everyday practice”
(1). As a field, IR is concerned with
the structured analysis, organization,
storage, searching, and retrieval of
information.1 Emphasizing that we are
faced with, and inevitably navigating
in, an advanced, complex, differentially understood, and apparently chaotic
arena fueled by information technologies, this nine-chapter volume provides
a foundation on which to understand
IR from a theoretical perspective. The
author suggests that IR is constructed
from labor, choice, and technology and
is rooted in human experience. He
aims to offer an inclusive understanding of IR systems through a labortheoretic approach.
Reviewing existing evaluative traditions and indicating the possibility
for synthesis within a labor-theoretic
approach, the book assumes selection power as a quality of human
consciousness. Selection power is
produced by selection labor, a form
of mental (informational) labor.
According to Warner, selection labor

comprises two processes: description
labor and search labor. The former,
an interpretive labor, is exemplified by
cataloging, classification, and database
description, which transform objects
into searchable descriptions. The latter occurs when information systems
are searched.
The centerpiece of the book is its
fourth chapter titled “A Labor Theoretic Approach,” within which operating and realizing human selection
power with respect to the real world is
debated. Related issues, like retrieval
from full text on the basis of semantic
as well as syntactical foundations, are
discussed, as are practical considerations for redesigning Internet search
tools with a humanistic approach. The
book’s concluding chapter reviews
semantics and syntax in relation to
preexisting theories relevant to IR,
labor-theory approach, and existing
and emerging real-world practices.
The book includes a postscript, bibliography, list of supplemental readings,
and index. Also helpful is the diagram on page 13, which delineates the
book’s structure, illustrating the topics
that relate to Warner’s labor theoretic
approach.
The goal of the book is to enrich,
promote, and advance IR research in
the fields of information science and
computer science. Warner’s concluding remarks suggest that every design
in the field of IR should serve end
users with simplicity, interoperability,
and cost-effectiveness. It is hoped that
such a humanistic approach can facilitate improving the interactive quality
of IR systems.
Although this theoretical, scholarly, and inspiring work that balances practical and theoretical aspects
of human IR is at times difficult to
understand, its depth, value, and originality should not be neglected. It will
be more interesting, erudite, instructive, and comprehensible for patient
readers, be they students, professors,
systems librarians, systems designers
and optimizers, or researchers familiar

with the IR field. I would have appreciated more attention given to the role
of human behavior as it pertains to
IR, especially given the book’s title.
Nevertheless, Human Information
Retrieval is a useful contribution to
the IR literature.—Alireza IsfandyariMoghaddam (ali.isfandyari@gmail.
com), Hamedan Branch, Islamic Azad
University, Iran.
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Many libraries, large and small,
are experimenting with patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) of e-books.
Although numerous journal articles
have been published recently on this
topic, this is the first book devoted
to PDA that I have seen. Edited by
David Swords, vice president of sales
and marketing for Ebook Library
(EBL), Patron-Driven Acquisitions
does have a slant toward EBL’s service
model, but do not let this prevent you
from reading it. Swords has assembled
an impressive cast of contributors,
including Rick Lugg, Bob Nardini,
Michael Levine-Clark, Kari Paulson,
Rex Steiner, Ron Berry, Tom Corbett,
Sue Polanka, Emilie Delquie, Doug
Way, Julie Garrison, and Dennis Dillon. Swords also contributes two chapters to the volume.
The chapters, though logically
organized, at times read like a set of
essays rather than a cohesive monograph; this is no doubt due to the
plethora of contributors. The book has
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and Reasons,” “PDA in the World,”
and “Modeling PDA”—and concludes
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with a philosophical chapter by Dillon
on current and future trends. The book
is thought-provoking and provides a
lot of practical information for libraries considering PDA. If your library
has not yet delved into demand-driven
acquisitions, the chapters by Dillon
and Lugg will convince you that you
cannot afford not to try it. If you are a
publisher, Swords’s chapter, “PDA and
Publishers,” will convince you to offer
it as a service.
In the first chapter, “Collecting for the Moment: Patron-Driven
Acquisitions as a Disruptive Technology,” Lugg discusses the rise of the
web and users’ preference for digital
resources. The popularity of digital
resources changes what libraries and
librarians do, especially regarding collection management. Although Lugg
states PDA “eliminates the temptation
and the need to buy speculatively”
(11), he explains that librarian expertise remains an important element of
PDA programs. This opening chapter
provides a strong introduction to PDA
and lays a foundation for the book.
The next chapter, Nardini’s “Approval
Plans and Patron Selection: Two Infrastructures,” discusses the continued
usefulness of approval plans, a chapter that seems off-topic for the book.
The final contribution in this section,
authored by Levine-Clark, describes
the University of Denver’s experiences
with a variety of PDA models.
The second section starts with
a chapter by Paulson who recounts
EBL’s early partnerships with libraries
and the process of persuading publishers to make their books available electronically. The chapter also describes
the various PDA models trialed,
such as renting, buying, and shortterm loans. Two subsequent chapters
describe unique PDA experiences that
likely will not apply to many libraries,
but are nonetheless interesting. Steiner and Berry’s chapter describes building library collections from scratch
in Abu Dhabi and Azerbaijan, and
how useful PDA would have been
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had it been available at the time. The
authors state how PDA “gives the
international librarian the ability to
gain access to huge numbers of electronic resources at minimal economic
risk” (92). Although Corbett’s chapter,
which recounts the PDA experience in
a private boarding school, may not be
applicable to most school libraries, the
author makes the very relevant point
that there is a need for more appropriate e-book content for high school
students. In the final chapter in this
section, “PDA and Publishers,” Swords
begins by apologizing for not being
able to find a publisher willing to write
the chapter. In its stead, he constructs
the chapter around a conversation he
had with Mike Shatzkin, a consultant
and owner of the Idea Logical Company. Swords states early on that the
“main audience for this chapter is
publishers, at best those who so far
have rejected, discounted, or feared
PDA” (107). Despite the downside
of not having a publisher author this
chapter, I found it especially interesting and enlightening from my librarian
perspective. Although PDA is scary for
publishers because of its unpredictable
nature, Swords lays out many benefits,
including increased book citations and
revenue. He also spells out the danger
for publishers who fail to participate in
PDA programs.
The final section provides a solid
foundation on which to understand,
implement, and manage a PDA
program, financially and otherwise.
Polanka and Delquie’s “Patron-Driven
Business Models: History, Today’s
Landscape, and Opportunities” examines the evolution of PDA models, and
offer detailed descriptions of aggregator and publisher platforms. They
provide a useful comparison chart that
outlines the benefits and challenges of
the various models. The subsequent
chapter, written by Way and Garrison,
addresses implications of PDA, examines the value of short-term loans,
and includes a very thorough literature review. Dillon’s chapter discusses

how to control costs in a large-scale
PDA program. Swords’s “Elements
of a Demand-Driven Model,” which
completes the section, addresses “how
PDA thinking is different from past
thinking, what does a PDA system
require to be workable, and how do
you budget for it” (169). At times the
text in this chapter is dense, especially
when Swords writes about building
and budgeting for a PDA program.
The upside, however, is that Swords’s
advice can be used to predict spending
within a few percentage points, which
removes much of the financial risk
inherent to PDA.
With vision and candor, Dillon
concludes the book arguing that PDA
could facilitate libraries’ relevance in
a consumer-driven environment by
allowing librarians to become professional content managers. Freed from
making title-by-title decisions, librarians can instead use their expertise to
improve “access, discovery, and the
library’s relevancy” (192). Dillon goes
on to state that PDA should be regarded as a new tool for librarians rather
than a threat, since “individual readers
know what is in their own interest better than librarians do” (193).
This book will appeal to a broad
array of publishers and librarians, no
matter where one is along the PDA
spectrum. Library and information
science programs, in particular, will
find value in this book, which Swords
ties together well. Despite the EBL
slant, this monograph is an excellent
addition to the literature on patrondriven acquisitions and, fittingly, is
available via PDA.—Karen Fischer
(karen-fischer@uiowa.edu), University
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Preparing Collections for Digitization. By Anna E. Bülow and Jess
Ahmon. London: Facet, 2011. 192p.
$99.95 softcover (ISBN 978-1-85604711-1).
Preparing Collections for Digitization accomplishes what it sets out
to do: instruct collection managers in
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preparing original materials for scanning. The book’s focus is narrower than
the Northeast Document Conservation
Center (NEDCC)’s “Preservation and
Selection for Digitization” leaflet and
“Digital Directions” workshop, as well
as the Council on Library and Information Resources’ (CLIR) Preservation
in the Age of Large-Scale Digitization:
A White Paper.1 The book’s authors,
preservation specialists at the National
Archives UK, provide a more thorough
treatment of collection surveys and
actions required to handle specific
types of document formats, fastenings,
and damage than the aforementioned
resources. Unlike the NEDCC leaflet,
however, the authors focus exclusively on print (paper-based) materials;
unlike “Digital Directions” and the
CLIR report, the authors do not provide detailed information about other
phases of the digitization workflow,
such as metadata creation, database
and webpage design, and preservation of digital files. They are careful
to stress that digitization is not preservation, though providing access to a
digital surrogate reduces handling of
originals, thereby mitigating wear-andtear on originals. This book’s primary
value is to advise digitization staff on
how to minimize potential damage to
originals during the scanning process.
Given the authors’ expertise and their
thorough review of the international
literature, including publications from
the United Kingdom, United States,
the Netherlands, and Australia, Bülow
and Ahmon are well qualified to provide such guidance.
The authors begin by placing their
topic in the context of the four phases
of digitization: selection and preparation of materials; creation of digital
files and associated metadata; provision of access to the digital files; and
long-term sustainability (10–13). Subsequent chapters, however, concentrate only on the first two phases, with
emphasis firmly placed on preparation
of original materials.
In the sections and chapters of the
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book not dealing with document preparation, concepts are explained, but
decisions are deferred to institutions.
For example, the authors emphasize
that the selection of materials to digitize needs to align with the priorities
and policies of the institution. After
ownership, copyright, and data sensitivity issues have been addressed,
however, content, demand, and condition are recommended by the authors
as leading selection criteria. A chapter authored by Ross Spencer, “The
Digital Image,” defines and describes
file formats, resolution, bit and color
depth, color management, archival
and service copies, image enhancement and positioning, and compression, but does not endorse formats
or settings because institutions must
make decisions based on their own
needs. While this logic is valid, I found
myself wishing that the general guidelines available in the back of the book
were located at the end of this chapter,
since the authors could have drawn
more attention to best practices without explicitly endorsing any of them.
Although the chapter “Equipment for
Image Capture” handily explains the
suitability of scanners for certain types
of documents, I would have found
the information more useful in chart
format.
Charts and illustrations are generously supplied in the chapters that dig
into preservation issues: “Preparation
of Document Formats and Fastenings” and “Preparation of Damaged
Documents.” For example, “Summary
of options for removing fastenings”
(117) and “Types of damage and who
would deal with it” (139), with their
accompanying narrative and illustrations, explain preservation to a level of
specificity that could be very helpful in
training employees to deal with fragile
materials.
Surveying collections also is covered with greater specificity than most
other topics, both because the process
is mostly uniform regardless of institution size, equipment, and document

types, and because it appears to be
an area of expertise of the co-authors.
Some survey questions deal with specific types of damage, which may affect
scanning decisions.
Other topics covered in broader
strokes provide helpful tips, although
charts and samples of forms the
authors suggest would have been welcome. The authors’ general overview
of factors to consider when deciding whether to outsource scanning or
do the work in-house, and whether
scanning by a vendor should be done
off-site versus on-site, includes some
useful tips for environmental conditions, transport and tracking, and
incident plans and security. Their recommendation to conduct pilot studies
to develop method for conservation
treatment and estimate treatment time
per item is wise. The chapter “Setting
Up the Imaging Environment” offers
guidelines about workspace design,
and refers to instructions and restrictions typically in place for researchers in a special collections reading
room (e.g., no eating and drinking, no
ink), suggesting that those same rules
should apply to the space where scanning occurs.
This book, with its commonsense recommendations and practical emphasis, seems tailor-made for
smaller cultural heritage organizations that are late adopters of digitization, although the authors’ repeated
use of terms such as “conservators”
assumes that their readers’ institutions are more heavily staffed. Moreover, the authors’ exclusive focus on
paper-based documents, of which the
National Archives UK’s fine collections
provide a wide variety, may not match
the actual formats and accompanying
condition problems encountered by
smaller institutions.
At times the emphasis on conservation reads as defensive, justifying its
necessity despite (or because) funds
are shifting increasingly toward digitization activities. While the authors’
arguments for a continued need for
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conservation/preservation specialists are valid, they are also somewhat
shortsighted. For example, I wondered why “More Product, Less Process” (MPLP), a minimal processing
trend initially described and advocated by Greene and Meissner in an
American Archivist article, was not
cited.2 Its absence may be due in
part to the British-centric nature of
Preparing Collections for Digitization,
since MPLP’s traction is primarily in
the United States. I sense, however,
that MPLP was avoided because it
contrasts so starkly with the authors’
justification of conservation. Digital
preservation also is notably absent
from this book. The authors are cognizant of the need to consider digital
preservation as an aspect of the longterm sustainability of any digitization
project or program, because “preservation benefits of online access will
only last as long as the digital images
are available for online users” (12). Yet
they do not address digital preservation solutions, instead devoting several
pages to a defense of microfilm as a
preservation medium. Preparing Collections for Digitization provides more
detail about the specifics of preparing paper-based materials for scanning
than other available resources, but
readers looking for specific information about other aspects of digitization will be disappointed.—Rachel I.
Howard (rachel.howard@louisville
.edu), University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Digital Media: Technological and
Social Challenges of the Interactive
World. Edited by Megan A. Winget
and William Aspray. Lanham, Md.:
Scarecrow, 2011. 237p. $55 paper
(ISBN 978-0-0108-8196-9).
Essays included in this volume
are revised and peer-reviewed versions of conference papers presented
at a 2009 invitation-only workshop
on digital media held at the School of
Information at the University of Texas
at Austin. Participants were drawn
from a number of disciplines, including information studies, fine arts,
communication, technology, and history, so that a variety of views could be
voiced. While this approach undoubtedly worked well for a conference, it
falls short for a scholarly monograph.
Although brimming with ideas and
differing perspectives on its very broad
topic, this work, loosely organized into
four sections, is too unfocused and
uneven. This is unsurprising given the
amount of ground it tries to cover. A
narrower scope, or a more deliberate
and systematic overview of the subject,
would likely have made for a more
compelling book.
Part 1, “Preserving Digital Media,”
opens with an essay by Lowood exploring the complexities associated with
attempts to preserve video games
and virtual worlds. How does one, for
example, determine which versions of
Id Software’s Doom—the landmark
first-person shooter game originally
released as shareware in 1993—are
worthy of preservation? Doom allowed

players to make modifications, such as
creating new levels or creating different games (one of the more famous
modifications was based on the movie
Aliens). Many of these modifications
were almost as popular as the official releases of the game. In addition,
Lowood argues that projects that focus
mainly on preserving software are inadequate because documentation essential to understanding virtual worlds is
generally not found in those worlds.
Thus a visitor to Sony’s online game
EverQuest now will find no record
of candlelight vigils held inside the
game by players in the hours and days
following the September 11 attacks.
These vigils, of possible interest to
scholars studying online communities,
are documented elsewhere, largely
through forum postings. I found this
to be one of the strongest contributions to the collection. This section
also contains an essay by Winget that
looks at three personal collections of
video game-related materials, including a library of 711 books from the
Origin Systems’ game Ultima Online,
and a chapter by Kraus that argues
for the creation of a humanities center
to guide intellectual property public
policy, while also examining the role
that piracy can play in preservation.
Part 2, “Describing Documents,”
is not as focused on metadata issues
as I expected. Marshall’s essay, which
would have been at home in the previous section, looks at the problem
of determining the authoritative copy
of a given digital artifact when multiple copies are routinely saved, edited,
described, published, and annotated.
She offers, as an example, the case of
an animated music video made by an
art student in Taiwan for a song by one
of her favorite bands. Over time, ten
copies of the video, including variant
versions, accumulate on various sites,
some posted by the artist and others by
the band, each with different metadata
and public comments. How should
these differing versions, tags, descriptions and comments be reconciled,
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shortsighted. For example, I wondered why “More Product, Less Process” (MPLP), a minimal processing
trend initially described and advocated by Greene and Meissner in an
American Archivist article, was not
cited.2 Its absence may be due in
part to the British-centric nature of
Preparing Collections for Digitization,
since MPLP’s traction is primarily in
the United States. I sense, however,
that MPLP was avoided because it
contrasts so starkly with the authors’
justification of conservation. Digital
preservation also is notably absent
from this book. The authors are cognizant of the need to consider digital
preservation as an aspect of the longterm sustainability of any digitization
project or program, because “preservation benefits of online access will
only last as long as the digital images
are available for online users” (12). Yet
they do not address digital preservation solutions, instead devoting several
pages to a defense of microfilm as a
preservation medium. Preparing Collections for Digitization provides more
detail about the specifics of preparing paper-based materials for scanning
than other available resources, but
readers looking for specific information about other aspects of digitization will be disappointed.—Rachel I.
Howard (rachel.howard@louisville
.edu), University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Digital Media: Technological and
Social Challenges of the Interactive
World. Edited by Megan A. Winget
and William Aspray. Lanham, Md.:
Scarecrow, 2011. 237p. $55 paper
(ISBN 978-0-0108-8196-9).
Essays included in this volume
are revised and peer-reviewed versions of conference papers presented
at a 2009 invitation-only workshop
on digital media held at the School of
Information at the University of Texas
at Austin. Participants were drawn
from a number of disciplines, including information studies, fine arts,
communication, technology, and history, so that a variety of views could be
voiced. While this approach undoubtedly worked well for a conference, it
falls short for a scholarly monograph.
Although brimming with ideas and
differing perspectives on its very broad
topic, this work, loosely organized into
four sections, is too unfocused and
uneven. This is unsurprising given the
amount of ground it tries to cover. A
narrower scope, or a more deliberate
and systematic overview of the subject,
would likely have made for a more
compelling book.
Part 1, “Preserving Digital Media,”
opens with an essay by Lowood exploring the complexities associated with
attempts to preserve video games
and virtual worlds. How does one, for
example, determine which versions of
Id Software’s Doom—the landmark
first-person shooter game originally
released as shareware in 1993—are
worthy of preservation? Doom allowed

players to make modifications, such as
creating new levels or creating different games (one of the more famous
modifications was based on the movie
Aliens). Many of these modifications
were almost as popular as the official releases of the game. In addition,
Lowood argues that projects that focus
mainly on preserving software are inadequate because documentation essential to understanding virtual worlds is
generally not found in those worlds.
Thus a visitor to Sony’s online game
EverQuest now will find no record
of candlelight vigils held inside the
game by players in the hours and days
following the September 11 attacks.
These vigils, of possible interest to
scholars studying online communities,
are documented elsewhere, largely
through forum postings. I found this
to be one of the strongest contributions to the collection. This section
also contains an essay by Winget that
looks at three personal collections of
video game-related materials, including a library of 711 books from the
Origin Systems’ game Ultima Online,
and a chapter by Kraus that argues
for the creation of a humanities center
to guide intellectual property public
policy, while also examining the role
that piracy can play in preservation.
Part 2, “Describing Documents,”
is not as focused on metadata issues
as I expected. Marshall’s essay, which
would have been at home in the previous section, looks at the problem
of determining the authoritative copy
of a given digital artifact when multiple copies are routinely saved, edited,
described, published, and annotated.
She offers, as an example, the case of
an animated music video made by an
art student in Taiwan for a song by one
of her favorite bands. Over time, ten
copies of the video, including variant
versions, accumulate on various sites,
some posted by the artist and others by
the band, each with different metadata
and public comments. How should
these differing versions, tags, descriptions and comments be reconciled,
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aggregated and preserved, if at all?
The other essay in this section is by
Feinberg, and it serves as a reminder
to be aware of and, to a point, accepting of the biases inherent in all classification schemes.
Part 3, “The Personal Nature of
Digital Media,” begins with a chapter
by De Kosnik that calls for humanities
scholars to adopt what she terms the
“personal theory” method of writing,
a combination of first-person narrative
and theoretical arguments (140). This
style, she argues, is better-suited for
an age when personal sharing on the
web seems somewhat ubiquitous. She
links this method to works by Plato,
Descartes, and Thoreau, and gives
examples of how she feels it has been
successfully employed more recently
in publications such as Howe’s My
Emily Dickinson and Hayles’s Writing Machines.1 Despite agreeing with
the author on the possible benefits of
making academic writing more accessible, I found this to be one of the
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less compelling contributions to the
collection. This section’s other essay is
by Aspray. It examines two reports on
technological literacy—one prepared
in 1999 and one published in 2006—to
look at the ways in which perceptions
about needed technology skills change
over time, not only because of technological innovation, but also because
people’s expectations about the purpose of technology evolves.
The book’s final part, “Interactions between Technology and Culture,” contains a chapter by Pennycook
on the impact of technology on how
music is created and consumed, covering among other topics the use of
musical notation programs, such as
Sibelius and Finale, the evolution of
portable music players, and how programs like Apple’s GarageBand have
reduced the learning curve for novices
to create music. The book closes with
a fine but unfortunately brief essay
by Balsamo highlighting examples of
research efforts in the burgeoning

field of digital humanities.
The editors of Digital Media say
that it is suitable for use as a graduate
textbook. That seems fair; although I
found their quality uneven, individual
chapters will certainly be of interest
to many readers, particularly students
starting to explore these concepts in
library and information science courses. The book as a whole, however, may
prove too unwieldy and unfocused to
appeal to a wider audience. Practitioners looking for depth on some of
these important topics, such as digital
preservation and metadata, will not
be well served by this volume.—Bill
Walsh (wwalsh@gsu.edu), Georgia
State University, Atlanta, Georgia.
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